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Abstract

Stochastic programming is a subfield of mathematical program-
ming concerned with optimization problems subjected to uncertainty.
Many engineering problems with random elements can be accurately
modeled as a stochastic program. In particular, decision problems
associated with hydropower operations motivate the application of
stochastic programming. When complex decision-support problems
are considered, the corresponding stochastic programming models of-
ten grow too large to store and solve on a single computer. This
clarifies the need for parallel approaches that could enable efficient
treatment of large-scale stochastic programs in a distributed environ-
ment. In this thesis, we develop mathematical and computational
tools in order to facilitate distributed stochastic programs that can be
efficiently stored and solved.

First, we present a software framework for stochastic programming
implemented in the Julia language. A key feature of the framework is
the support for distributing stochastic programs in memory. Moreover,
the framework includes a large set of structure-exploiting algorithms
for solving stochastic programming problems. These algorithms are
based on the classical L-shaped and progressive-hedging algorithms
and can run in parallel on distributed stochastic programs. The dis-
tributed performance of our software tools is improved by exploring
algorithmic innovations and software patterns. We present the archi-
tecture of the framework and highlight key implementation details.
Finally, we provide illustrative examples of stochastic programming
functionality and benchmarks on large-scale problems.

Then, we pursue further algorithmic improvements to the dis-
tributed L-shaped algorithm. Specifically, we consider the use of dy-
namic cut aggregation. We develop theoretical results on convergence
and complexity and then showcase performance improvements in nu-
merical experiments. We suggest several aggregation schemes that are
based on parameterized selection rules. Before we perform large-scale
experiments, the aggregation parameters are determined by a tuning
procedure. In brief, cut aggregation can yield major performance im-
provements to L-shaped algorithms in distributed settings.

Finally, we consider an application to hydropower operations. The
day-ahead planning problem involves specifying optimal order volumes
in a deregulated electricity market, without knowledge of the next-day
market price, and then optimizing the hydropower production. We
provide a detailed introduction to the day-ahead model and explain
how we can implement it with our computational tools. This covers
a complete procedure of gathering data, generating forecasts from the
data, and finally formulating and solving a stochastic programming
model of the day-ahead problem. Using a sample-based algorithm
that internally relies on our structure-exploiting solvers, we obtain
tight confidence intervals around the optimal solution of the day-ahead
problem.



Sammanfattning

Stokastisk programmering är ett område inom optimeringslära som
behandlar beslutsproblem under osäkerhet. Ingenjörsproblem som in-
nehåller slumpmässiga element kan modelleras noggrant med stokas-
tiska program. Planering av vattenkraftsdrift är en specifik tillämpning
som har motiverat mycket av arbetet i den här avhandlingen. Kom-
plexa beslutsproblem leder ofta till stokastiska programmeringspro-
blem vars storlek överskrider kapaciteten hos moderna persondatorer.
Det behövs därför skalbara beräkningsmetoder som kan exekveras i
en distribuerad miljö bestående av flera samverkande datorer. I denna
avhandling utvecklar vi matematiska metoder och beräkningsverktyg
som kan användas för att representera och lösa distribuerade stokas-
tiska program effektivt.

I den första delen av avhandlingen presenterar vi ett ramverk för
stokastisk programmering som implementerats i programmeringssprå-
ket Julia. En nyckelfunktion i ramverket är möjligheten att instansie-
ra distribuerade stokastiska program. Ramverket innehåller också en
uppsättning optimeringsalgoritmer för att lösa stokastiska program ge-
nom att utnyttja problemens struktur. Dessa algoritmer är baserade på
metoderna “L-shaped” och “progressive-hedging” och kan appliceras
parallellt på distribuerade stokastiska program. Vi presenterar algorit-
miska innovationer och designmönster som ger förbättrad prestanda
i distribuerade miljöer. Vi redogör även för programpaketes struktur
och belyser viktiga detaljer i implementationen. Vi demonstrerar slut-
ligen ramverkets funktionalitet med enkla exempel och tillhandahåller
prestandatester utförda på storskaliga problem.

I följande kapitel fortsätter vi med att undersöka förbättringar
av den distribuerade L-shaped metoden. Speciellt undersöker vi dy-
namisk snittaggregering. Vi utvecklar teori som beskriver algoritmens
konvergens och komplexitet och genom numeriska experiment visar vi
sedan prestandaförbättringar. Vi föreslår olika aggregeringstrategier
baserade på parametriserade urvalsregler. Lämpliga aggregeringspara-
metrar bestäms genom en systematisk process innan vi utför storska-
liga experiment. Snittaggregering kan avsevärt förbättra prestandan
hos distribuerade L-shaped algoritmer.

Slutligen applicerar vi våra beräkningsmetoder på ett beslutspro-
blem från vattenkraftsindustrin. Problemet berör budstrategier för en
vattenkraftsproducent som deltar på en avreglerad elmarknad. Målet
är att bestämma optimala bud på en spotmarknad innan marknads-
priset är fastställt och sedan optimera kommande dags vattenkrafts-
produktion. Vi ger en detaljerad beskrivning av budgivningsproblemet
och förklarar sedan hur modellen kan implementeras i vårat ramverk.
Förklararingen omfattar ett fullständigt tillvägagångssätt för att samla
data, generera prognoser, samt formulera och lösa budgivningsproble-
met. Genom att använda en stickprovsbaserad metod, som bygger på
våra strukturnyttjande algoritmer, så kan vi beräkna ett konfidensin-
tervall kring budgivningsproblemets optimala värde med hög precision.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Engineering problems often involve making decisions under uncertainty. In
particular, hydropower operations are associated with various random ele-
ments that make it difficult to operate optimally. For example, the future
electricity price is not known when scheduling the next-day production, which
could incur a loss of profit if not considered. The capacity for renewable power
generation is constantly expanded, but the power production from renewable
sources such as solar and wind is irregular. Therefore, a large influx of renew-
able power production can lead to large imbalances in the power grid. Because
hydropower production can be delayed by storing water in reservoirs there are
opportunities to coordinate the power production in order to ensure balance
in the power grid. This is only possible if the hydropower planning takes the
random production into account. Seasonal planning of reservoir contents is
also associated with random demand in load from end users as well as random
water inflow. Hydropower operations in the Nordic regions are also affected by
snow melt. Therefore, if the reservoir levels are high during the spring flood,
there is an high risk of spillage. This results in lost opportunities for power
production. In all examples, uncertainty can be taken into account during
planning by formulating and solving a mathematical model.

Mathematical models of uncertain decision problems are often complex. It
is common that there is a trade-off between the accuracy of the model and
the computation time required to solve the model. Model reductions are em-
ployed to reduce the size and thereby the time to solution. For example, a set
of hydropower stations and reservoirs placed sequentially in a river may be
treated as one station and one reservoir through aggregation. Model reduc-
tions are useful, but typically incur a loss of information. Therefore, decision
candidates acquired from solving a reduced model may not be viable in a real
setting. Another approach is to instead decompose the original model and
then employ parallelization techniques in order to encompass large models.

In this thesis, we will explore how large-scale decision problems under un-
certainty can be solved efficiently using scalable algorithms on modern hard-
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2 Introduction

ware. This will be done from both a mathematical and a systems engineering
perspective. We will also consider applications to hydropower operations.

1.1 Motivation
Stochastic programming is an effective mathematical framework for modeling
decision problems that involve uncertainty [1]. It has been used to model
complex real-world problems in diverse fields such as power systems [2, 3, 4],
finance [5, 6], and transportation [7, 8]. The classical setting is linear stochastic
programming where an actor takes decisions in two stages:

decision x → observation ω → recourse y

The actor takes the first-stage decision x based on initial information before
the realization of a random event ω. After later observing ω, the actor takes a
recourse decision y with respect to the initial choice x and the output of some
random variable ξ. The notion of optimal decisions is captured by letting x
and y be optimization variables in linear programs, where ξ(ω) parameterizes
the second-stage problem for each outcome ω. A linear objective function
quantifies the quality of the decisions. Linear two-stage stochastic program-
ming readily extends to multi-stage settings with nonlinear or mixed-integer
models [1].

In applications, a stochastic program can be used to model some real-world
decision problem and we often have some statistical model of ξ available. We
then compute approximations of optimal decision policies by solving approxi-
mated instances of the stochastic program. In brief, this involves computing a
first-stage decision x̂ that is optimal in expectation over a set of second-stage
scenarios ξ(ωi) sampled from the model of ξ. In the linear setting, one can
in principle solve approximate problem instances by formulating the exten-
sive form that considers all available scenarios at once. This mathematical
program can be solved using standard linear programming solvers, including
both open-source solvers such as GLPK [9] and commercial solvers such as
Gurobi [10]. However, the size of the extensive form grows linearly in the
number of scenarios, and industry-scale applications typically involve 10,000+
scenarios. For example, a 24-hour unit commitment problem with 16,384 sce-
narios amounted to about 4 billion variables and constraints in the extensive
form [4]. Hence, solving the extensive form in industrial applications may
easily become intractable in practice. Moreover, the memory requirement
for storing the extensive form will eventually exceed the capacity of a sin-
gle machine. This clarifies the need for a distributed-memory approach when
modeling large-scale stochastic programs. Structure-exploiting decomposition
methods that operate in parallel on distributed data become essential to solve
large-scale stochastic programs.
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1.2 Scope
In this thesis, we present an efficient software framework for stochastic pro-
gramming in a distributed environment. The aim is to provide the ability to
model and solve large-scale stochastic programs, in order to provide decision
support for industrial applications. We consider classical structure-exploiting
algorithms [11, 12] and develop efficient software implementations. Moreover,
we explore algorithmic and system engineering improvements to the implemen-
tations of these algorithms in order to improve their distributed performance.
We pose large-scale decision problems related to hydropower operations, and
then use our software framework to construct and solve them.

The work presented in this thesis is centered around linear two-stage stochas-
tic programs of the form

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))]

subject to Ax = b

x ≥ 0.

(1.1)

We will restrict the discussion to instances where this problem is tractable.
In particular, when the set of random outcomes is finite, the optimization
problem (1.1) is well-defined and can be re-formulated into a finite linear
program:

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+
n∑

s=1
πsq

T
s ys

subject to Ax = b

Tsx+Wys = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n.

(1.2)

All computational tools presented in the thesis are designed with respect to
the finite problem (1.2). We will show that when the set of random outcomes
is infinite, which is a more suitable assumption for real-world problems, we
can recover the finite problem (1.2) through approximation.

1.3 Contributions and outline
We summarize the contributions presented in each chapter and provide the
outline of the thesis.

Chapter 2: Preliminaries
In this chapter, we introduce the notation that is used throughout the thesis.
Furthermore, we give a short review of stochastic programming. We provide a
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set of definitions and results that form a foundation for the remainder of the
thesis.

Chapter 3: Distributed stochastic programming
We present our open-source software framework StochasticPrograms.jl for
stochastic programming. The framework is implemented in the Julia program-
ming language and allows the user to efficiently formulate and solve stochastic
programs. Moreover, it is designed to scale seamlessly to distributed envi-
ronments. We showcase a large set of standard stochastic programming tech-
niques implemented in the framework by providing code listings on simple
examples. We also outline the core design of the implementation, with a fo-
cus on the software patterns that are used to efficiently distribute stochastic
programs in memory. The framework also includes efficient implementations
of the structure-exploiting L-shaped and progressive-hedging algorithms. In
addition, we extend these algorithms to operate in parallel on distributed
stochastic programs. We also present various techniques for improving the
performance of the algorithms, both in the single-core and multi-core settings.
We formulate and solve the classical farmer problem to showcase the function-
ality of the framework. Further, we evaluate the distributed algorithms by
soving a large-scale stochastic program on a compute node with 32 cores.

The chapter is based on the following publications:

• Martin Biel and Mikael Johansson. Efficient stochastic programming in
Julia. arXiv preprint arXiv:1909.10451, 2019. Submitted for considera-
tion to Mathematical Programming Computation. Under review,

• Martin Biel and Mikael Johansson. Distributed L-shaped algorithms in
Julia. In 2018 IEEE/ACM Parallel Applications Workshop, Alternatives
To MPI (PAW-ATM). IEEE, 2018.

Chapter 4: Dynamic cut aggregation in L-shaped algorithms
We explore algorithmic improvements to the L-shaped algorithm, inspired by
observations made in Chapter 3. Specifically, we present a theoretical frame-
work for cut aggregation in L-shaped algorithms. We show how optimality cuts
can be aggregated into arbitrary partitions without affecting convergence of
the L-shaped algorithm. We give a worst-case complexity bound for L-shaped
algorithms with static aggregation schemes and then extend it to dynamic ag-
gregation schemes. We design and tune a set of dynamic aggregation schemes
and evaluate them on two large-scale stochastic programs. We propose that
cut aggregation will improve the run-time performance of distributed L-shaped
algorithms, and then support this claim with numerical experiments. We re-
late the experimental results to our worst-case bound and give an outlook on
further possible improvements.
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This chapter is based on the following publication:

• Martin Biel and Mikael Johansson. Dynamic cut aggregation in L-shaped
algorithms. arXiv preprint arXiv:1910.13752, 2019. Submitted for con-
sideration to the European Journal of Operational Research. Under re-
view.

Chapter 5: Optimal order strategies in a day-ahead market
In this chapter, we apply the techniques and software tools introduced in the
previous chapters on an applied energy problem. The so called day-ahead
problem concerns how to determine optimal order strategies in a day-ahead
energy market. We pose this problem from the perspective of a hydropower
producer, who participates in the Nordic day-ahead market and operates in
the Swedish river Skellefteälven. We employ a novel machine learning proce-
dure to generate forecasts from historical data. We implement the day-ahead
model using our computational tools and then solve large-scale instances of
the problem in a distributed environment.

The chapter is based on the following publication:

• Martin Biel. Optimal day-ahead orders using stochastic programming
and noise-driven RNNs. arXiv preprint arXiv:1910.04510, 2019. Sub-
mitted for consideration to Energy Systems. Under review.

Chapter 6: Conclusion
In the final chapter, we summarize the main contributions presented in the
thesis and outline possible directions for future research.

Contributions not covered in the thesis
The following contributions have not been included in the thesis:

• Martin Biel, Arda Aytekin, and Mikael Johansson. POLO: a POLicy-
based Optimization library. arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.03417, 2018. Sub-
mitted for consideration to Mathematical Programming Computation.
Under review,

• Martin Biel, Arda Aytekin, and Mikael Johansson. POLO.jl: Policy-
based optimization algorithms in Julia. Advances in Engineering Soft-
ware, 136:102695, 2019,

• Martin Biel and Mikael Norrlöf. Efficient trajectory reshaping in a dy-
namic environment. In 2018 IEEE 15th International Workshop on Ad-
vanced Motion Control (AMC), pages 54–59, 2018,





Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we provide the notation and preliminary results that will be
used throughout the thesis.

2.1 Notation
We reserve R for the set of real numbers. Superscripts on R denote the di-
mension. For example, Rp denotes the p-dimensional vector space where the
elements have coordinates in R. Moreover, Rn×m denotes the vector space of
real-valued matrices that have n rows and m columns.

Let (Ω,F , π) denote a probability space where Ω is a sample space, F is a σ-
algebra over Ω and π : F → [0, 1] is a probability measure. Let ξ(ω) : Ω→ RN
denote a random variable on Ω. Further, let Ξ ∈ RN denote the support of
ξ, i.e., the smallest closed subset in RN such that π(ξ ∈ Ξ) = 1. Let Eξ
denote expectation with respect to the random variable ξ, and Varξ denote
variance with respect to the random variable ξ. Let N(µ, σ2) denote a normal
distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Let→p and→d denote convergence
in probability and in distribution, respectively.

2.2 Recourse model
Definition 1 (First-stage decision). u0 ∈ Rn is a first-stage decision, associ-
ated with a cost function f0(u0) : Rn → R and constrained to U0 ⊂ Rn.

Definition 2 (Scenario). An event ω ∈ Ω observed after taking the decision
u0 is a scenario.

Definition 3 (Recourse decision). Given the first-stage decision u0 and an
observed scenario ω, ur(ω) ∈ Rm is a recourse decision, associated with a cost
function fr(u0, ur(ω); ξ(ω)) : Rn×Rm → R and constrained to Ur(u0; ξ(ω)) ⊂
Rm.

7



8 Preliminaries

A two-stage recourse procedure proceeds as follows:

1. take the first-stage decision u0 ∈ U0, paying for its cost f0(u0),

2. observe ω ∈ Ω, and,

3. take the recourse decision ur(ω) ∈ Ur(u0; ξ(ω)), paying for its cost
fr(u0, ur(ω); ξ(ω)).

Note that, both the first-stage decision u0 and scenario ω parameterize the
cost and constraints of the recourse decision.

Definition 4 (Recourse problem). A two-stage recourse problem is given by

minimize
u0∈U0

f0(u0) + Eξ
[

min
ur(ω)∈Ur(u0;ξ(ω))

fr(u0, ur(ω); ξ(ω))
]
, (2.1)

and an optimal first-stage decision û is obtained as a solution to the recourse
problem

û0 = arg min
u0∈U0

{
f0(u0) + Eξ

[
min

ur(ω)∈Ur(u0;ξ(ω))
fr(u0, ur(ω); ξ(ω))

]}
.

In the remainder of the thesis, we will focus on linear two-stage stochastic
programming, a special case of (2.1) introduced in the following.

2.3 Stochastic programming
Definition 5 (Linear first-stage decision). x ∈ Rn is a linear first-stage deci-
sion, associated with a linear cost function cTx and constrained to the standard
polyhedron in linear programming:

X = {x ∈ Rn |Ax = b, x ≥ 0},

where A ∈ Rp×n and b ∈ Rp.

Definition 6 (Linear recourse decision). Given the linear first-stage decision
x and an observed scenario ω, let y ∈ Rm denote a linear recourse decision,
associated with the linear, scenario-dependent, cost vector qω and constrained
to

{y ∈ Rm | Tωx+Wy = hω, y ≥ 0},

where Tω ∈ Rq×n and hω ∈ Rq are scenario-dependent and W ∈ Rq×m is
fixed.
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In other words, the second-stage problem is parameterized by the random
variable

ξ(ω) =




qω
hω
T 1
ω
...
T qω



.

Definition 7 (Linear two-stage stochastic program). A linear two-stage stochas-
tic program is given by

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))]

subject to Ax = b

x ≥ 0,

(2.2)

where
Q(x, ξ(ω)) = min

y∈Rm
qTω y

s.t. Tωx+Wy = hω

y ≥ 0.

Definition 8 (Value of the recourse problem). The value of the recourse
problem, or the VRP, is the optimal value of (2.2).

We address the feasibility of problem 2.2 in the following definitions.

Definition 9 (Elementary feasibility set). For a given ξ ∈ Ξ, the elementary
feasibility set is given by

Xr(ξ(ω)) = {x ∈ Rn | ∃y ∈ Rm s.t.Wy = hω − Tωx, y ≥ 0}

Definition 10 (Second-stage feasibility set). The second-stage feasibility set
is given by

Xr =
⋂

ξ∈Ξ
Xr(ξ(ω))

In other words, if x ∈ Xr then a feasible recourse decision can be taken in
any scenario ω. Under a set of assumptions, the following result holds.

Theorem 2.3.1 ([1]). If W is fixed in (2.2) and ξ(ω) : Ω→ RN is a random
variable with finite second moments, i.e., Eξ

[
ξ2] < ∞, then Eξ[Q(x, ξ)] < ∞

for any x ∈ Xr.

Some stochastic programs have the property that every feasible first-stage
decision is also second-stage feasible. This is captured by the following defini-
tion.
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Definition 11 (Relatively complete recourse). A stochastic program (2.2) has
relatively complete recourse if X ⊆ Xr.

If a stochastic program has relatively complete recourse, we can devise effi-
cient algorithms that search for an optimal solution in the first-stage constraint
set X .

Finally, we introduce the concept of decision evaluation. This concerns
how to evaluate the performance of a candidate decision x with respect to the
stochastic program (2.2).

Definition 12 (Expected result). Given a linear first-stage decision candidate
x to a linear stochastic program of form (2.2), the expected result of making
this decision is given by

V (x) = cTx+ Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))]. (2.3)

2.3.1 Finite extensive form
If Ω is finite, say with n scenarios of probability πs, s ∈ {1, . . . , n} respectively,
then we can represent (2.2) compactly as

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+
n∑

s=1
πsq

T
s ys

subject to Ax = b

Tsx+Wys = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n.

(2.4)

We refer to this problem henceforth as the finite extensive form. It is often
recognized in literature as the deterministic equivalent problem, or the DEP,
which we will sometimes use to abbreviate the extensive form. For small n, it is
viable to solve this problem with standard solvers. For large n, decomposition
approaches are required. The following result allows us to develop efficient
decomposition algorithms for solving (2.4):

Theorem 2.3.2 ([1]). If Ω is finite and ξ(ω) : Ω→ RN is a discrete random
variable, then

1. The elementary feasibility set

Xr(ξ(ω)) = {x ∈ Rn | ∃y ∈ Rm s.t.Wy = hω − Tωx, y ≥ 0}
is a convex polyhedron for any ξ(ω),

2. The second-stage feasibility set

Xr =
⋂

ξ∈Ξ
Xr(ξ(ω))

is a convex polyhedron, and,
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3. Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))] is a piecewise linear and convex function for all x ∈ Xr.

In the finite case, the expected result of a candidate decision (2.3) simplifies
to

V (x) = cTx+
n∑

s=a
πsQs(x),

where
Qs(x) = min

ys∈Rm
qTs ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsx
ys ≥ 0.

2.3.2 Sample average approximation
If Ω is not finite, the stochastic program (2.2) is exactly computable only un-
der certain assumptions. However, it is possible to formulate computationally
tractable approximations of (2.2) using the finite form (2.4). The most com-
mon approximation technique is the sample average approximation (SAA) [20].
Assume that we sample n scenarios ωs, s = 1, . . . , n independently from Ω
with equal probability. These scenarios now constitute a finite sample space
Ω̃ with the measure

π̃(ωs) = 1
n
, s = 1, . . . , n.

We form an SAA model as a finite model (2.4) using the sampled scenarios. An
optimal solution to this SAA model approximates the optimal solution to (2.2)
in the sense that the empirical average second-stage cost 1

n

∑n
s=1 q

T
s ŷs, where

ŷs = arg miny∈Rm{Q(x, ξ(ωs))}, converges pointwise with probability 1 to
Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))] as n goes to infinity. In fact, under certain assumptions, the
optimizer of the SSA problem converges with probability 1 to the optimizer
of (2.2) as n goes to infinity. We state this more precisely in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.3.3 ([21]). Suppose that a given stochastic program (2.2), with
fixed W , has relatively complete recourse. Suppose also that ξ(ω) : Ω → RN
is a random variable with finite second moments and that {ξs}ns=1 are n IID
samples of ξ. Moreover, suppose that ∃x̃ ∈ X ∩ Xr. Then, xn →p x̂ as n goes
to infinity, where

xn = arg min
x∈X

{
cTx+

n∑

s=1
Q(x, ξs)

}

and
x̂ = arg min

x∈X∩Xr

{
cTx+ Eξ[Q(x, ξ)]

}
.
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In practice, we do not reach this asymptotic limit, and instead, rely on
statistical approaches. Such methods are based on the following central limit
theorem.

Theorem 2.3.4 ([22]). If the assumptions in Theorem 2.3.3 are satisified,
then

√
n(Vn − V RP )→d N(0,Varξ[Q(x̂, ξ)]) as n goes to infinity, where

Vn = min
x∈X

cTx+
n∑

s=1
Q(x, ξs)

This result provides a basis for calculating confidence intervals around the
VRP of (2.2), as described next.

We follow the methodology developed in [20]. First, consider an SAA
instance of (2.3)

VN (x) = cTx+ 1
N

N∑

s=1
Q(x, ξs). (2.5)

Evaluation of the subproblems is cheap compared to solving (2.4); so, we can
use large values of N . Now, we solve T sampled batches of the above problem,
using {ξi}Ti=1 where all ξi = {ξis}Ns=1 are N IID samples of ξ, and construct
the unbiased estimator

UT = 1
T

T∑

i=1
V iN = 1

T

T∑

i=1

(
cTx+ 1

N

N∑

s=1
Q(x, ξis)

)
,

which estimates V (x). In addition, it can be used to upper bound an estimate
of the gap between V (x) and the VRP of (2.2). Using the α-critical value of
the t-distribution with T − 1 degrees of freedom, a (1−α) confidence interval
around UT is given by

[
UT −

tα/2,T−1σ
2
T√

T
,UT +

tα/2,T−1σ
2
T√

T

]
,

where the sample variance is given by

σ2
T = 1

T − 1

T∑

i=1

(
V iN (x)− UT

)2
.

A lower bound on the gap between V (x) and the VRP of (2.2) is computed
by first solving n-sized SAA instances of the form

V̂ in = min
x∈Rn

cTx+ 1
n

n∑

s=1
Q(x, ξis)

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(2.6)
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for M sampled IID batches {ξi}Mi=1. Now,

V RP = min
x∈Xr

cTx+Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))] = min
x∈Xr

Eξis

[
cTx+ 1

n

n∑

s=1
Q(x, ξis)

]
≥ Eξis

[
V̂ in

]
.

Consequently,
V RP ≥ Eξis

[
V̂ in

]
,

and an estimate of this lower bound can be computed by

Ln,M = 1
M

M∑

i=1
V̂ in.

Because this involves solving stochastic programs, the values ofM or n cannot
be too large for the procedure to be computationally tractable on a single node.
In a distributed environment, we can employ parallel solver strategies since
the procedure trivially parallelizes overM . An approximate (1−α) confidence
interval around the lower bound is then given by

[
Ln,M −

tα/2,M−1σ
2
n,M√

M
,Ln,M +

tα/2,M−1σ
2
n,M√

M

]
,

where the sample variance is given by

σ2
n,M = 1

M − 1

M∑

i=1

(
V̂ in − Ln,M

)2
.

The two bounds are now combined to form a (1 − 2α) confidence interval
around the gap between V (x) and the VRP of (2.2):

[
0, UT − Ln,M +

tα/2,T−1σ
2
T√

T
+
tα/2,M−1σ

2
n,M√

M

]
.

If we acquire a candidate decision by solving a single SSA instance, then we
can use the above procedure to calculate a confidence interval around the VRP
of (2.2). Specifically, assume that x̂n is the optimizer of some SAA instance
of size n. A confidence interval around the VRP of (2.2) is then given by

[LV RP , UV RP ] =
[
Ln,M −

tα/2,M−1σ
2
n,M√

M
, Ûn,T +

tα/2,T−1σ̂
2
n,T√

T

]
, (2.7)

where

Ûn,T = 1
T

T∑

i=1

(
cT x̂n + 1

N

N∑

s=1
Q(x̂n, ξis)

)
,
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and

σ̂2
n,T = 1

T − 1

T∑

i=1

((
cT x̂n + 1

N

N∑

s=1
Q(x̂n, ξis)

)
− Ûn,T

)2

.

The remaining quantities are calculated as before. Because the SAA solution
x̂n converges to the optimizer x̂ as n → ∞, it follows that Ûn,T decreases
with n while Ln,M increases with n. Hence, the length of the resulting confi-
dence interval (2.7) will decrease with n. We can therefore employ an iterative
procedure, where n is increased until the length of the confidence interval de-
creases to some desired relative tolerance. We would then report the resulting
confidence interval [LV RP , UV RP ] around the VRP of (2.2).

2.4 Stochastic performance
After solving (2.2), either exactly for finite problems or approximately using
SAA, we can compute two classical measures of stochastic performance. These
quantities are well defined for finite models (2.4). When Ω is infinite, we again
employ the statistical approaches outlined in the previous section. First, we
need some auxilliary definitions.

Definition 13 (Wait-and-see decision). Given a scenario ω ∈ Ω, the wait-
and-see decision associated with (2.2) is given by the solution to

minimize
x∈Rn,y∈Rm

cTx+ qTω y

s.t. Ax = b

Tωx+Wy = hω

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0.

(2.8)

This problem is known as the wait-and-see problem.

Definition 14. The expected wait-and-see solution, or EWS, is given by

EWS = Eξ




min
x∈Rn

cTx+Q(x, ξ(ω))

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0.


 (2.9)

Definition 15 (Expected value decision). Given

ξ̄ = Eξ[ξ(ω)] (2.10)

the expected value decision x̄ associated with (2.2) is given by the solution to

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+Q(x, ξ̄)

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0.

(2.11)
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This problem is known as the expected value problem.

Definition 16. The expected result of the expected value decision, or the EEV,
is given by

EEV = cT x̄+ Eξ[Q(x̄, ξ(ω))]. (2.12)

2.4.1 Expected value of perfect information
Definition 17 (Expected value of perfect information). The expected value
of perfect information, or the EVPI, is given by

EV PI = EWS − V RP. (2.13)

The EVPI measures the expected loss of not knowing the exact outcome
beforehand. It quantifies the value of having access to an accurate forecast.

When Ω is infinite, we first use the statistical approach to determine a
confidence interval [LV RP , UV RP ] around the VRP. This calculation involves
solving SAA instances of size n. We then sample n scenarios from Ω to ob-
tain {ξi}ni=1 and calculate the wait-and-see decision xi for each ξi. An EWS
approximation is then obtained by

EWS = 1
n

n∑

i=1

(
cTxi +Q(xi, ξi)

)
.

A confidence interval around the EWS is then given by

[LEWS , UEWS ] =
[
EWS − zα/2σ

2
EWS√
n

,EWS +
zα/2σ

2
EWS√
n

]
,

where

σ2
EWS = 1

n− 1

n∑

i=1

(
(cTxi +Q(xi, ξi))− EWS

)2
.

Now, if there is no overlap between the confidence interval around VRP and
the confidence interval around EWS, there is an EVPI that is statistically
significant to the chosen significance level α. A confidence interval around this
EVPI is then given by

[LEV PI , UEV PI ] = [LEWS − UV RP , UEWS − LV RP ].

2.4.2 Value of the stochastic solution
Definition 18. The value of the stochastic solution, or the VSS, is given by

V SS = V RP − EEV. (2.14)
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The VSS measures the expected loss of ignoring the uncertainty in the
problem. It indicates if the second stage is sensitive to the stochastic data. It
is advised to evaluate VSS on a reasonably-sized sampled model. If the VSS
is low, then there is little benefit in solving a large-scale instance.

When Ω is infinite, we first use the statistical approach to determine a
confidence interval [LV RP , UV RP ] around the VRP. This calculation involves
solving SAA instances of size n. We then sample n scenarios from Ω to obtain
{ξi}ni=1, calculate the expected outcome

ξ̄ = 1
n

n∑

i=1
ξi,

and determine an expected value decision x̄ according to (2.11). An EEV
approximation is then obtained by

EEV = cT x̄+ 1
n

n∑

i=1
Q(x̄, ξi).

A confidence interval around the EEV is then given by

[LEEV , UEEV ] =
[
EEV − zα/2σ

2
EEV√
N̄

, EEV +
zα/2σ

2
EEV√
N̄

]
,

where

σ2
EEV = 1

N̄ − 1

N̄∑

i=1
(F (x̄, ξi)− EEV )2.

Here, {ξi}N̄i=1 is a large number N > n of sampled scenarios. Now, if there
is no overlap between the confidence interval around VRP and the confidence
interval around EEV, there is a VSS that is statistically significant to the
chosen significance level α. A confidence interval around this VSS is then
given by

[LV SS , UV SS ] = [LV RP − UEEV , UV RP − LEEV ].

2.5 The L-shaped algorithm
The L-shaped algorithm is an efficient cutting-plane method for solving the
finite extensive form (2.4). It is based on Theorem 2.3.2, which states that
the objective function of the finite extensive form is a piecewise linar convex
function on the set Xr. The L-shaped algorithm iteratively approximates this
polyhedral function through outer linearization.

The L-shaped algorithm decomposes (2.4) into a master problem and n
subproblems. During the procedure, solution candidates xk are generated by
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solving the master problem:

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+ θ

subject to Ax = b

θ ≥ Φ(x)
x ≥ 0,

where Φ(x) is an outer linearization of

Q(x) =
n∑

s=1
πsQs(x).

During the L-shaped procedure, solution iterates xk are used to parameterize
subproblems of the form

minimize
ys∈Rm

qTs ys

subject to Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0.

(2.15)

It follows from duality theory that λTs (hs−Tsx), where λs is the dual optimizer
of (2.15), is a valid support function for Qs(x), and hence,

n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s (hs − Tsx)

is a valid support function for Q(x). In the original formulation of the L-
shaped algorithm [12], the above result is used at each iteration k to construct
optimality cuts by introducing

∂Qk =
n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s Ts

qk =
n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s hs.

If the optimality cut is not satisfied by the current master iterate, i.e., if

θk < qk − ∂Qkxk,
then the optimality cut is included in the master problem as follows:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ θ

subject to Ax = b

∂Qkx+ θ ≥ qk, ∀k
x ≥ 0.
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If the iterate xk is not second-stage feasible, some subproblems will be infea-
sible. This happens when xk 6∈ Xr. We handle this by considering

minimize
ys∈Rm

ws = eT v+
s + eT v−s

subject to Wys + v+
s − v−s = hs − Tsxk

ys ≥ 0, v+
s ≥ 0, v−s .

(2.16)

If ws > 0, then subproblem s is infeasible for the current iterate xk. Further,
it follows from duality theory that σTs (hs − Tsx) ≤ 0, where σs is the dual
optimizer of (2.16), is necessary for x to be second-stage feasible. The above
result can be used to both check for second-stage infeasibility and construct
feasibility cuts by introducing

Fk =



σT1 T1
...

σTf Tf


 , fk =



σT1 h1
...

σTf hf




for all infeasible subproblems 1, . . . , f . BecauseW has a finite number of bases,
finitely many feasibility cuts are required to completely describe Xr [12]. The
feasibility cuts enter the master problem as follows:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ θ

subject to Ax = b

Fkx ≥ fk, ∀k
∂Qkx+ θ ≥ qk, ∀k
x ≥ 0.

The master problem is then re-solved to generate the next iterate xk+1. This
is repeated until

|Q(xk)− θ|
|Q(xk) + ε|

falls within some desired relative tolerance τ , or if the latest optimality cut
is already satisfied by the current master iterate, upon which the algorithm
terminates. Here. ε is a small number to avoid division by zero. Note that,
if the stochastic program (2.4) has relative complete recourse, then feasibility
cuts are not required. The L-shaped algorithm converges in finitely many
iterations because W has a finite number of bases. We present this as a
theorem and refer to [1] for the proof.

Theorem 2.5.1 ([1]). If Ω is finite and ξ(ω) : Ω→ RN is a discrete random
variable, then the L-shaped algorithm converges to an optimal solution of 2.4,
when it exists, or proves infeasibility, in a finite number of iterations.
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2.6 The progressive-hedging algorithm
The progressive-hedging algorithm was first introduced in [11]. In contrast to
the L-shaped algorithm, applying progressive-hedging to solve (2.4) yields a
complete decomposition over the n scenarios. The method is a specialization
of the proximal-point algorithm [23], and convergence in the linear case (2.4)
is derived in this setting in [11]. Here, we convey the main idea in terms of
the established notation. First, consider the following problem:

minimize
xs∈Rn,ys∈Rm

n∑

s=1
πs
(
cTxs + qTs ys

)

subject to xs = ξ s = 1, . . . , n
Axs = b s = 1, . . . , n
Tsxs +Wys = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
xs ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n.

(2.17)

The constraints xs = ξ, s = 1, . . . , n are called non-anticipative and enforce
the fact that the first-stage decision is given when the second-stage uncertainty
is realized. Separability across the n scenarios is achieved by introducing the
following regularized relaxation of each subproblem:

minimize
xs∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTxs + qTs ys + ρs(xs − ξ) + r

2‖xs − ξ‖
2
2

subject to Axs = b

Tsxs +Wys = hs

xs ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0.

The algorithm now proceeds by iteratively alternating between generating new
admissible solutions xks , s = 1, . . . , n, and an implementable solution ξk. In
the two-stage setting, an admissible solution is feasible in every scenario, and
an implementable solution is consistent in the sense that xs = ξ for all s. We
obtain the implementable solution through aggregation:

ξk =
n∑

s=1
πsx

k
s

and the Lagrange multipliers are updated scenario-wise through

ρk+1
s = ρks + r(xks − ξk).

Hence, the non-anticipative constraints are enforced while the dual variables
converge. Numerical convergence is measured using

δk =

√√√√‖ξk − ξk−1‖22 +
n∑

s=1
πs‖xks − ξk‖22, (2.18)
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which takes both primal and dual convergence into account. Thus, a termina-
tion criterion for the progressive-hedging procedure can be formulated as

δk ≤ τ(ε+ ‖ξk‖2), (2.19)

where τ is some desired relative tolerance and ε is a small number to avoid
division by zero. Finite convergence follows from the theory of maximal mono-
tone operators and contraction mappings. Again, we present this convergence
result as a theorem and refer to [1] for the proof.

Theorem 2.6.1 ([1]). If Ω is finite and ξ(ω) : Ω → RN is a discrete ran-
dom variable, then the progressive-hedging algorithm converges to an optimal
solution of 2.4, when it exists, in a finite number of iterations.



Chapter 3

Distributed stochastic programming

In this chapter, we present StochasticPrograms.jl, an open-source frame-
work for stochastic programming written in the Julia [24] programming lan-
guage. The framework includes both modeling tools and structure-exploiting
optimization algorithms. Stochastic programming models can be efficiently
formulated using expressive syntax. The framework was implemented to scale
seamlessly to distributed environments. As a result, stochastic programs are
efficiently memory-distributed on supercomputers or cloud architectures and
solved using parallel optimization algorithms. These structured solvers are
based on variations of the classical L-shaped and progressive-hedging algo-
rithms. We provide concise mathematical backgrounds for the various tools
and constructs available in the framework, along with code listings exempli-
fying their usage. Both software patterns related to the implementation of
the framework and algorithmic innovations related to the structured solvers
are highlighted. We conclude by performing numerical benchmarks of the dis-
tributed algorithms in a multi-node setup. The large-scale benchmark prob-
lems involve finding optimal order strategies on the Nordic day-ahead electric-
ity market. We showcase strong scaling properties of the solvers and outline
techniques for further speedups.

Henceforth, we refer to the framework as SPjl. The main functionality and
tools are available in the registered Julia package StochasticPrograms.jl.
Specialized solvers are available in the separate modules LShapedSolvers.jl
and ProgressiveHedgingSolvers.jl.

3.1 Introduction
A fundamental principle in the SPjl framework is the separation between model
design and data design. This design principle has resulted in two key software
patterns: deferred model instantiation and data injection. Optimization mod-
els in the first and second stages are formulated using straightforward syntax
while simultaneously specifying the data dependencies between the stages.

21
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The data structures related to future scenarios, and their statistical proper-
ties, are defined separately. An essential consequence of this design is that
we can efficiently distribute stochastic program instances in memory. Many
computations involving distributed stochastic programs can then natively run
in parallel. Moreover, when the sample space is infinite, it becomes possible
to adequately distinguish between the abstract representation of a stochastic
program and finite SAA instances. The design also enables swift implemen-
tation of various constructs from classical stochastic programming theory. In
short, SPjl is a powerful, versatile, and extensible framework for stochastic
programs. Domain-experts can develop and test complex models locally on
a laptop and then seamlessly run large-scale instances of the same code in
production, on a supercomputer or a cloud cluster.

We developed SPjl in Julia, which has several distinct benefits. Through
just-in-time compilation and type inference, Julia can achieve C-like perfor-
mance while being as expressive as similar dynamic languages such as Python
or Matlab. Using the high-level capabilities of Julia, it is possible to create
domain-specific tools with expressive syntax and high performance. Many
software implementations in SPjl were created using MacroTools.jl, which is
a metaprogramming tool that can be used to introduce new domain-specific
syntax to the Julia language. Another benefit is access to Julia’s large and
rapidly expanding ecosystem of libraries, many of which play a central role in
SPjl. For example, the parallel capabilities of SPjl are implemented using the
standard module for distributed computing, while optimization models in SPjl
are formulated using the JuMP [25] ecosystem. JuMP is an algebraic modeling
language implemented in Julia using similar metaprogramming tools. It has
been shown to achieve similar performance to AMPL [25], with syntax that is
both readable and expressive. Also, it is possible to mutate model instances
at runtime, which we utilize in the structure-exploiting algorithms in SPjl.
JuMP implements interfaces to many third-party optimization solvers, both
open-source and commercial. These can be hooked in to solve extensive forms
of stochastic programs or subproblems that arise in decomposition methods.

3.2 Related work
We give a short survey of similar software packages and highlight distinguish-
ing features of SPjl. The most similar approach is the PySP framework [26],
implemented in the Python language. Optimization models in PySP are cre-
ated using Pyomo [27]; an algebraic modeling language also implemented in
Python. In contrast, SPjl is written in the Julia language and formulates
optimization models in JuMP, which has been shown to outperform Pyomo
in various benchmarks [25]. In PySP, stochastic programs are composed of
multiple .dat files and .py files, and the models are solved by running differ-
ent solver scripts. In SPjl, all models are described in pure Julia and can be
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created, analyzed and solved in a single interactive session. Moreover, all oper-
ations are natively distributed in memory and run in parallel if multiple Julia
processes are available. The parallel capabilities of PySP extend to running
parallelized versions of the solver scripts. The primary function of PySP is to
formulate and solve stochastic programs, while SPjl also provides a large set of
stochastic programming constructs and analysis tools. The expressiveness of
the modeling syntax can be compared by observing how the well-known farmer
problem [1] is modeled using PySP [26] and how it is modeled using SPjl, as
shown in Section 3.8.1. A more extensive list of similar software approaches is
provided in [26], along with comparisons to PySP. This allows for a transitive
comparison to SPjl.

The StructJuMP package [28] is a similar Julia implementation, which
provides a simple interface to create block structured JuMP models. The
primary reason for developing StructJuMP was to facilitate a parallel modeling
interface to existing structured solvers [29, 4] that operate in computer clusters.
These parallel solvers are implemented in C++ and are parallelized using
MPI. This led to StructJuMP also making use of MPI to distribute stochastic
programs in blocks. Apart from formulating distributed stochastic programs
in a cluster, StructJuMP does not offer any modeling tools nor any way to
generate the extensive form of a stochastic program. In comparison, SPjl
provides numerous analysis tools as well as a compatible suite of structured
solvers. In addition, SPjl natively distributes and solves stochastic programs
using Julia, without relying on external software such as MPI or having to
install external solvers.

3.3 Stochastic programming
This section introduces the implemented stochastic programming concepts in
SPjl. We restrict the discussion to linear two-stage stochastic programming.
The modeling capabilities of SPjl extend to nonlinear and mixed-integer prob-
lems as well, and there is support for solving such problems through third-
party solvers applied to the extensive forms. However, the specialized solvers
in SPjl are currently only implemented for linear stochastic programs. When
appropriate, we accompany the introduced concepts by code listings that ex-
emplify the usage of SPjl. We highlight functionality where SPjl implements
parallelized strategies.
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3.3.1 Definitions and notation
Following the notation introduced in the previous chapter, we repeat the for-
mulation of a two-stage linear stochastic program:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ Eω[Q(x, ξ(ω))]

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0,

(3.1)

where
Q(x, ξ(ω)) = min

y∈Rm
qTω y

s.t. Tωx+Wy = hω

y ≥ 0.
Further, if Ω is finite, we can represent (3.1) compactly as

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+
n∑

s=1
πsq

T
s ys

subject to Ax = b

Tsx+Wys = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n.

(3.2)

The general purpose of the SPjl framework is to model stochastic pro-
grams (3.1) and store and solve instances (3.2) of the stochastic programs
efficiently, on a computer or a compute cluster. Specifically, for cases when Ω
is infinite, we approximate (3.1) by finite SAA instances of the form (3.2). We
then say that (3.2) is a sampled model that approximates the base model (3.1).

3.3.2 Simple example
A simple instance of (3.1) is given by

minimize
x1,x2∈R

100x1 + 150x2 + Eω[Q(x1, x2, ξ(ω))]

s.t. x1 + x2 ≤ 120
x1 ≥ 40
x2 ≥ 20

(3.3)

where
Q(x1, x2, ξ(ω)) = min

y1,y2∈R
q1(ω)y1 + q2(ω)y2

s.t. 6y1 + 10y2 ≤ 60x1

8y1 + 5y2 ≤ 80x2

0 ≤ y1 ≤ d1(ω)
0 ≤ y2 ≤ d2(ω)

(3.4)
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Listing 3.1: Definition of a simple SPjl scenario data structure.� �
@scenario SimpleScenario = begin

q1::Float64
q2::Float64
d1::Float64
d2::Float64

end� �

Listing 3.2: Definition of (3.3) in SPjl.� �
simple_model = @stochastic_model begin
@stage 1 begin

@variable(model, x1 >= 40)
@variable(model, x2 >= 20)
@objective(model, Min, 100*x1 + 150*x2)
@constraint(model, x1+x2 <= 120)

end
@stage 2 begin

@decision x1 x2
@uncertain q1 q2 d1 d2 from ξ::SimpleScenario
@variable(model, 0 <= y1 <= d1)
@variable(model, 0 <= y2 <= d2)
@objective(model, Min, q1*y1 + q2*y2)
@constraint(model, 6*y1 + 10*y2 <= 60*x1)
@constraint(model, 8*y1 + 5*y2 <= 80*x2)

end
end)� �

and the stochastic variable

ξ(ω) =
(
q1(ω) q2(ω) d1(ω) d2(ω)

)T

parameterizes the second-stage model.
In SPjl, we define the model (3.3) in two steps. First, we identify the

scenario-specific data to define it as shown in Listing 3.1. This defines a Julia
structure SimpleScenario with predefined functionality. For example, we ob-
tain the discrete probability of a given scenario through probability. Also,
expectation over a set of scenarios can be obtained using expected. The de-
fined scenario structure automatically becomes available on remote processes
for distributed processing. Next, we formulate the optimization models as
shown in Listing 3.2. This creates a stochastic model where the two stages
are given by the mathematical programs (3.3) and (3.4), using JuMP syntax.
The line @decision x1x2 internally defines the data dependencies between the
first and second stage. Moreover, the @uncertain line annotates the random
parameters and defines a point of data injection. The code specifies how the
optimization models should be defined, but the actual model instantiation is
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Listing 3.3: Instantiation of (3.3).� �
ξ1 = SimpleScenario(-24.0, -28.0, 500.0, 100.0, probability = 0.4)
ξ2 = SimpleScenario(-28.0, -32.0, 300.0, 300.0, probability = 0.6)

sp = instantiate(simple_model, [ξ1, ξ2])

Stochastic program with:
* 2 scenarios of type SimpleScenario
* 2 decision variables
* 2 recourse variables
Solver is default solver� �

deferred until we add scenario data. We will consider two different distribu-
tions of ξ and use the same model object simple_model from Listing 3.2 to
instantiate stochastic programs.

First, let ξ be a discrete distribution, taking on the value

ξ1 =
(
500 100 −24 −28

)T

with probability 0.4 and

ξ2 =
(
300 300 −28 −32

)T

with probability 0.6. In Listing 3.3, an instance of the stochastic program (3.3)
is created for this distribution. This code uses the model recipe created in
Listing 3.2 to create second-stage models for each of the supplied scenarios.
Listing 3.4 shows a printout of the resulting stochastic program.

For smaller problem instances it is tractable to consider (3.2) as one large
optimization problem. We generally refer to this optimization problem as the
deterministic equivalent problem (DEP), or the extensive form, as it considers
all scenarios at once. The result of generating the extensive form of (3.3) when
ξ has a small discrete distribution is shown in Listing 3.5. We can easily verify
the correctness of the result since the problem is small.

3.3.3 Sample average approximation
In practice, Ω is typically infinite and ξ is continuous. The finite instance (3.2)
is still of great value as we can approximate (3.1) through sampling. This is
achieved using sample average approximation, as outlined in Section 2.3.2 in
the preliminaries.

Consider again the simple example introduced in Section 3.3.2 but let in-
stead ξ ∼ N (µ,Σ). In other words, ξ has a multivariate normal distribution.
In general, there is no closed form solution of (3.1) when ξ has a continuous
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Listing 3.4: Print output of (3.3) in SPjl.� �
julia> print(sp)
First-stage
==============
Min 100 x1 + 150 x2
Subject to
x1 + x2 ≤ 120
x1 ≥ 40
x2 ≥ 20

Second-stage
==============
Subproblem 1 (p = 0.40):
Min -24 y1 - 28 y2
Subject to
6 y1 + 10 y2 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y1 + 5 y2 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
0 ≤ y1 ≤ 500
0 ≤ y2 ≤ 100

Subproblem 2 (p = 0.60):
Min -28 y1 - 32 y2
Subject to
6 y1 + 10 y2 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y1 + 5 y2 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
0 ≤ y1 ≤ 300
0 ≤ y2 ≤ 300� �

Listing 3.5: Fininte extensive form of (3.3) in SPjl.� �
julia> dep = DEP(sp);

julia> print(dep)
Min 100 x1 + 150 x2 - 9.6 y11 - 11.2 y22 - 16.8 y12 - 19.2 y22
Subject to
x1 + x2 ≤ 120
6 y11 + 10 y21 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y11 + 5 y21 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
6 y12 + 10 y22 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y12 + 5 y22 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
x1 ≥ 40
x2 ≥ 20
0 ≤ y11≤ 500
0 ≤ y21 ≤ 100
0 ≤ y12≤ 300
0 ≤ y22 ≤ 300� �
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Listing 3.6: Definition of a simple SAA instance of (3.3) in SPjl.� �
using Distributions

@sampler SimpleSampler = begin
N::MvNormal

SimpleSampler(µ, Σ) = new(MvNormal(µ, Σ))

@sample SimpleScenario begin
x = rand(sampler.N)
(q1, q2, d1, d2) = x
return SimpleScenario(q1, q2, d1, d2, probability = pdf(sampler.N, x))

end
end

µ = [-28, -32, 300, 300]
Σ = [2 0.5 0 0

0.5 1 0 0
0 0 50 20
0 0 20 30]

saa = SAA(simple_model, SimpleSampler(µ, Σ), 100)

Stochastic program with:
* 100 scenarios of type SimpleScenario
* 2 decision variables
* 2 recourse variables
Solver is default solver� �

distribution. However, by the law of large numbers, a viable discrete approx-
imation can be obtained by sampling scenarios from the continuous distribu-
tion. In SPjl, we achieve this by creating a sampler object associated with the
defined scenario structure. In Listing 3.6, a sampler object for a multivariate
distribution with

µ =




−28
−32
300
300


 , Σ =




2 0.5 0 0
0.5 1 0 0
0 0 50 20
0 0 20 30




is created and used to generate an instance of (3.3) with 100 sampled scenarios.
The same stochastic model object defined in Listing 3.2 is used in Listing 3.6
to generate the SAA instance. This is a key feature in SPjl. Any instance of a
stochastic program knows the underlying stochastic model (3.1). Regardless
of the distribution of ξ, a stochastic program instance in SPjl is always a finite
program of the form (3.2). If multiple Julia processes are available, either lo-
cally or remotely, then the code in Listing 3.6 would automatically distribute
the stochastic program in memory on the available nodes. Although not prac-
tically required for this small example, this leads to significant performance
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Listing 3.7: Evaluation of the candidate decision x, defined in (3.6), to prob-
lem (3.3) when ξ follows a discrete distribution.� �

julia> x = [50, 50];

julia> evaluate_decision(sp, x)
356.0� �

gains for large-scale industrial models. See for example the scaling results for
large day-ahead problems presented in Section 3.8.2.

3.3.4 Decision evaluation
Decision evaluation is an important concept in stochastic programming. It
concerns how to evaluate the performance of a given candidate decision x
to (3.1). We repeat the formulation of the expected result from the preliminary
chapter:

V (x) = cTx+ Eξ[Q(x, ξ(ω))] (3.5)
Computing a candidate decision is in general more involved than estimat-
ing (3.5). Consequently, we can compute a more accurate estimate of the
stochastic performance by evaluating (3.5) with larger sampled models.

Finite sample space

If we consider a discrete model (3.2), the expectation in (3.5) is well-defined
and can be calculated by solving n optimization problems and forming the
average objective. In SPjl, the result of evaluating the candidate decision

x =
(
50 50

)T (3.6)

to the problem (3.3) is shown in Listing 3.7. The subproblems that have to
be solved are independent. Hence, we automatically parallelize finite decision
evaluation if multiple Julia processes are available.

Infinite sample space

In the general case, the best we can achieve is to evaluate (3.5) statistically.
In SPjl, we have implemented the statistical procedure outline in Section 3.3.3
in the preliminaries. We evaluate the decision candidate (3.6) on the problem
where ξ follows a normal distribution by supplying the sampler object defined
in Listing 3.6 to evaluate_decision. The results are shown in Listing 3.8.
A confidence interval around the true optimum can be directly obtained as
shown in Listing 3.9.
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Listing 3.8: Statistical evaluation of the candidate decision x, defined in (3.6),
to problem (3.3) when ξ follows a normal distribution. Both the expected
result and the gap to the true optimum is calculated.� �

julia> x̃= [50, 50];

julia> CI = evaluate_decision(simple_model, x , sampler, confidence = 0.95)
Confidence interval (p = 90%): [228.25 — 279.17]

julia> CI = gap(simple_model, x , sampler, confidence = 0.9)
Confidence interval (p = 90%): [0.00 — 2858.11]� �

Listing 3.9: Confidence interval at 95% around the true optimum of prob-
lem (3.3) when ξ follows a normal distribution.� �

julia> confidence_interval(simple_model, sampler, confidence = 0.95)
Confidence interval (p = 95%): [-2544.05 — -2524.30]� �

3.3.5 Optimal decisions
We determine optimal decision candidates to the recourse problem (3.1) by
solving optimization problems associated with (3.1). There are several com-
mon ways to formulate the associated optimization problems, many of which
are supported by SPjl.

Here-and-now decisions

The primary method for finding optimal decision candidates consists of ap-
proximately solving the recourse problem (3.1) by formulating and solving
some sampled model (3.2). This here-and-now approach gives the best candi-
date decision with respect to all conjectured scenarios included in the sampled
model. This problem can be hard to solve since the problem size rapidly grows
when adding scenarios. However, the solution quality, in relation to the base
model (3.1), can be high if we choose the included scenarios carefully.

As (3.2) is a proper linear program, we can solve it using standard linear
programming methods. In SPjl, we do this by calling optimize! with a sup-
plied third-party solver. In Listing 3.10, we solve the simple example (3.3)
through the extensive form using the GLPK solver [9]. Afterwards, we can
query the optimal decision using optimal_decision. Also, the subproblems
associated with the scenarios are filled with the optimal recourse actions cor-
responding to the optimal first-stage decision. We can query these decisions
by supplying the subproblem index to optimal_decision. For convenience,
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Listing 3.10: Solving the extensive form of (3.3) in SPjl, using the GLPK
solver [9]� �

julia> optimize!(sp, solver=GLPKSolverLP())
:Optimal

julia> optimal_decision(sp) # Optimal first-stage decision
2-element Array{Float64,1}:
46.6667
36.25

julia> optimal_value(sp)
-855.83

julia> optimal_decision(sp,1) # Optimal recourse-decision in scenario 1
2-element Array{Float64,1}:
300.0
100.0

julia> VRP(sp, solver=GLPKSolverLP()) # Value of recourse problem directly
-855.83� �

Listing 3.11: Solving (3.3) using the L-shaped algorithm in SPjl.� �
julia> using LShapedSolvers

julia> optimize!(sp, solver=LShapedSolver(GLPKSolverLP()))
L-Shaped Gap Time: 0:00:01 (4 iterations)
Objective: -855.8333333333358
Gap: 2.1229209144670507e-15
Number of cuts: 5

:Optimal

julia> optimal_decision(sp)
2-element Array{Float64,1}:
46.6667
36.25� �

the command VRP can be used to solve sp and directly return the optimal
value. For large problems, solving extensive forms can be time-consuming,
and it is advised to make use of decomposition approaches. SPjl includes a
solver suite based on variations of the classical L-shaped algorithm [12] and
the progressive-hedging algorithm [11]. L-shaped and progressive-hedging al-
gorithm variants, as well as their implementation in SPjl, are described more
in-depth in Section 3.4 and Section 3.6. Each implemented algorithm has an
associated solver object that can be supplied to optimize! in place of standard
solvers.

In Listing 3.11, the simple example (3.3) is solved using the classical L-
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shaped algorithm, using the GLPK solver [9] to solve emerging subproblems.
If Julia is started with multiple processes, supplying distributed =true to
LShapedSolver would instead run a parallel variant of the L-shaped algorithm
on distributed data.

Wait-and-see decisions

Another approach is to solve the following problem

EWS = Eω




min
x∈Rn

cTx+Q(x, ξ(ω))

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0


 (3.7)

In words, this is the expected outcome if the scenarios are known already
when the actor makes the first-stage decision. For a given finite model with
n scenarios, approximately solving (3.7) corresponds to solving n problems of
the form

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+ qTs ys

s.t. Ax = b

Tsx+Wy = hs

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0

(3.8)

and forming the expectation of the objective values. The expected wait-and-
see solution, EWS, is the average outcome of having perfect information in
each possible scenario. Since each candidate solution x̂s adapts to a specific
scenario, it is expected to perform better than the here-and-now solution if
scenario s is the actual outcome. Wait-and-see problems are available in SPjl
through the WS command. The command is supplied with a scenario struc-
ture and yields the wait-and-see model associated with that scenario. See
Listing 3.12 for an example.

As shown in Listing 3.13, the command EWS solves wait-and-see problems
for all available scenarios and returns the expected result. Similar to decision
evaluation, the wait-and-see subproblems are independent. Therefore, if we
start Julia with multiple processes, the EWS call will automatically be run in
parallel on distributed data.

Expected value decisions

The last alternative is to first form the expected scenario out of the available
scenarios

ξ̄ = Eω[ξ(ω)] (3.9)
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Listing 3.12: Usage of the WS command in SPjl.� �
julia> ws = WS(sp,s1);

julia> print(ws)
Min 100 x1 + 150 x2 - 24 y1 - 28 y2
Subject to
x1 + x2 ≤ 120
6 y1 + 10 y2 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y1 + 5 y2 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
x1 ≥ 40
x2 ≥ 20
0 ≤ y1 ≤ 500
0 ≤ y2 ≤ 100

julia> x = WS_decision(sp, ξ1)
2-element Array{Float64,1}:
40.0
29.5833

julia> evaluate_decision(sp, x)
-762.5� �

Listing 3.13: Usage of the EWS command in SPjl.� �
julia> EWS(sp)
-1518.75� �

and then solve the expected value problem

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+Q(x, ξ̄)

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(3.10)

Note, that this corresponds to solving a wait-and-see problem for the expected
scenario. Among the alternatives, the EV problem is the smallest and therefore
easiest to solve. However, it yields a naive solution since it does not consider
the second-stage uncertainty. Hence, the optimal value of the EV problem
will typically promise a better result than what we would expectedly achieve
if the actor makes the suggested decision. In SPjl, the EV problem is available
through the EVP command, as shown in Listing 3.14.

The optimal value of the expected value problem is available directly
through the EV command. Moreover, the EEV is available directly through
the EEV command in SPjl. Note that although the optimal value of the ex-
pected value problem is typically low, the solution tends to be suboptimal to
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Listing 3.14: Expected value solution in SPjl. After solving the expected value
problem, the optimal value is compared to the evaluated performance on the
sampled model.� �

julia> evp = EVP(sp);

julia> print(evp)
Min 100 x1 + 150 x2 - 26.4 y1 - 30.4 y2
Subject to
x1 + x2 ≤ 120
6 y1 + 10 y2 - 60 x1 ≤ 0
8 y1 + 5 y2 - 80 x2 ≤ 0
x1 ≥ 40
x2 ≥ 20
0 ≤ y1 ≤ 380
0 ≤ y2 ≤ 220

julia> x = EVP_decision(sp)
2-element Array{Float64,1}:
71.4583
48.5417

julia> EV(sp)
-1445.92

julia> evaluate_decision(sp, x)
-568.92

julia> EEV(sp, x)
-568.92� �

the sampled problem. Consequently, EEV is often higher than the optimal
cost of the sampled problem.

3.3.6 Stochastic performance
The solution concepts introduced in the previous section give rise to two fun-
damental measures of stochastic performance. The expected value of perfect
information (EVPI) measures the expected loss of not knowing the exact out-
come beforehand. For a given recourse model, EVPI is given by

EV PI = V RP − EWS (3.11)

With respect to some sampled model, VRP and EWS are calculated as shown
in Section 3.3.5 and Section 3.3.5 respectively. In SPjl, EVPI is available
through the EVPI command, as shown in Listing 3.15. The resulting EVPI
quantifies the value of having access to an accurate forecast.

The second concept is the value of the stochastic solution (VSS), which
measures the expected loss of ignoring the uncertainty in the problem. For a
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Listing 3.15: Evaluation of EVPI for the simple problem (3.3) in SPjl.� �
julia> EVPI(sp)
662.92� �

Listing 3.16: Evaluation of VSS for the simple problem (3.3) in SPjl.� �
julia> VSS(sp)
286.92� �

given recourse model, VSS is given by

V SS = EEV − V RP (3.12)

With respect to some sampled model, EEV and VRP are calculated as shown
in Section 3.3.5 and Section 3.3.5 respectively. In SPjl, VSS is available
through the VSS command, as shown in Listing 3.16. The resulting value
indicates if the second stage is sensitive to the stochastic data. It is advised
to evaluate VSS on a reasonably sized sampled model. If the VSS is low, then
there is little benefit in solving a large-scale instance.

3.4 The L-shaped algorithm
The first solver family in SPjl, LShapedSolvers.jl, is based on the L-shaped
algorithm (see Chapter 2.5 in the preliminaries). To recap, the L-shaped
algorithm decomposes (3.2) into a master problem and n subproblems. The
master problem is given by

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ θ

subject to Ax = b

Fkx ≥ fk, ∀k
∂Qkx+ θ ≥ qk, ∀k
x ≥ 0,

(3.13)

which progressively approximates (2.4) through the addition of cutting plane
constraints. These constraints are determined by evaluating candidate deci-
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sions xk on the n scenario problems, given by

minimize
ys∈Rm

qTs ys

subject to Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0.

(3.14)

We determine candidate decisions by solving the master problem for the cur-
rent set of cutting planes. If the current candidate is not second-stage feasible,
we add feasibility cuts to the master problem (4.4), through the constraint set
Fk = Fx ≥ f , according to Algorithm 1. SPjl includes multiple variants of the

Algorithm 1 Second-stage Feasibility
function CheckFeasibility(xk, Fk−1)

for all scenarios s = 1, . . . , n do

Pf,s(xk)←

minimize ws = e
T
v

+
i + e

T
v
−
i

s.t. Wys + Iv
+
s − Iv

−
s = hs − Tsxk

ys ≥ 0, v+
s ≥ 0, v−s ≥ 0

ws ← Solve(Sf,s(xk))
if ws > 0 then . Scenario problem s is infeasible for xk

σs ← GetDual(Sf,s(xk))
Fk ← AddFeasibilityCut(Fk−1, σTs Tsx ≥ σTs hs)

end if
end for

end function

L-shaped algorithm, each with a distributed version that runs in parallel. A
generic description of the L-shaped algorithm implemented in SPjl is given in
Algorithm 2. We implement each algorithm as a specialization of Algorithm 2
with particular implementations of the FormulateMaster and TakeStep
functions.

3.4.1 Nominal L-shaped
The nominal L-shaped implementation in SPjl is based on the multicut L-
shaped algorithm [30]. The master problem is given by (3.13), so that the
FormulateMaster function is implemented as shown in Algorithm 3.

The optimal solution to the master problem gives a new candidate decision.
Hence, the TakeStep function is a no operation, as shown in Algorithm 4.

3.4.2 Regularizations of the L-shaped method
Different regularization procedures [31, 32, 33] can improve the performance
of the L-shaped algorithm. Common to these procedures is that the candidate
search is limited to a neighborhood of the current best iterate in the mas-
ter problem. The result is more effective cutting planes and thereby faster
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Algorithm 2 Generic L-Shaped Implementation
input:

P ←

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

πsq
T
s ys

s.t. Ax = b

Tsx+Wy = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n

output: x̂, optimal to P , with optimal value Q∗.
procedure L-Shaped

k ← 0
x0 ← Crash(P )
Q0 ←∞
Θ0 ← −∞
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
Fk ← CheckFeasibility(xk,Fk−1)
if Fk = Fk−1 then . xk ∈ Xr

for all scenarios s = 1, . . . , n do

Ps(xk)←

minimize
ys∈Rm

q
T
s ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0

Qks ← Solve(Ps(xk))
λs ← GetConstraintDual(Ps)
Ok ← AddOptimalityCut(Ok−1,πsλTs Tsx+ θs ≥ πsλTs hs)

end for
Qk ←

∑n

s=1
Qks

if |Qk −Θk−1| ≤ τ(1 + |Qk|) then
x̂← xk
Q∗ ← Qk
return x̂, Q∗

end if
end if
Mk ← FormulateMaster(xk,Fk,Ok)
x̂k,Θk ← Solve(Mk) . Θk =

∑n

s=1
θ̂ks

xk+1 ← TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)
end for

end procedure

Algorithm 3 Nominal L-Shaped Method
function FormulateMaster(x,F ,O)

M ←

minimize
x∈Rn

c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

θs

s.t. Ax = b

Fjx ≥ fj , Fj , fj ∈ F
∂Qsx+ θse ≥ qs, Qs,qs ∈ Os, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0

return M
end function

Algorithm 4 Nominal L-Shaped Method
function TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)

return x̂k
end function
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convergence. Moreover, regularization enables the use of initial decisions for
warm-starting the L-shaped procedure. We implement the regularized variants
through specializations of the FormulateMaster and TakeStep functions.

Regularized Decomposition

The first regularization procedure is based on the regularized decomposition
method by Ruszczyński [32]. Let the current candidate decision be ξk. The
idea is to search for new candidates that are close to ξk in 2-norm. The
modified master problem is given by Algorithm 5. Now, the solution to the

Algorithm 5 Regularized Decomposition
function FormulateMaster(ξ,O)

M ←

minimize
x∈Rn

c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

θs +
1

2σk
‖x− ξ‖2

s.t. Ax = b

∂Qsx+ θse ≥ qs, Qs,qs ∈ Os, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0

return M
end function

current master problem is only accepted as a new candidate decision if it
corresponds to a decrease in the objective. If not, then σk is decreased to limit
the search space further. If the objective is decreased, ξk is updated to the
current master solution. Furthermore, if the current iterate yields a significant
decrease, σk is increased to widen the search space. This update procedure
is captured in the specialized TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk) function, shown in
Algorithm 6. Note that these update rules deviate from those suggested in [32].

Algorithm 6 Regularized Decomposition
function TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)

ξk ← xk
if k = 0 then

Q̃0 ← Qk
end if
if Qk ≤ Q̃k − τ(ε+ |Qk|) then

ξk ← x̂k
Q̃k ← Qk

end if
if Qk ≤ (1− γ)Q̃k + γΘk then

σk ← min {σ̄, 2σk−1} . Increase trust
else

σk ← max
{
σ,

σk−1
2

}
. Decrease trust

end if
return ξk

end function

Rather, they are based on the idea of increasing or decreasing the 2-norm trust
region, inspired by the update rules employed in [31]. These update rules
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were observed to perform better on tests problems than the original rules in
the regularized decomposition method. The parameters σ̄ and σ, that govern
the search space bounds, are tuning parameters in the algorithm. The master
problem is quadratic and a solver capable of solving quadratic programs is
required. A linearization option is included that replaces the 2-norm term
with an ∞-norm term, which allows the associated master problem to be
solved as a linear program.

L-Shaped with Trust-Region

The second regularization procedure is based on the ∞-norm trust-region
method [31]. The procedure is similar to that of regularized decomposition,
but rather than penalizing deviations of x from ξ we put a hard limit ∆ on how
far x can be from ξ; see Algorithm 7. Note, that the trust-region condition is

Algorithm 7 L-Shaped Method with Trust-Region
function FormulateMaster(ξ,O)

M ←

minimize
x∈Rn

c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

θs

s.t. Ax = b

Fjx ≥ fj , Fj , fj ∈ F
∂Qsx+ θse ≥ qs, Qs,qs ∈ Os, s = 1, . . . , n
‖x− ξ‖∞ ≤ ∆
x ≥ 0

return M
end function

implemented as
−∆e ≤ x− ξ ≤ ∆e

so that the master problem remains linear. The update conditions is as be-
fore to only accept a new iterate if the objective is decreased. Moreover, the
search space size is increased or decreased. However, the update rules for
the trust-region size are slightly more sophisticated, adopting the rules sug-
gested in [31]. Again, the update procedure is captured in the specialized
TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk) function, shown in Algorithm 8. The parameter ∆̄
is the maximum trust-region size. Furthermore, γ decides the acceptance tol-
erance of new iterates.

L-Shaped with Level Sets

The final regularization procedure is based on the level decomposition
method [33]. This method extends the idea of regularization by including
level sets. In short, the idea of only accepting iterates that yield a suffi-
cient objective decrease is formulated as an optimization constraint. This is
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Algorithm 8 Trust-region
function TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)

ξk ← xk
if k = 0 then

Q̃0 ← Q0
end if
if Qk ≤ Q̃k − γ(Q̃k −Θk) then . Major iteration

if |Qk − Q̃k| ≤ 0.5|Q̃k −Θk| and ‖x̂k − ξk‖ = ∆ then
∆← min{∆̄, 2∆} . Increase trust

end if
ξk ← x̂k
Q̃k ← Qk
counter ← 0

else . Minor iteration
ρ← min(1,∆)Qk−Q̃k

Q̃k−Θk
if ρ > 0 then

counter ← counter + 1
end if
if ρ > 3 or (ρ ∈ (1, 3] and counter ≥ 3) then

∆← ∆
min{4, ρ} . Decrease trust

counter ← 0
end if

end if
return ξk

end function

achieved by solving a projection problem when updating the current candidate
decision. The master problem formulation is not altered and is therefore still
given by Algorithm 3. The specialized TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk) is shown in
Algorithm 9. As before, the reference to the objective value is only updated

Algorithm 9 L-Shaped Method with Level Sets
function TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)

ξ ← x̂k
if k = 0 then

Q̃0 ← Q0
end if
if Qk ≤ Q̃k − τ(ε+ |Qk|) then

Q̃k ← Qk
end if

Mproj ←

minimize
x∈Rn

‖x− ξ‖2

s.t. c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

θs ≤ (1− λ)Θk + λQ̃k

Ax = b

Fjx ≥ fj , Fj , fj ∈ F
∂Qsx+ θse ≥ qs, Qs,qs ∈ Os, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0

xk+1 ← Solve(Mproj)
return xk+1

end function

if the current candidate resulted in a sufficient decrease. The next iterate is
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given by any decision vector closest in 2-norm to the current candidate, that
reduces the model objective to the given level

(1− λ)Θk + λQ̃k

where λ is a tunable parameter. The linearization procedure described in
Section 3.4.2 can be applied to the projection problem as well.

3.4.3 Cut aggregation
The authors of [30] show that that the multi-cut variant of L-shaped, in gen-
eral, converges in fewer iterations than the single-cut L-shaped method [12].
However, there is computational merit to aggregating cuts, especially in the
distributed setting where a multi-cut approach infers a lot of data passing.
Consider A scenario aggregates of type

Sa ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, a = 1, . . . , A (3.15)

where the idea is that cuts generated from subproblems of index s ∈ Sa are
aggregated together into a single cut. If

A⋃

a=1
Sa = {1, . . . , n}

then the results in [12] naturally extend so that
∑

s∈Sa
πsλ

T
s Tsx+ θi ≥

∑

s∈Bi
πsλ

T
s hs (3.16)

form supports for the second-stage objective and

Θk = cTxk +
A∑

a=1
θa (3.17)

forms a lower bound for the optimal value of (3.2). An effect of using agggre-
gated cuts is that the size of the master problem does not grow as rapidly
during the L-shaped procedure. Moreover, cut aggregation could significantly
reduce communication overhead in a distributed setting, since the aggregation
effort operates locally. The caveat is that the master has less information avail-
able each iteration, which in general leads to an increased number of iterations
required to converge. We will explore this further in Chapter 4.

3.5 The distributed L-shaped algorithm
Each of the L-shaped algorithms in SPjl can operate in parallel on distributed
data. A master node solves the master problem (3.13), and then communi-
cates the resulting solution candidate to worker nodes. With respect to the
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current master solution, each worker solves every subproblem (3.14) that it
administers, generates cutting planes and sends them back to the master node.
An asynchronicity parameter, κ, determines the fraction of cutting planes the
master must receive to generate a new iterate. When κ < 1, the master and
worker operations can overlap at the cost of having less cut information in
the master iterations. A simplified description of the distributed L-shaped
algorithm is given in Algorithm 10, and a description of the worker tasks is
given in Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 10 Generic Distributed L-Shaped Implementation
procedure L-Shaped

k ← 0
t0 ← 0
x0 ← Crash(P )
D ← AddDecision(x0)
C ← InitializeCutQueue
Q0 ←∞
Θ0 ← −∞
W ← InitializeWorkers(D,C)
QueueWork(W,0) . Workers can start working on the initial decision
repeat

if CutsReady then . Workers have queued new cuts
for all k,Qi, Ci in C do

Qk,i ← Qi
tk ← tk + 1
Ok ← AddCut(Ci)

end for
end if
if tk = n then . No more work on timestamp k

Qk ←
∑n

i=1
Qk,i

if |Qk −Θk−1| ≤ τ(ε+ |Qk|) then
x̂← xk
Q∗ ← Qk
return x̂, Q∗

end if
end if
if tk ≥ κn then . Enough work done to proceed

Mk ← FormulateMaster(xk,Ok)
x̂k,Θk ← Solve(Mk) . Θk =

∑n

i=1
θ̂ki

xk+1 ← TakeStep(xk,x̂k,Qk,Θk)
D ← AddDecision(xk+1)
QueueWork(W,k + 1) . Send new decision vector to the workers
k ← k + 1

end if
until done

end procedure

3.6 The progressive-hedging algorithm
The second solver family in SPjl, ProgressiveHedgingSolvers.jl, is based
on the progressive-hedging algorithm (see 2.6 in the preliminaries). To recap,
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Algorithm 11 Simplified L-shaped Worker Task
function DoWork(W, D, C)

repeat
if WorkReady then . Master has generated a new iterate

k ← TakeWork
xk ← GetDecision(D, k)
for all local scenarios s = 1, . . . , ñ in W do

Ps(xk)←

minimize
ys∈Rm

q
T
s ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0

Qks ← Solve(Ps(xk))
λs ← GetConstraintDual(Ps)
C ← πsλ

T
s Tsx+ θs ≥ πsλTs hs

QueueCut(C,k,Qks ,C)
end for

end if
until done

end function

the progressive-hedging algorithm decomposes (3.2) into n subproblems

minimize
xs∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTxs + qTs ys + ρs(xs − ξ) + r

2‖xs − ξ‖
2
2

subject to Axs = b

Tsxs +Wys = hs

xs ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0.

(3.18)

SPjl includes two versions of the progressive-hedging method; One with
a fixed penalty and one with an adaptive penalty. Distributed vari-
ants are also available. These algorithms are, like the L-shaped meth-
ods, implemented in a separate Julia module and they are made available
through using ProgressiveHedgingSolvers. A generic description of the
progressive-hedging algorithm implemented in SPjl is given in Algorithm 12.

3.6.1 Adaptive penalty parameter
The numerical performance of the progressive-hedging algorithm is in practice
governed by choice of the penalty parameter r. A low/high value of r is ex-
pected to encourage primal/dual convergence and a balanced choice is required
to achieve good primal and dual convergence. Several suggestions for dynamic
update procedures for r have been proposed. A survey of such approaches,
as well as a suggested adaptive update procedure, is provided in [34]. The
adaptive update procedure is heuristic, but improved convergence is observed
in several numerical examples. Listing 13 outlines a similar adaptive update
procedure implemented in SPjl.
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Algorithm 12 Progressive Hedging Implementation
input:

P ←

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

c
T
x+

n∑

s=1

πsq
T
s ys

s.t. Ax = b

Tsx+Wy = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n

output: x̂, optimal to P , with optimal value Q∗.
procedure Progressive-hedging

k ← 0
ξ0 ← Crash(P )
Q0 ←∞
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do

for all scenarios s = 1, . . . , n do

Ps(ξk)←

minimize
xs∈Rn, ys∈Rm

c
T
xs + q

T
s ys + (ρks )T x+

rk

2
‖xs − ξk‖22

s.t. Axs = b

Tsxs +Wys = hs

xs ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0
Qks ← Solve(Ps(ξk))
xks ← ArgMin(Ps(ξk))

end for
Qk ←

∑n

s=1
πsQ

k
s

ξk ←
∑n

s=1
πsx

k
s . Aggregate admissible solutions

for all scenarios s = 1, . . . , n do
ρk+1
s ← ρks + r(xks − ξk)
δks ←

∥∥xks − ξk
∥∥2

2
. Calculate dual gap

end for
δk ←

√
‖ξk − ξk−1‖22 +

∑n

s=1
πsδks

if δk ≤ τ(ε+ ‖ξk‖) then
x̂← ξk
Q∗ ← Qk
return x̂, Q∗

end if
rk+1 ← AdaptPenalty(rk)

end for
end procedure

3.6.2 Distributed progressive-hedging

The progressive-hedging algorithm is embarrassingly parallel in the sense that
the subproblems are independent. However, the algorithm includes two block-
ing reduction operations that require synchronization. These operations are
the aggregation of the primal implementable solution ξk and the calculation of
the dual gaps δks , which also depends on ξk. The reductions are carried out each
iteration k. Consequently, a synchronous version of progressive-hedging, that
operates in parallel on distributed data is straightforward to implement. In
each iteration, worker nodes solve the progressive-hedging subproblems (3.18)
in parallel. A master node synchronizes when all workers have finished, ad-
ministers the necessary reduction operations and possibly adapts the penalty
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Algorithm 13 Adaptive Penalty Update
function AdaptPenalty(rk)

γ1, γ2, γ3 ∈ (0, 1), α, ν, ε ∈ (0, 1), 1 < θ < β < η
δ1 ← ‖ξk − ξk−1‖22
δ2 ←

∑n

s=1
πs
∥∥xks − ξk

∥∥2

2

δ3 ←
∑n

s=1
πs

∥∥xk−1
s − ξk−1

∥∥2

2
if δ1 ≥ γ1(ε+ ‖ξk‖22) then . Significant primal progress

if δ1 − δ2 > γ2 max{1, δ1} then
µ← α . Primal progress dominates dual progress, decrease r

else if δ2 − δ1 > γ3 max{1, δ2} then
µ← α . Dual progress dominates primal progress, increase r

else
µ← 1 . Keep r unchanged

end if
else if δ2 > δ3 then . Non-anticipative constraint violation is increasing

if δ2 − δ3 > ν(ε+ δ3) then
µ← β . Increase is significant, increase r

else
µ← 1 . Keep r unchanged

end if
else

µ← η . Otherwise, increase r
end if
rk+1 ← µrk

end function

parameter, and then sends a new implementable decision candidate to the
workers.

SPjl also includes a preliminary design of a distributed progressive-hedging
algorithm that can be run asynchronously, using a scheme similar to the one
described in Algorithm 10 for the distributed L-shaped method. The idea is
that workers keep running averages of local primal aggregates and dual gaps.
The master node is allowed to initiate the reduction operations with some ad-
missible solutions xs possibly being out of date. This could allow slow workers
to finish their tasks while synchronization is taking place, leading to useful
overlapping computations. Such a procedure can be similarly tuned using an
asynchronicity parameter, κ, that governs how many subproblems must be
solved at an iteration for the master to initiate the reductions. This is ongo-
ing work, but an implementation of this scheme has been applied successively
on small test problems. A similar but more involved scheme is presented in
a working paper [35] along with convergence guarantees based on previously
presented theory. Future work could involve showing correspondence with the
simple asynchronous scheme in SPjl as a transitive proof of convergence.

3.7 Implementation details
In this section, we provide a summary of the main software innovations in
SPjl. The inner workings of SPjl are primarily based on two ideas, deferred
model instantiation and data injection. In brief, a model definition in SPjl is a
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recipe for how to use data structures when building optimization models. This
concept is implemented using the powerful metaprogramming tools available
in the Julia language. When a specific model is instantiated, scenario data
is injected where it is required to construct second-stage models. The main
effect of this approach is that the stochastic model formulation is separated
from the design of stochastic data parameters, which makes the SPjl framework
versatile and flexible to use. Both concepts play a large role in distributing
stochastic program instances in memory. Moreover, they allow the user to
properly distinguish between the base model (3.1) and finite models (3.2). We
also discuss the implementation of the distributed capabilities of SPjl.

3.7.1 Deferred model instantiation
In contrast to standard JuMP models, SPjl models defined through the @stage
macros are not necessarily instantiated immediately. Instead, the user-defined
Julia code that constructs the optimization problems is stored in lambda func-
tions as model recipes. In other words, instead of creating and storing a JuMP
object, the lines of code required to create the JuMP object is stored. This
is achievable since Julia code is itself a data structure defined within the Ju-
lia language. Apart from having a smaller memory footprint, deferred model
instantiation enables the creation of many useful structures that use the first-
and second-stage recipes as building blocks. This technique is also a premise
for implementing data injection.

One significant syntax restriction is that the user must annotate the first-
stage variables that show up in the second stage with @decision at the top of
the second @stage block, as exemplified in Listing 3.2. This is used internally
in SPjl to form a bridge between the first and second stage. All references
to first-stage variables are replaced by extraction calls to an internal parent
model. This parent model originates from the first @stage definition. This
technique, combined with the defined generator functions, is employed in SPjl
to construct various auxiliary model objects. These helper models are then
used to produce the different constructs introduced in Section 3.3.

Decoupled models

By default, an SPjl model is stored in parts. An instance of the first-stage
problem

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0
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is created using the corresponding generator and is always stored and available
on the master node. The second-stage subproblem

minimize
ys∈Rm

qTs ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0

is created for each possible scenario using the second-stage generator. The
subproblems are either stored in vector format on the master node or dis-
tributed on remote nodes as described in Section 3.7.3. If new scenarios are
added to the model through add_scenario!, add_scenarios!, or sample!,
then new subproblems are automatically generated and stored appropriately.
We distribute new scenarios as evenly as possible on remote nodes to achieve
load balance. This storage format is suitable for structured solver approaches,
such as the L-shaped algorithm or progressive hedging.

Extensive form

We construct the extensive form of a finite model (3.2) in steps using the
stored model recipes. First, we generate the first-stage model in full using the
corresponding generator. Next, we process all available scenarios iteratively.
For each scenario, we run the second-stage generator with the first stage as
the parent model and append the resulting subproblem to the DEP model.
Before generating the subsequent scenario problem, we internally annotate
the variables and constraints from the current scenario s with s to keep them
distinct. This labeling is visible in the printout shown in Listing 3.5. The DEP
model is generated and cached if the user asks for it using the DEP command.
If new scenarios are added, the cached DEP model is invalidated and is only
regenerated when the user queries for it again. Calling optimize! with a
supplied standard third-party solver will internally generate, if necessary, and
solve a DEP model.

Outcome models

We perform decision evaluation by constructing an outcome model. Outcome
models are associated with some decision vector and a scenario. First, we
generate copies of the variable definitions from the first stage of the outcome
model. Next, we fix these variables to the corresponding values in the supplied
decision vector. We generate a copy of the second-stage problem corresponding
to the given scenario in the outcome model. In this case, the outcome model
itself acts as the parent model with fixed first-stage variables. Now, solving
the outcome model for a decision x̂ and scenario ξ̃ will consequently yield

Q(x̂, ξ̃)
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Listing 3.17: Simple showcase of data injection in SPjl� �
@stage begin

@decision x
@parameters d
@uncertain ξ
@variable(model, y <= d)
@constraint(model, x + y <= ξ)

end� �
Hence, formulating and solving outcome models for all available scenarios, as
well as evaluating cT x̂, gives exactly (3.5). Thus, the outcome model approach
can be employed for both decision evaluation and the EEV calculation.

Wait-and-see models

The process for generating a wait-and-see model (3.8) (WS) is equivalent to
one iteration of the DEP model generation. In short, the first-stage generator
is run, followed by the second-stage generator run on some supplied scenario
data. The second-stage generator is run with the wait-and-see model as the
parent model so that the first and second-stage variables are connected into
one problem. Note that generation of the EVP model (3.10) is implemented
by generating a WS model on the expected scenario of all available scenarios.

3.7.2 Data injection
Data injection is the second software pattern used to separate model and data
design in SPjl. When an SPjl model is formulated, several annotations can be
made to specify points of data injection. Consider the simple second-stage for-
mulation in Listing 3.17 There are several points of data injection in the above
formulation. The @parameters annotation specifies stage independent data,
i.e., data parameters that are the same across all scenarios. The @uncertain
annotation specifies the scenario-specific data, which is always some structure
of type AbstractScenario. Finally, the model keyword is a placeholder for
a JuMP object that will later contain the actual optimization model. The
@stage macro transforms the given code block into an anonymous lambda
function that has the reserved keyword names as its arguments. Internally,
when the user wants to instantiate the defined SPjl model, the required data is
passed to the stored lambda function. Specifically, using the simple definition
above and a given scenario, the generator function will be passed an empty
JuMP object, a value of d, and the specific value of ξ. The generator then
returns a JuMP object that is a specific instance of the defined second-stage
model.
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The use of data injection results in multiple benefits. First, it enables
efficient and flexible model instantiations. For instance, one can test small
instances of a model locally to ensure that it is properly defined. The same
model can then be run in production on a large set of scenarios, in a dis-
tributed environment, without changing the code and in the same interactive
Julia session. A defined stochastic model object can be used to both compute
a first-stage decision candidate and to instantiate outcome models to evaluate
the decision. Second, it adds versatility to the framework. The user is only
restricted to use the model keyword in the JuMP macro calls. Otherwise, all
JuMP features are supported in the stage blocks. Also, there is no restriction
on the scenario data types. Hence, instead of a simple structure with fields, it
is possible to define a more complex data type that for example performs calcu-
lations at runtime to determine optimization parameters. Any Julia methods
defined on the scenario type become available in the stage blocks. Finally,
as the model definition is decoupled from the data, it is possible to send the
model recipe to a remote process where scenario data resides. This forms the
foundation of the distributed implementation described next.

3.7.3 Distributed computations
SPjl has distributed capabilities for both modeling, analysis and optimization.
All implementations rely on the Distributed module in Julia. This has al-
lowed us to develop SPjl using high-level abstractions and utilize the efficient
low-level communication protocols in Julia. In this way, the same codebase
can be used to distribute computations locally, using shared-memory, and re-
motely, in a cluster or in the cloud. We briefly describe these abstractions
before discussing their usage in SPjl.

Distributed computing in Julia is centered around remote references and
remote calls. Remote references are used to administer which node particular
data resides on. Also, they provide the remaining processes access to the
remote data. Remote calls are used to schedule tasks on the nodes. Any
process can wait on a remote reference, which blocks until data can be fetched,
and then fetch the result when it is ready. The RemoteChannel objects
are special remote references where processes can also put! data. Besides,
specialized channel objects can be designed for specific data types. This feature
is used frequently in the implementation of the distributed structured solvers.
An expanded introduction to these concepts is given in Appendix 3.A.

Distributed stochastic programs

If multiple Julia processes are available, then any instantiated stochastic pro-
gram in SPjl is automatically distributed in memory. A master node ad-
ministers the first-stage problem and schedules tasks and data transfers. Ev-
ery active worker node administers a ScenarioProblems channel, which is
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Listing 3.18: Simplified definition of the second-stage data type in SPjl� �
struct ScenarioProblems{D, S <: AbstractScenario}

stage::Stage{D}
scenarios::Vector{S}
problems::Vector{JuMP.Model}
parent::JuMP.Model

end� �
a specialized data type in SPjl that describes second-stage subproblems. A
simplified definition of this type is shown in Listing 3.18. The stage field
contains any scenario-independent data, the scenarios field stores the indi-
vidual scenario structures, and the problems field stores instantiated JuMP
models. The parent field stores the auxiliary parent model described in Sec-
tion 3.7.1. The second stages of a stochastic program can in single memory
be fully represented by one instance of ScenarioProblems. In principle, an
instantiated program distributes in memory by partitioning and passing the
internal data structures on every available worker node. However, a far more
efficient approach is to let the workers generate the necessary scenario data
and the optimization models themselves, with minimal data passing. This is
possible since SPjl also allows to send a sampler object capable of randomly
generating scenario data, such as the one in defined in Listing 3.6, and the
model recipes created by the @stage blocks. Scenario data and subproblems
can then be generated in parallel on the worker nodes. The master keeps track
of the scenario distribution and ensures that new scenarios and subproblems
are generated in a load-balanced fashion on available workers. This design
aims to minimize the amount of data passing.

Aside from distributing the models in memory, SPjl parallelizes as many
computations as possible. In many cases, speedups stem from subtasks being
embarrassingly parallel over the independent subproblems. For example, this
occurs during decision evaluation and calculation of EVPI and VSS. In these
instances, the master schedules the same computation tasks on all workers
using remote calls and then initiates any necessary reductions after the workers
have finished. The more involved parallelization strategies in SPjl relate mostly
to the structure-exploiting solvers, which we describe next.

Distributed structure-exploiting algorithms

The implementations of the distributed structured solvers are also centered
around remote calls and channels. Remote calls are used to initiate running
tasks on every worker node, and the algorithm logic is driven by having the
master and worker tasks wait on and write/fetch to/from specialized queue
channels.
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(a) Master sends task to workers. Workers fetch latest decision vector.
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(b) Workers solve subproblems and send cuts to master. Master problem re-solved after κn cuts have been received.
Master sends new task to workers when new decision vector is ready.
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|Q−Θ| ≤ τ(ε+ |Q|)?

(c) Convergence check when all cuts have been received. Ready workers fetch latest decision. Procedure continues.

Figure 3.1: Asynchronous L-shaped procedure
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In the case of the L-shaped method, whenever the master node re-solves
the master problem (3.13), it writes the new decision vector to a specialized
Decision channel. It then sends a corresponding index to a Work channel
on every remote node. Every worker continuously fetches tasks from its Work
channel and uses the acquired index to fetch the latest decision vector from
the master. Every new decision candidate infers a batch of subproblems to
solve for each worker. After a worker has solved a subproblem (3.14), it
sends the computed cutting planes to a CutQueue channel on the master.
The master continuously fetches cuts from the CutQueue and appends them
to the master problem. As soon as the master has received κn cuts, where
n is the total number of subproblems, the master problem is re-solved, and
the procedure continues. Timestamps are communicated throughout to keep
track of the algorithm history and allow synchronized convergence checks. All
subproblems are solved to completion each iteration regardless of the value of
κ, to be able to check convergence properly. When the master has received all
cuts corresponding to a specific iteration, it performs a convergence check and
terminates if appropriate. For clarity, the procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

A similar scheme is employed to implement asynchronous progressive-
hedging. There is no need for a cut queue, but the workers maintain a special-
ized RunningAverage channel to update their local information. The master
can fetch from these channels during reductions, update the Decision channel
and send a new task index to the workers. Synchronous progressive-hedging
does not require any queue objects. Instead, the algorithm is driven by the
master node initiating and waiting for worker tasks through remote calls. As
an alternative, setting κ to 1 also results in synchronous operations, possibly
with some overhead from the extra channel objects.

3.8 Numerical experiments

3.8.1 The farmer problem
To exemplify functional correctness, and allow for comparisons with similar
tools, we consider the instructive farmer problem by Birge and Louveaux [1].
Listing 3.19 shows a suggested code excerpt for how the farmer problem can
be defined in SPjl. A print output of the farmer problem is shown in List-
ing 3.20. Now, we solve the farmer problem and evaluate the stochastic per-
formance of the model. The results are given in Listing 3.21. The correctness
of the numerical values can be verified in [1]. Finally, we solve the farmer
problem using an L-shaped solver and a progressive-hedging solver, as shown
in Listing 3.22. Both solvers eventually converge to the correct result. The
convergence progress of the L-shaped and progressive hedging algorithms are
illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Listing 3.19: Definition of the farmer problem in SPjl� �
using StochasticPrograms
farmer_model = @stochastic_model begin

@stage 1 begin
@parameters begin
Crops = [:wheat, :corn, :beets]
Cost = Dict(:wheat=>150, :corn=>230, :beets=>260)
Budget = 500

end
@variable(model, x[c = Crops] >= 0)
@objective(model, Min, sum(Cost[c]*x[c] for c in Crops))
@constraint(model, sum(x[c] for c in Crops) <= Budget)

end
@stage 2 begin

@decision x
@parameters begin
Purchased = [:wheat, :corn]
Sold = [:wheat, :corn, :bquota, :bextra]
Required = Dict(:wheat=>200, :corn=>240, :beets=>0)
PurchasePrice = Dict(:wheat=>238, :corn=>210)
SellPrice = Dict(:wheat=>170, :corn=>150, :bquota=>36, :bextra=>10)

end
@uncertain ξ::YieldScenario = begin
wheat::Float64
corn::Float64
beets::Float64

end
@variable(model, y[p = Purchased] >= 0)
@variable(model, w[s = Sold] >= 0)
@objective(model, Min, sum( PurchasePrice[p] * y[p] for p = Purchased)

- sum( SellPrice[s] * w[s] for s in Sold))
@constraint(model, const_minreq[p=Purchased],
ξ[p] * x[p] + y[p] - w[p] >= Required[p])

@constraint(model, const_minreq_beets,
ξ[:beets] * x[:beets] - w[:bquota] - w[:bextra] >= Required[:beets])

@constraint(model, const_aux, w[:bquota] <= 6000)
end

end
ξ1 = YieldScenario(3.0, 3.6, 24.0, probability = 1/3)
ξ2 = YieldScenario(2.5, 3.0, 20.0, probability = 1/3)
ξ3 = YieldScenario(2.0, 2.4, 16.0, probability = 1/3)
farmer_problem = instantiate(farmer_model, [ξ1,ξ2,ξ3])� �
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Listing 3.20: Print output of the farmer problem in SPjl.� �
julia> print(farmer_problem)
First-stage
==============
Min 150 x[wheat] + 230 x[corn] + 260 x[beets]
Subject to
x[wheat] + x[corn] + x[beets] ≤ 500
x[c] ≥ 0 ∀ c ∈ {wheat,corn,beets}

Second-stage
==============
Subproblem 1 (p = 0.33):
Min 238 y[wheat] + 210 y[corn] - 170 w[wheat] - 150 w[corn]

- 36 w[beets_quota] - 10 w[beets_extra]
Subject to
3 x[wheat] + y[wheat] - w[wheat] ≥ 200
3.6 x[corn] + y[corn] - w[corn] ≥ 240
24 x[beets] - w[beets_quota] - w[beets_extra] ≥ 0
w[beets_quota] ≤ 6000
y[p] ≥ 0 ∀ p ∈ {wheat,corn}
w[s] ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ {wheat,corn,beets_quota,beets_extra}

Subproblem 2 (p = 0.33):
Min 238 y[wheat] + 210 y[corn] - 170 w[wheat] - 150 w[corn]

- 36 w[beets_quota] - 10 w[beets_extra]
Subject to
y[wheat] - w[wheat] + 2.5 x[wheat] ≥ 200
y[corn] - w[corn] + 3 x[corn] ≥ 240
-w[beets_quota] - w[beets_extra] + 20 x[beets] ≥ 0
w[beets_quota] ≤ 6000
y[p] ≥ 0 ∀ p ∈ {wheat,corn}
w[s] ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ {wheat,corn,beets_quota,beets_extra}

Subproblem 3 (p = 0.33):
Min 238 y[wheat] + 210 y[corn] - 170 w[wheat] - 150 w[corn]

- 36 w[beets_quota] - 10 w[beets_extra]
Subject to
2 x[wheat] + y[wheat] - w[wheat] ≥ 200
2.4 x[corn] + y[corn] - w[corn] ≥ 240
16 x[beets] - w[beets_quota] - w[beets_extra] ≥ 0
w[beets_quota] ≤ 6000
y[p] ≥ 0 ∀ p ∈ {wheat,corn}
w[s] ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ {wheat,corn,beets_quota,beets_extra}� �
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Listing 3.21: Solving and analyzing the farmer problem using Gurobi [10]� �
julia> using Gurobi
# Optimize stochastic program (through extensive form)
julia> optimize!(farmer_problem, solver = GurobiSolver())
:Optimal
# Inspect optimal decision
julia> x̂= optimal_decision(farmer_problem)
3-element Array{Float64,1}:
170.0
80.0
250.0
# Inspect optimal value
julia> optimal_value(farmer_problem)
-108390.0
# Calculate expected value of perfect information
julia> EVPI(farmer_problem, solver = GurobiSolver())
7015.56
# Calculate value of the stochastic solution
julia> VSS(farmer_problem, solver = GurobiSolver())
1150.0� �

Listing 3.22: Solving the farmer problem using L-shaped and progressive-
hedging, using Gurobi [10] to solve emerging subproblems.� �

julia> using Gurobi, LShapedSolvers, ProgressiveHedgingSolvers
# Create subproblem solver
julia> gurobi = GurobiSolver()
# Solve with L-shaped
julia> optimize!(farmer_problem, solver = LShapedSolver(gurobi))
L-Shaped Gap Time: 0:00:00 (6 iterations)
Objective: -108389.99999999997
Gap: 5.370205822812747e-16
Number of cuts: 14

:Optimal
# Solve with progressive-hedging
julia> optimize!(farmer_problem, solver = ProgressiveHedgingSolver(gurobi))
Progressive Hedging Time: 0:00:00 (112 iterations)
Objective: -108390.02598823253
δ: 9.269354032255935e-7

:Optimal� �
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Figure 3.2: Convergence progress for L-shaped and progressive-hedging when
solving the farmer problem.

3.8.2 Day-ahead problems
We evaluate distributed functionality and performance on a large-scale day-
ahead planning problem. We will introduce this problem in detail in Chapter 5,
but we provide a brief description of the problem here. A day-ahead planning
problem involves specifying optimal order volumes in a deregulated electricity
market. In such markets, producers place orders which specify the amount of
electricity that they are willing to produce at different price levels for the next
day. The next-day market price determines which orders are accepted each
hour. The market price is not known when the producer places the orders.
Therefore, a stochastic program can be formulated and solved to generate op-
timal order strategies. The first-stage decisions are hourly volume orders for
the upcoming day placed on the day-ahead market. In each second stage sce-
nario, the market price is known, and electricity production is optimized with
respect to profits to satisfy the settled orders. In addition, the producer can
take recourse decisions by trading surplus or shortage in an intraday electricity
market.

We formulate a day-ahead planning problem in SPjl from the perspective
of a fictional hydropower producer that owns all 15 power stations in the
Swedish river Skellefteälven. Physical specifications for these power stations
is available in [36]. A first-stage model is formulated to place bids, per reg-
ulations, on the Nordic market NordPool [37]. Random price curves, defined
using @scenario, are generated by sampling from a statistical model fitted
to historical market prices from the NordPool market [38]. The fitted model
is stored in a lightweight sampler object, defined through @sampler, that we
pass to every worker. We calculate confidence intervals around the optimum,
using the method described in Section 3.3.4, for increasing sample sizes of the
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Figure 3.3: Confidence intervals around optimal value of the day-ahead prob-
lem as a function of SAA sample size.

SAA models. The result is shown in Figure 3.3.
At 1000 samples, the confidence interval is considered tight enough. With

1000 scenarios, the extensive form of the SAA model has 2.5 million variables
and 1.4 million constraints, and about 350 seconds is required to build and
solve the extensive form using Gurobi [10]. From this baseline, we run the
distributed benchmarks.

Distributed benchmarks

We evaluate the structured solvers by solving distributed day-ahead prob-
lems with 1000 scenarios. Benchmarks are performed using the Julia pack-
age BenchmarkTools.jl, which schedules multiple solve procedures and reports
median computation times. Every solver runs until convergence criteria are
reached with a relative tolerance of 10−6. The master node is a laptop com-
puter with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. We spawn
workers on a remote multi-core machine with two 3.1 GHz Intel Xeon proces-
sors (total 32 cores) and 128 GB of RAM. The two machines are connected
to the same local network, so data passing latency is expected to be low.
Throughout, the Gurobi solver [10] is used to solve emerging subproblems.

First, we evaluate the L-shaped procedures. We benchmarked all regu-
larization variants in [14]. The results of this strong scaling experiment are
shown in Figure 3.4.

All distributed algorithms show signficant speedup up to four worker cores.
Afterwards, the performance levels out. We have improved the code since [14],
and updated results are presented in [13]. We provide an updated strong
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Figure 3.4: Median computation time required for L-shaped algorithms to
solve a day-ahead problem with 1000 scenarios, as a function of number of
worker cores.

scaling plot for the most performant solvers, L-shaped and L-shaped with
trust-region, in Figure 3.5.

The results indicate better scalability and an overall decrease in compu-
tation time. Weaker scaling at higher worker counts is attributed to load
imbalance between the master and the workers as the L-shaped procedure pro-
gresses. The master grows by 1000 cuts each iteration, and the time required
to re-solve the problem is not reduced by adding more cores. To alleviate
this issue, we make use of the cut aggregation procedure. The experiment is
repeated on 8 worker cores using only the trust-region variant. The results are
shown in Figure 3.6.

The reduction in master size and the reduced amount of data passed leads
to speedups when the cuts are aggregated in groups of 10. Afterwards, there
are apparent diminishing returns as the aggregation level increases, since the
number of major iterations required to converge increase.

As in [14], the best performance is achieved when κ = 1, which corresponds
to synchronous iterations. The main reason appears to be load imbalance
between the master and workers again. Even when using aggregation, the size
of the master eventually exceeds the size of the subproblems. As a result,
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worker cores.
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ζ = 0.01
γ1 = 10−5

γ2 = 0.01
γ3 = 0.25
σ = 10−5

α = 0.75
θ = 1.1
ν = 0.1
β = 1.1
η = 1.25

τ = 5 · 10−6

Table 3.1: Parameter settings for the progressive-hedging method with adap-
tive penalty.

apart from the first iterations, the workers have time to solve all subproblems
while the master problem is re-solved. This makes values of κ < 1 superfluous.
Moreover, the subproblems appear equally difficult to solve, as there are no
stalling workers. This also removes the benefit of allowing the master to
asynchronously continue before all workers have finished.

Next, we evaluate the performance of the progressive-hedging solvers. Us-
ing the nominal method, we did not observe convergence even after waiting a
longer time than required for solving the extensive form. Using the adaptive
penalty variant described in Section 3.6.1, with the parameter values shown
in Table 3.1, eventually yields convergence. With these settings on the adap-
tive penalty strategy, we performed a strong scaling test of the synchronous
distributed progressive-hedging method. The results are shown in Figure 3.7.

Although at much worse time-to-solution than the L-shaped methods, the
distributed progressive-hedging method displays great scaling, with 96% par-
allel efficiency at 16 worker cores. The efficiency probably stems from the
problem being load-balanced across the workers. Again, the subproblems ap-
pear equally difficult as there were no stalling workers. Consequently, we did
not observe any speedups from running the asynchronous variant.

The L-shaped methods outperform progressive-hedging methods on the
day-ahead problems. This is not indicative of a general trend since the day-
ahead problems can be solved without feasibility cuts, which is favourable for
the L-shaped performance. Progressive-hedging has the benefit of implicitly
handling second-stage feasibility since it decomposes completely over the sce-
narios, and could perform better on problems without relatively complete re-
course. However, the time to convergence is still notably large, which implies
the need for algorithmic improvements to the progressive-hedging methods.
Further testing is also required for the asynchronous algorithms.
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Figure 3.7: Median computation time required for the progressive-hedging
method with adaptive penalty to solve a day-ahead problem with 1000 sce-
narios, as a function of number of worker cores.

3.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an open-source framework, SPjl, for large-
scale stochastic programming. It is written entirely in Julia and includes
both modeling tools and solver algorithms. The framework is designed for
distributed computations and naturally scales to high-performance clusters
or the cloud. By using the extensive form, which is efficiently generated us-
ing metaprogramming techniques, stochastic program instances can be solved
using open-source or commercial solvers. Through deferred model instantia-
tion and data injection, the framework becomes flexible and can operate in a
distributed architecture with minimal data passing. In addition, several anal-
ysis tools and stochastic programming constructs are included with efficient
implementations, many of which can run in parallel.

The framework also includes a solver suite of scalable algorithms that ex-
ploit the structure of the stochastic programs. The structured solvers are
shown to perform well on large-scale day-ahead planning problems. High
parallel efficiency is achieved for distributed L-shaped methods using cut ag-
gregation techniques and regularizations. Also, progressive-hedging methods
successfully converge using an adaptive penalty procedure. Like the L-shaped
algorithms, distributed progressive-hedging methods scale well, with almost
full parallel efficiency on 16 cores.

There are several directions for future additions to the framework. First,
SPjl does not yet fully support multi-stage problems. We have finished an
infrastructure for representing multi-stage problems in a way that leverages
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the two-stage design. Ongoing work involves designing a suitable Julian syntax
for encoding transitive probabilities in a multi-stage scenario tree. Second, we
will consider further algorithmic improvements to the existing L-shaped and
progressive-hedging solvers. Moreover, extensions are required to be able to
solve problems with integer or binary variables.

The framework is well-tested through continuous integration and is
freely available on Github1. The solver packages, LShapedSolvers2 and
ProgressiveHedgingSolvers3 are also freely available on Github. A
comprehensive documentation is included4. The modeling framework,
StochasticPrograms.jl, exists as a registered Julia package, which can be
installed and included in any interactive Julia session.

1https://github.com/martinbiel/StochasticPrograms.jl
2https://github.com/martinbiel/LShapedSolvers.jl
3https://github.com/martinbiel/ProgressiveHedgingSolvers.jl
4https://martinbiel.github.io/StochasticPrograms.jl/dev/



Appendix

3.A Distributed Computing in Julia
The aim of this section is to introduce enough concepts from the Distributed
module in Julia to make this work self contained. For further reference, consult
the Julia documentation [39].

Distributed computing in Julia revolves around two primitives: remote
references and remote calls. Remote references are used to administer which
computing node data resides on. In addition, they provide the remaining pro-
cesses access to the remote data. Remote calls are used to schedule execution
tasks on the distributed data. A worker process is explicitly specified and
is then given a Julia function to execute remotely on given arguments. The
remote call returns a Future, which is a remote reference to the result of the
computation. Remote calls are sent asynchronously and returns immediately.
The calling process can wait on the future, which blocks until the computa-
tion has finished on the remote process, and fetch the result when it is ready.
A simple example is shown in Listing 3.23. These abstractions make it easy to
design asynchronous algorithm schemes, as the master process can do useful
work while the worker tasks are running.

A Channel is a remote reference that administers data on one process that
is readable and writable from all processes. Channels provide a flexible tool
to pass around data and worker tasks between processes. A simple example

Listing 3.23: Remote call example.� �
# Add another Julia process
julia> addprocs(1);
# Second a vector of 5 ones to the second process
# and ask it to sum up the elements
julia> result = remotecall(sum,2,ones(5))
# Wait until the worker process has finished
julia> wait(result);
# Fetch the result
julia> fetch(result)
5.0� �

63
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Listing 3.24: Simple example of Channel usage in Julia.� �
# Add another Julia process
julia> addprocs(1);
# The worker task function waits for incoming integers and
# sleeps for that many seconds, until -1 is received
julia> @everywhere function do_work(work::RemoteChannel)
while true
t = take!(work)
if t == -1
# Work finished
println("I am done!")
return
end
# do work
sleep(t)
println("I finished work \$t")
end
end
# The work channel has a capacity of 3 integers
# that will reside on process 2
julia> work = RemoteChannel(()->Channel{Int}(3),2);
# The master process starts the worker taks on process 2
# and sends three assignments, as well -1 to finish
julia> begin
active_worker = remotecall(do_work,2,work)
put!(work,1)
put!(work,2)
put!(work,3)
put!(work,-1)
wait(active_worker)
end
From worker 2: I finished work 1
From worker 2: I finished work 2
From worker 2: I finished work 3
From worker 2: I am done!� �

of channel usage is shown in Listing 3.24. Since the work channel resides
on the second process, the put! calls from the master process involves data
passing. In contrast, the take! call on the worker just fetches received data.
This simple example is a good representation of the data passing and work
delegation that occurs in LShapedSolvers.jl.



Chapter 4

Dynamic cut aggregation in L-shaped
algorithms

In this chapter, we present a novel framework for dynamic cut aggregation in
L-shaped algorithms. This is an extension of the static aggregation presented
in the previous chapter. We show how optimality cuts can be aggregated
into arbitrary partitions without affecting convergence of the L-shaped algo-
rithm. Furthermore, we give a worst-case bound for L-shaped algorithms with
static cut aggregation and then extend this result for dynamic cut aggrega-
tion. Our approach requires tunable parameters, where the optimal settings
for any given problem are unknown. We devise a simple tuning procedure
and show its effectiveness. We also propose a variety of aggregation schemes
that fit into our framework, and evaluate them on two large-scale stochastic
programming problems. In addition, we propose a fixing strategy that com-
bines the strengths of dynamic and fixed cut aggregation. Major performance
improvements are possible with our approach in distributed settings. Our ex-
perimental results suggest that uniform cut aggregation, as well as our fixing
strategy, can yield high performance at low overhead cost. These results are
supported by our worst-case bounds.

4.1 Introduction
The well-known L-shaped algorithm [12] was originally proposed as a single-
cut algorithm. It was later extended to a multi-cut variant, with better con-
vergence properties on many test examples [30]. Recent contributions have
explored aggregation strategies that fall between a single-cut and multi-cut
approach [40, 41, 42]. The aim is to preserve the convergence properties of a
multi-cut algorithm, while reducing the size growth of the master problem and
communication overhead in distributed implementations. In this work, we for-
malize this approach and also present a novel dynamic aggregation procedure

65
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based on an alternative L-shaped formulation. We show how this formula-
tion allows us to prototype various heuristic aggregation schemes. We provide
worst-case complexity results and show that large performance gains are pos-
sible in practice by solving applied problems.

4.2 Preliminaries
We consider finite two-stage stochastic programs of the form

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+
n∑

s=1
πsq

T
s ys

s.t. Ax = b

Tsx+Wys = hs, s = 1, . . . , n
x ≥ 0, ys ≥ 0, s = 1, . . . , n,

(4.1)

where A ∈ Rp×n, Ts ∈ Rq×n, s = 1, . . . , n andW ∈ Rq×m. We use the natural
decomposition into a first and second stage:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+
n∑

s=1
πsQs(x)

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0,

where
Qs(x) = min

ys∈Rm
qTs ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsx
ys ≥ 0.

We assume throghout that Qs(x) < ∞, ∀s = 1, . . . , n for any x ∈ {x ∈ Rn |
Ax = b, x ≥ 0}. This is not a restrictive assumption since the L-shaped algo-
rithm can handle problems where this is not true independent of the techniques
we propose here. Moreover, second-stage infeasibility can often be mitigated
by reassesing the model and soften constraints that can be violated for certain
x.

4.2.1 The L-shaped algorithm
The L-shaped algorithm decomposes (4.1) into a master problem and n sub-
problems. During the procedure, solution candidates xk are generated by
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solving a master problem:

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+ θ

s.t. Ax = b

θ ≥ Φ(x)
x ≥ 0,

(4.2)

where Φ(x) is an outer linearization of

Q(x) =
n∑

s=1
πsQs(x).

During the L-shaped procedure, solution iterates xk are used to parameterize
subproblems of the form:

minimize
ys∈Rm

qTs ys

s.t. Wys = hs − Tsxk
ys ≥ 0.

(4.3)

It follows from duality theory that λTs (hs−Tsx), where λs is the dual optimizer
of (4.3), is a valid support function for Qs(x) and hence

n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s (hs − Tsx)

is a valid support function for Q(x). In the original formulation of the L-
shaped algorithm [12], the above result is used in each iteration k to construct
optimality cuts by introducing

∂Qk =
n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s Ts

qk =
n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s hs.

If the optimality cut is not satisfied by the current master iterate, i.e., if

θk < qk − ∂Qkxk,
then the optimality cut is included in the master problem as follows:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+ θ

s.t. Ax = b

∂Qkx+ θ ≥ qk, ∀k
x ≥ 0.

(4.4)
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If any second-stage problem is infeasible for the given x, feasibility cuts can
be generated and included in the master problem [12]. The master problem is
then re-solved to generate the next iterate xk+1, θk+1. This is repeated until

|Q(xk)− θk|
|Q(xk) + ε|

falls within some predefined relative tolerance, or if the latest optimality cut
is already satisfied by the current master iterate, upon which the algorithm
terminates. The L-shaped algorithm is finitely convergent because W has a
finite number of bases [12].

4.2.2 The multi-cut L-shaped algorithm
The original L-shaped algorithm was extended in [30] by including all gener-
ated optimality cuts in a disaggregate form at each iteration. In other words,
optimality cuts are generated for each subproblem:

∂Qs,k = πsλ
T
s Ts

qs,k = πsλ
T
s hs,

and these then enter a modified master problem as follows:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+
n∑

s=1
θs

s.t. Ax = b

∂Qs,kx+ θs ≥ qs,k, s = 1, . . . , n ∀k
x ≥ 0.

(4.5)

A given disaggregate optimality cut is rejected if it is already satisfied by the
current master iterate:

θs,k ≥ qs,k − ∂Qs,kxk
The authors of [30] show that the resulting procedure will terminate in equal
or fewer iterations than the original aggregate version [12] if the major iter-
ates coincide. A simple argument in favour of a multi-cut approach is that
the master problem has more available information at each iteration and is
therefore able to localize the set of optimal solutions faster. However, there is
no general rule that the disaggregate master problem converges in fewer itera-
tions for all problems. Also, the size of the master problem grows faster if the
cuts are not aggregated, which has a negative effect on the time to solution.
As a rule of thumb, the authors suggest that the single-cut approach should be
preferred when the number of scenarios is considerably larger than the number
of first stage constraints, i.e., when n � p. Finally, the authors suggest that
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it may be advantegous to adopt a so called “hybrid approach”, where cuts are
aggregated in separate clusters, but do not explore the approach further. We
propose a framework around this idea, which we introduce in the following
section.

4.2.3 The aggregated L-shaped algorithm
To formalize the hybrid approach suggested in [30] consider the following def-
inition

Definition 19. A partitioning scheme

S = {S1, . . . ,SA} (4.6)

of n scenarios is a set of partitions such that

Sa ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, a = 1, . . . , A
Sa ∩ Sb = ∅, ∀a 6= b

A⋃

a=1
Sa = {1, . . . , n}.

(4.7)

In an aggregated L-shaped algorithm, the results of solving subproblems
in the same partition Sa are used to create aggregated optimality cuts

∂Qa,k =
∑

s∈Sa
πsλ

T
s Ts

qa,k =
∑

s∈Sa
πsλ

T
s hs,

which then enter the master problem as follows:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+
A∑

a=1
θa

s.t. Ax = b

∂Qa,kx+ θa ≥ qa,k, a = 1, . . . , A ∀k
x ≥ 0.

(4.8)

A given aggregated optimality cut is rejected if it is already satisfied by the
current master iterate:

θa,k ≥ qa,k − ∂Qa,kxk
We give a convergence proof for a general variant of this algorithm, where
the partitioning scheme can vary over iterations, in a following section. Note
that the partitioning scheme S = {S1} with S1 = {1, . . . , n} corresponds to
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the original single-cut algorithm, while S = {{a} | a = 1, . . . , n} corresponds
to the multi-cut algorithm. We introduce two entities that characterize any
given partitioning scheme S.
Definition 20. The aggregation size of the partitioning scheme S is given by

A(S) = |S|.

Definition 21. The aggregation level of the partitioning scheme S is given by

AL(S) = max
a=1,...,A(S)

|Sa|.

It is clear that A(S) = 1, AL(S) = n for single-cut L-shaped, and A(S) =
n, AL(S) = 1 for multi-cut L-shaped. Moreover, these values constitute the
extremes in terms of these characteristics, i.e., 1 ≤ A(S) ≤ n, 1 ≤ AL(S) ≤ n
for any partitioning scheme S.

We extend the worst-case complexity analysis developed in [30] to the
aggregated case. Recall the following definition:

Definition 22. Let bs represent the maximum number of different slopes of
Qs(x) in any direction parallel to one of the axes. Then, b = maxs bs is the
slope number of Q(x).

The worst-case complexity result developed by the authors of [30] is then
given by the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2.1. The maximum number of iterations required to obtain an
optimal solution of (4.1), of the single-cut L-shaped algorithm, is given by

[1 + n(b− 1)]m, (4.9)

while the maximum number of iterations required to obtain an optimal solution
of (4.1), of the multi-cut L-shaped algorithm, is given by

1 + n(bm − 1), (4.10)

where b is the slope number of Q(x).

Using similar arguments, we postulate and prove the following extended
result for the aggregated L-shaped algorithm:

Theorem 4.2.2. The maximum number of iterations required to obtain an
optimal solution of (4.1), of an aggregated L-shaped algorithm that uses a
partitioning scheme S = {S1, . . . ,SA(S)} satisfying (4.7), is given by

1 +
A(S)∑

a=1
[1 + |Sa|(b− 1)]m −A(S), (4.11)

where b is the slope number of Q(x).
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Proof. In the worst case, a single facet of one of the A(S) aggregates is identi-
fied at each iteration, so that all facets are identified before converging. Hence,
because A(S) facets are identified in the first iteration, the maximum number
of iterations is 1 + M − A(S), where M is the total number of facets that
can be identified in all aggregates. Consider any of the aggregates Sa. In the
worst case, bs = b for every Qs(x) in that aggregate. If so, it holds that one
facet of this aggregate, in every direction j, consists of facets from each of its
|Sa| constituents, for a total of |Sa|b combinations. However, the facet iden-
tified in the considered aggregate at the first iteration consists of |Sa| facets
because θa is initially unrestricted in the master problem. In the worst case,
any new facet identfied in aggregate Sa includes only one facet that has not
been identfied before. There are b − 1 such slopes remaining for each of the
constituents, for a total number of 1 + |Sa|(b− 1) facets in Sa. Moreover, this
can occur in all m dual directions of the subproblems. Hence, the maximum
number of iterations required to identify all facets in the given aggregate Sa
is given by [1 + |Sa|(b− 1)]m, and hence, M =

∑A(S)
a=1 [1 + |Sa|(b− 1)]m. In

conclusion, the maximum number of iterations of the aggregated L-shaped is
in the worst case given by

1 +
A(S)∑

a=1
[1 + |Sa|(b− 1)]m −A(S).

�

Becuse |Sa| ≤ AL(S) holds by construction, we can bound the sum
in (4.11). This yields the following upper bound on the worst-case complexity:

Corollary 4.2.3. The maximum number of iterations of an aggregated L-
shaped algorithm, using a partitioning scheme S = {S1, . . . ,SA} satisfy-
ing (4.7), is upper bounded by

1 +A(S)([1 +AL(S)(b− 1)]m − 1), (4.12)

where b is the slope number of Q(x), and m is the row dimension of W .

Note that, the original results in Theorem 4.2.1 are recovered for the single-
cut L-shaped algorithm (A(S) = 1, AL(S) = n) and for the multi-cut L-shaped
algorithm (A(S) = n, AL(S) = 1). The upper bound (4.12) is easier to rea-
son about than (4.11), but it could be pessimistic for irregular aggreggation
schemes where A(S) > 1 and AL(S) is close to n. Both expressions (4.11)
and (4.12) can grow astronomically large already for medium-scale problems.
However, the worst-case results still indicate which aggregation schemes could
be more performant. We can observe that decreasing the aggregation level
AL(S) decreases the worst-case complexity. In addition, we can note that the
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aggregated L-shaped algorithm will in general have better worst-case perfor-
mance than the single-cut L-shaped algorithm for large-scale problems. For
example, the worst-case complexity of a uniform partitioning scheme, where
AL(S) = n/A(S), is on the order of

nm(b− 1)m
A(S)m−1 ,

as opposed to the single-cut complexity nm(b − 1)m. The size of the mas-
ter problem grows slower for the aggregated L-shaped algorithm than the
multi-cut L-shaped algorithm because A(S) ≤ n constraints are added at each
iteration as opposed to n cuts. Thus, provided that the practical iteration
complexity of an aggregated L-shaped variant is not far worse than the multi-
cut approach, performance improvements are possible.

4.3 Review of L-shaped aggregation schemes
A comprehensive review of past contributions related to algorithmic improve-
ments of L-shaped algorithm variants is provided in [43] and also in the dis-
seration [44]. We give an overview of contributions related to aggregation
strategies which to the best of our knowledge could be considered the state-
of-the-art.

4.3.1 Partial cut aggregation
The first usage of an aggregation approach of type (4.8) was presented in [45].
The main motivation is to reduce communication overhead in the distributed
setting as well as time to solution when re-solving the master problem. The
n subproblems are distributed uniformly on r worker nodes. This topology is
then used to induce a uniform partitioning scheme S = {S1, . . . ,SW } where
|Sw| is the number of subproblems on worker w. This minimizes the amount of
data passed from every worker at each iteration. The numerical results do not
clearly favor the aggregated approach over a multi-cut approach. However,
the problem sizes were only on the order of 104 variables and constraints in
the performed experiments.

The partial-cut approach has since been shown to be effective in various
applied problems [41, 42]. Moreover, the results in [40, 46, 13] suggest that
many problems are solved more efficiently with an aggregation level some-
where between the single-cut and multi-cut, i.e., partitioning schemes S where
1 < AL(S) < n. For instance, in [13], a uniform aggregation scheme with
variable aggregation level is adopted in a distributed setting to solve a large
problem instance of 1000 scenarios corresponding to 2.5 million variables and
1.4 million constraints. The optimal aggregation level was found to be groups
of 10 scenarios when solved on 8 worker cores. However, the beneficial effect
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on solution time appears problem-dependent and the optimal aggregation level
AL(S) is not known a priori.

4.3.2 Adaptive multi-cut aggregation
A more recent aggregation approach is presented in [40]. The authors suggest
an adaptive aggregation policy, where the partitioning Sk = {Sk1 , . . . ,SkAk} is
allowed to vary at each iteration k. The master problem is of the form (4.8).
Hence, if Sk 6= Sk−1, then the cuts generated at iteration k will not form
valid supports for the second-stage objective because the master variables
{θa}Aka=1 adhere to a specific partitioning. This is alleviated by repartition-
ing the master variables to match the new partitioning Sk. Specifically, if
Sk−1
i , . . . ,Sk−1

j are aggregated in Sk, then the master variables θi, . . . , θj are
removed from (4.8) and replaced by a single new variable. Cuts from previ-
ous iterations are aggregated to adhere to the new partitioning. The authors
suggest that disaggregation is also possible, but intractable in practice since it
requires bookkeeping of all cuts. Consequently, AL(Sk) ≥ AL(Sk−1) holds for
the suggested adaptive aggregation scheme. The idea is therefore to initialize
with no aggregation and run the adaptive aggregation scheme with the hope
of eventually identifying an efficient aggregation level for the given problem.

The authors of [40] present two heuristic rules, based on a redundancy
treshold and a bound on the number of aggregates, to decide how to determine
the subsequent partitioning Sk based on Sk−1. They mention trying other
rules, based on for example cut similarity, but state that such efforts yield no
significant gains in performance. The authors also perform exhaustive tests
of uniform aggregation schemes of fixed size, which they refer to as static
aggregation. These results also indicate that many problems are solved faster
when 1 < AL(S) < n.

4.3.3 Cut consolidation
Another aggregation technique is presented in [47]. The technique, cut con-
solidation, is adopted to reduce the size of the master problem, and acts in-
dependently of the aggregation scheme used. The idea is to prune historical
cuts that have become inactive, but retain their aggregation to keep some in-
formation in the master. Specifically, a consolidation scheme is used where if
a set portion of cuts at a previous iteration k

∂Qs,kx+ θs ≥ qs,k, s = 1, . . . , n

have been inactive in the master for a set number of iterations then they are
removed from the master and the special aggregate

n∑

s=1
∂Qs,k +

n∑

s=1
θs ≥

n∑

s=1
qs,k
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is added to the master. Numerical results indicate that cut consolidation can
considerably reduce the time to solution, especially in combination with a
partial aggregation scheme.

4.4 Dynamic cut aggregation
We propose a new aggregation procedure, which we call dynamic cut aggre-
gation. This procedure addresses two drawbacks of the adaptive aggregation
procedure presented in [40]. First, the partitioning of the master variables
θa, a = 1, . . . , Ak must always match the current partitioning scheme Sk dur-
ing the adaptive procedure. Consequently, any changes to the partitioning
scheme infers deleting and adding columns in the master problem, which can
lead to significant overhead for large sparse problems. Moreover, the cuts from
previous iterations have to be updated to adhere to the new partitioning. This
incurs a large number of constraint replacements, which also increases the over-
head in master iterations. Second, the nature of the implementation in [40]
makes disaggregation of cuts non-performant. Therefore, the partitioning can
only be made coarser.

The main idea of our approach is to retain the structure of the multi-cut
master problem (4.5), while still allowing for a dynamic partitioning scheme
that can vary over iterations. We build upon the constructs introuced in
Section 4.2.3.

Definition 23. A dynamic partitioning scheme

D = {Sk}∞k=1 (4.13)

is a sequence of partitioning schemes Sk = {Sk1 , . . . ,SkAk}, each satisfying (4.7).

Next, we pose an L-shaped algorithm with dynamic cut aggregation. Our
reformulated master problem has the following form:

minimize
x∈Rn

cTx+
n∑

s=1
θs

s.t. Ax = b
∑

s∈Ska

∂Qk,sx+
∑

s∈Ska

θs ≥
∑

s∈Ska

qs,k, Sk ∈ D ∀k

x ≥ 0.

(4.14)

Again, a new cut aggregate is only added to the master problem if it not
satisfied by the current master iterate, i.e., if

∑

s∈Ska

θ̂s <
∑

s∈Ska

(
qk,s − ∂Qk,sx̂k

)
.
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If the partitioning scheme is fixed every iteration Sk = {S1, . . . ,SA}, the ag-
gregated master problem (4.8) is recovered through the variable substitutions

θa =
∑

s∈Sa
θs a = 1, . . . , A.

With our reformulation (4.14), the number of master columns is not af-
fected by the changes to the partitioning scheme and cuts from previous iter-
ations remain valid. Moreover, disaggregation is possible; so, the partitioning
scheme can vary between single-cut and multi-cut at each iteration. The flexi-
bility of the formulation (4.14) enables us to test a large variety of aggregation
schemes, which we present in a following section.

4.4.1 Convergence
We give a short proof of finite convergence for the L-shaped algorithm with
dynamic cut aggregation.

Theorem 4.4.1. An L-shaped algorithm that uses dynamic cut aggregation,
with a dynamic partitioning scheme D = {Sk}∞k=1 for which the partitioning
scheme Sk at each iteration satisfies the conditions (4.7), converges to an
optimal solution of (4.1) in a finite number of iterations.

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that (4.1) has complete recourse,
since we can otherwise fallback to the standard proof using a finite number of
feasibility cuts. By duality,

Q(x) =
n∑

s=1
πsQs(x)

=
n∑

s=1
πs max

λs∈Λs
λTs (hs − Tsx)

=
n∑

s=1
πs max

λs∈Λ̄s
λTs (hs − Tsx),

(4.15)

where Λs = {λ ∈ Rq |WTλ ≤ qs} and Λ̄s are the extreme points of Λs. Hence,
a full representation of (4.2) is given by

minimize
x∈Rn,ys∈Rm

cTx+ θ

s.t. Ax = b

θ ≥
n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s (hs − Tsx) (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Λ̄1 × · · · × Λ̄n

x ≥ 0.
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Now, for any partitioning scheme that satisfies (4.7), the Ak optimality cut
aggregates generated during one iteration will form supports of the second-
stage objective since

θ =
A∑

a=1

∑

s∈Ska

θs ≥
A∑

a=1

∑

s∈Ska

πsλ
T
s (hs − Tsx) =

n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s (hs − Tsx)

for some (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Λ̄1 × · · · × Λ̄n, which is exactly one of the facets of
Q(x). Every iteration a new iterate x̂k and {θ̂ks}ns=1 is obtained from solving
the master problems. Now, it can hold that

∑

s∈Ska

θ̂s <
∑

s∈Ska

(
qk,s − ∂Qk,sx̂k

)

for some, or all, of the current iteration aggregates. If so, the current set of
aggregated cuts in the master do not impose

n∑

s=1
θs ≥ Q(x).

Therefore, a new set of second-stage dual multipliers, not already present in the
master problem, will be added through aggregated optimality cuts. Because
each set of extreme points Λ̄s is finite, this can only occur finitely many times.
Therefore, it must eventually hold that

∑

s∈Ska

θ̂s ≥
∑

s∈Ska

(
qk,s − ∂Qk,sx̂k

)

for all a = 1, . . . , Ak so that

θ̂k =
A∑

a=1

∑

s∈Ska

θs ≥
A∑

a=1

∑

s∈Ska

πsλ
T
s

(
hs − Tsx̂k

)
=

n∑

s=1
πsλ

T
s

(
hs − Tsx̂k

)
.

Now, since θ̂k is optimal and the θs are free in (4.14) except for the cut
constraints, it follows that

θ̂k = Q(x̂k) =
n∑

s=1
πs max

λs∈Λ̄s
λTs (hs − Tsx̂k) ≤

n∑

s=1
πs max

λs∈Λ̄s
λTs (hs − Tsx) = Q(x).

In conclusion, x̂k is an optimal solution to (4.1). �

4.4.2 Complexity
Since the partitioning scheme used in dynamic cut aggregation can vary with
iterations, the worst-case result in Theorem 4.2.2 does not hold and must be
extended. First, we introduce some well-known combinational constructs that
are required in the analysis.
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Definition 24. A k-combination of n elements is a subset of 1, . . . , n of size
k. The number of k-combinations out of n elements is denoted by

(
n
k

)
.

Definition 25. The Stirling number of the second kind is the number of ways
to partition n elements into k non-empty subsets, and is denoted by

{
n
k

}
.

Definition 26. The nth Bell number, denoted by Bn, is the number of pos-
sible partitionings of n elements. In terms of Stirling numbers it is given by

Bn =
n∑

k=1

{
n

k

}

We can now postulate and prove the following result for dynamic cut ag-
gregation:

Theorem 4.4.2. The maximum number of iterations required to obtain an
optimal solution of (4.1), of an L-shaped algorithm that uses dynamic cut
aggregation with a dynamic partitioning scheme D = {Sk}∞k=1, is given by

2 +
n∑

aL=1

(
n

aL

)
[1 + aL(b− 1)]m −

n∑

aL=1

{
n

aL

}
−A0, (4.16)

where b is the slope number of Q(x).

Proof. In the worst case, a single facet of one of the Ak aggregates is identified
at each iteration k, so that all possible combinations of facets are identified
before converging. Hence, because A0 facets are identified in the first iteration,
the maximum number of iterations is 1+M−A0, whereM is the total number
of facets that can be identified in all possible aggregates. Consider any aggre-
gate Ska at some iteration k. We have already shown that the number of facets
that can be identified in this aggregate is given by

[
1 +

∣∣Ska
∣∣(b− 1)

]m. There
are no assumed restrictions on the partitioning schemes in D. Therefore, any
aggregate of the same size as Ska could be considered in subsequent iterations,
each of which share the same number of possible facets that can identified. If
the common size is denoted by aL, this number is given by [1 + aL(b− 1)]m.
The number of aggregates that share the size aL is given by the number of
combinations of aL out of n. Moreover, the size of a given aggregate can vary
between 1 and n. Therefore, the total number of facets identifyable in all pos-
sible aggregates is given by

∑n
aL=1

(
n
aL

)
[1 + aL(b− 1)]m. When the algorithm

has converged it will hold that all possible facets corresponding to some par-
titioning scheme S ∈ D have been identified. Furthermore, in the worst case,
there is only one facet in all other possible partitioning schemes that have not
been identified before the final iteration. These facets will not be identified
since the algorithm terminates; so, their total must be subtracted from the
number of facets we can consider. This number is equal to the total number of
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possible partitioning schemes minus one due to the scheme active during the
final iteration. The number of possible partitioning schemes is given exactly
by the Bell number. Therefore, the maximum number of iterations required
to converge is in the worst case given by:

1 +
n∑

aL=1

(
n

aL

)
[1 + aL(b− 1)]m − (Bn − 1)−A0

= 2 +
n∑

aL=1

(
n

aL

)
[1 + aL(b− 1)]m −

n∑

aL=1

{
n

aL

}
−A0.

�

We can obtain a tighter bound by imposing restrictions on the dynamic
partitioning scheme. For example, we can limit the size of the aggregates at
each iteration, which simply removes summands in (4.16). The following result
is obtained:

Corollary 4.4.3. The maximum number of iterations of an L-shaped algo-
rithm with dynamic cut aggregation, where the dynamic partitioning scheme
D satisfies

AL(D) ≤ AL(Sk) ≤ ĀL(D) ∀Sk ∈ D
is given by

2 +
ĀL(D)∑

aL=AL(D)

(
n

aL

)
[1 + aL(b− 1)]m −

ĀL(D)∑

aL=AL(D)

{
n

aL

}
−A0, (4.17)

where b is the slope number of Q(x).

We can now again recover the original worst-case results presented in [30].
The single-cut L-shaped algorithm corresponds to a dynamic aggregation
sheme with AL = ĀL = n and A0 = 1, for which we obtain

2 +
(
n

n

)
[1 + n(b− 1)]m −

{
n

n

}
− 1 = [1 + n(b− 1)]m

Likewise, the multi-cut L-shaped algorithm corresponds to a dynamic aggre-
gation sheme with AL = ĀL = 1 and A0 = n, for which we obtain

2 +
(
n

1

)
[1 + b− 1]m −

{
n

1

}
− n = 1 + n(bm − 1)

As with static aggregation, we can improve the worst-case bound by decreasing
the aggregation level of the partitioning schemes. In addition, we would expect
perfomance improvements from any dynamic aggregation rule that limits the
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possible aggregate combinations. For example, we could fix the partitioning
scheme after a certain number of iterations. In the worst case, we would then
recover a static aggregation bound (4.12) plus the initial dynamic iterations.
This is summarized in the following result:

Corollary 4.4.4. The maximum number of iterations of an L-shaped algo-
rithm with dynamic cut aggregation, where the dynamic partitioning scheme
D satisfies

Sk = SN ∀Sk ∈ D, k > N

for some N , is given by

N +A(SN )
([

1 +AL(SN )(b− 1)
]m − 1

)
(4.18)

where b is the slope number of Q(x).

The fixed scheme SN is in fact arbitrary in Corollary 4.4.4, but the Nth
scheme in D is a natural choice. The idea is that the dynamic scheme identifies
an efficient partitioning which can then be applied without the combinatorial
effects of the dynamic scheme. We refer to this technique in the following as
the fixing strategy.

Practical performance could of course be much better than suggested by
the worst-case bounds (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18). In addition, any form of
cut aggregation generally improves scalability in a distributed setting. Both
communication latency and load imbalance among the master node and worker
nodes are reduced. This holds since fewer cuts are passed from workers and
the master problem does not grow as fast. Therefore, if the average iteration
complexity of any aggregated L-shaped is comparable to the average multi-cut
complexity in the single-core setting, then wall-clock time to solution can be
greatly reduced if the aggregated L-shaped is run in parallel on distributed
memory. It is not a general rule as the aggregation overhead could outweigh
the gains from aggregation.

We introduce a framework for measuring empirical performance of L-
shaped algorithm, to complement the worst-case analysis. Consider the fol-
lowing definitions.

Definition 27. The empirical iteration complexity of any given L-shaped
algorithm A applied to problem instance P, denoted by

NI(A,P),

is the number of L-shaped iterations of A required to converge to an optimal
solution of P, within some relative tolerance.

Definition 28. The empirical cut complexity of any given L-shaped algorithm
A applied to problem instance P, denoted by

NC(A,P),
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is the number of optimality cuts in the master problem of A after convergence
to an optimal solution of P, within some relative tolerance.

Now, the discussion above can be made more precise. If an aggregated
L-shaped algorithm has comparable empirical iteration complexity with that
of the multi-cut L-shaped algorithm, but smaller empirical cut complexity, it
is expected to perform better in a distributed setting. For most problems,
we would expect a trade-off between these quantities. The worst-case bounds
indicate that coarse aggregation schemes, with fewer cuts, require more iter-
ations to converge. Likewise, fine aggregation schemes yield more cuts but
fewer iterations to converge. The empirical complexities will not map directly
to wall-clock time to solution, but we will show that low empirical cut com-
plexity is a good indicator for when aggregation can yield better performance.
We will use these quantities to benchmark the dynamic aggregation schemes
introduced in the next section.

4.5 Aggregation schemes
We devise a simple abstraction for dynamic cut aggregation, and use it to ex-
tend the L-shaped algorithm implementation in LShapedSolvers.jl [13, 14].
The default implementation is based on the multi-cut L-shaped formula-
tion (4.5) and uses the subroutine given in Listing 4.1. In short, every gener-
ated optimality cut enters the master problem directly through add_cut!.

Listing 4.1: Subproblem subroutine in nominal L-shaped algorithm.� �
function resolve_subproblems!(lshaped::LShaped)

# Update subproblems
update_subproblems!(lshaped.subproblems, lshaped.x)
# Solve sub problems
for subproblem ∈ lshaped.subproblems

cut = subproblem()
add_cut!(lshaped, cut)

end
# Return current objective value
return current_objective_value(lshaped)

end� �
We extend this implementation to include aggregation by introducing the
aggregate_cut! and flush! functions, as shown in Listing 4.2. Cuts can
be added to the master problem in either function calls. The idea is to aggre-
gate and possibly add cuts in aggregate_cut! and then add any remaining
aggregates in flush! after all cuts have been considered. We will show in the
subsequent sections how this simple abstraction allows us to create a variety
of aggregation schemes.
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Listing 4.2: Subproblem subroutine in nominal L-shaped algorithm.� �
function resolve_subproblems!(lshaped)

# Update subproblems
update_subproblems!(lshaped.subproblems, lshaped.x)
# Solve sub problems
for subproblem ∈ lshaped.subproblems

cut = subproblem()
aggregate_cut!(lshaped, lshaped.aggregation, cut)

end
flush!(lshaped, lshaped.aggregation)
# Return current objective value
return current_objective_value(lshaped)

end� �
New aggregators are implemented by creating Julia objects of type

AbstractAggregation. We recover the multi-cut implementation by hav-
ing aggregate_cut! fall back to add_cut! and by having flush! be a no-op,
as shown in Listing 4.3. Note, that for comparison we have also implemented
partial cut aggregation in its original formulation (4.8) as well as the single-cut
L-shaped algorithm, using this abstraction.

Listing 4.3: Multi-cut implementation.� �
struct NoAggregation <: AbstractAggregation end

function aggregate_cut!(lshaped, ::NoAggregation, cut)
add_cut!(lshaped, cut)
return nothing

end

function flush!(lshaped, ::NoAggregation)
return nothing

end� �
4.5.1 Dynamic aggregation
The first proposed scheme is the dynamic aggregation. This scheme uses a
fixed-length partitioning Sk = {Sk1 , . . . ,SkA} where each aggregate Ska can
vary over iterations. A new optimality cut is placed in one of the aggregates
based on a predefined selection rule. If the selection rule determines the chosen
aggregate to be full, then the aggregated cut is added to the master problem
and is then emptied. After all scenarios have been considered, any remaining
non-empty aggregate is added to the master problem in the flush! function.
The implementation in LShapedSolvers.jl is given in Listing 4.4.
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Listing 4.4: Dynamic aggregation implementation.� �
struct DynamicAggregation <: AbstractAggregation

aggregates::Vector{AggregatedOptimalityCut}
rule::SelectionRule

end

function aggregate_cut!(lshaped, aggregation::DynamicAggregation, cut)
(idx, full) = select(aggregation.rule, aggregation.aggregates, cut)
aggregation.aggregates[idx] += cut
if full

aggregate = aggregation.aggregates[idx]
add_cut!(lshaped, aggregate)
aggregation.aggregates[idx] = zero(AggregatedOptimalityCut)

end
return nothing

end

function flush!(lshaped, aggregation::DynamicAggregation)
for (i,aggregate) in enumerate(aggregation.aggregates)

if !iszero(aggregate)
add_cut!(lshaped, aggregate)
aggregation.aggregates[i] = zero(AggregatedOptimalityCut)

end
end
reset!(aggregation.rule)
return nothing

end� �
Selection rules

A selection rule returns an aggregate index 1 ≤ a ≤ A based on the aggregates
S1, . . . ,SA and the cut candidate. The rule also determines if the chosen ag-
gregate Sa should be considered full and added to the master problem. Below,
We list a set of selection rules we have implemented in LShapedSolvers.jl.

SelectUniform: Selects aggregates so that |Sa| = T, a = 1, . . . , A for
some predefined T , with TA ≥ n. This rule replicates partial cut aggregation,
using formulation (4.14) instead of formulation (4.8). If n is not divisible by
T , then the final aggregate in the partition will consist of fewer than T cuts.
The worst-case bound for static aggregation (4.12) is recovered for this rule.

SelectDecaying: Functions like SelectUniform, but with Tk =
max

(
T , γkT0

)
, 0 < γ < 1 decaying over iterations. This rule is based on

an observation that partitioning schemes with a high aggregation level are of-
ten inefficient close to the optimum. This suggests that initializing L-shaped
with a high aggregation level and slowly progressing to a more disaggregate
partitioning could be efficient. This would give the size conserving benefits
of aggregation and fast convergence of multi-cut. Because the aggregation
level decreases at each iteration, the number of aggregate combinations also
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decreases at each iteration. The number of iterations required to converge will
therefore be much smaller than (4.16) when using this rule.

SelectClosest: Selects the aggregate that is currently closest to the con-
sidered cut. Closeness is measured by some predefined distance function. The
distance functions we utilize are presented in 4.A. If all aggregates are empty
or no aggregate is close to the cut candidate within some relative tolerance τ ,
then the cut candidate is placed in the next available empty aggregate. To
ensure that an empty slot always exists, the rule deems an aggregate to be full
if there are no empty aggregates available. The aggregation level will depend
on the chosen distance tolerance and chosen distance measure. In general, the
number of possible aggregate combinations can be decreased by lowering τ .

SelectClosestToReference: Similar to the SelectClosest rule, but
chooses aggregate based on the distance to some reference cut instead of calcu-
lating distances to the existing aggregates. Hence, instead of linear complexity
in the number of aggregates, the rule operates in constant complexity. The
idea is to reduce the aggregation overhead while still lowering L-shaped com-
plexity. The reference cut we use is the aggregation of all cuts in the previous
iteration. Consequently, the rule operates as the multi-cut L-shaped algorithm
at the first iteration while the cuts are buffered for the first reference aggregate.
Again, the aggregation level will depend on the chosen distance tolerance and
chosen distance measure, and the number of possible aggregate combinations
can be decreased by lowering τ .

4.5.2 Cluster aggregation
The second proposed scheme is the cluster aggregation. Each iteration, the
idea is to keep all new cuts in a buffer and perform aggregation with all
information available. Consequently, it could be possible to determine a more
effective aggregation, albeit at the cost of larger overhead. Each incoming cut
is put into a buffer. Hence, no cuts are added to the master before the flush!
function is called. The flush! functions adds all the new cuts, following a
partitioning scheme Sk determined by some predefined clustering rule. The
implementation in LShapedSolvers.jl is given in Listing 4.5.
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Listing 4.5: Cluster aggregation implementation.� �
struct ClusterAggregation <: AbstractAggregation

buffer::Vector{OptimalityCut}
rule::ClusterRule

end

function aggregate_cut!(lshaped, aggregation::ClusterAggregation, cut)
push!(aggregation.buffer, cut)
return nothing

end

function flush!(lshaped, aggregation::ClusterAggregation)
if isempty(aggregation.buffer)

return nothing
end
aggregates = cluster(aggregation.rule, aggregation.buffer)
for aggregate in aggregates

add_cut!(lshaped, aggregate)
end
empty!(aggregation.buffer)
return nothing

end� �

Cluster rules

A cluster rule sorts the buffered cuts into a set of partitions Sk =
{Sk1 , . . . ,SkAk}.

ClusterByReference: Functions exactly like the dynamic selection rule
with the exception that the reference cut is calculated by aggregating the cuts
of the current iterate instead of the previous, because this information is now
readily available. The aggregation level will depend on the chosen distance
tolerance and chosen distance measure. In general, the number of possible
aggregate combinations can be decreased by lowering τ .

K-medoids: Sorts the cuts using k-medoids clustering [48]. K-medoids is
an extension of the k-means algorithm for generalized distances. We cannot
put precise bounds on the aggregation level because this will depend on the
results of the k-medoid algorithm. Indirectly, the resulting clusters depend on
the distance measure used. We expect that increasing k will both decrease the
aggregation level and reduce the possible aggregate combinations. We rely on
the K-medoids algorithm implemented in the Julia package Clustering.jl 1

for the cluster calculations.

1https://github.com/JuliaStats/Clustering.jl
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4.5.3 Hybrid aggregation
The final proposed scheme is the hybrid aggregation. This scheme extends the
idea of the dynamic selection rule with decaying aggregation level. To recap,
we have observed that aggressive aggregation is often not efficient around to
the optimum. Moreover, the size of the master problem may exceed mem-
ory capacity if a more disaggregate scheme is used from the beginning of the
procedure. Therefore, we propose a hybrid procedure where we initially em-
ploy a scheme with heavy aggregation and then transition to a less aggregated
scheme when a given condition is met. We propose to set the condition that
the relative tolerance

|Qk − θ|
|Qk + ε|

decreases below some predefined treshold value. In other words, even though
the transition will not be smooth like that of the decaying aggregation level
rule, we gain the ability to transition between any of the schemes we have
proposed so far. In the implementation, aggregate_cut! and flush! fallback
to the definitions of the currently active aggregation. Inside flush!, we check
if the transition condition is met and, if so, switch to the final aggregation
scheme. Other transition conditions could be implemented and used instead.
Although any aggregation schemes are viable here, we will typically transition
from some Si to some Sf where AL(Sf ) < AL(Si) holds, cf. the discussion
above. For many problems, we will probably prefer transitioning to multi-cut
L-shaped. However, for large scale problems this may not be viable even if
the optimum is almost attained, due to the addition of a large amount of cuts
at every iteration. The implementation in LShapedSolvers.jl is given in
Listing 4.6.

Listing 4.6: Hybrid aggregation implementation.� �
struct HybridAggregation <: AbstractAggregation

initial::AbstractAggregation
final::AbstractAggregation
tolerance::Float64

end

function aggregate_cut!(lshaped, aggregation::HybridAggregation, cut)
aggregate_cut!(lshaped, active(aggregation), cut)
return nothing

end

function flush!(lshaped, aggregation::HybridAggregation)
flush!(lshaped, active(aggregation))
if gap(lshaped) <= aggregation.tolerance

activate_final!(aggregation)
end
return nothing

end� �
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The hybrid aggregation abstraction may also be used to implement the fixing
strategy suggested in Corollary 4.4.4. That is, after the transition condition
is met, we fix the partitioning scheme to the most recent scheme returned by
the initial aggregation scheme. Note that, apart from the improved worst-
case bound (4.18), we also expect performance improvements when the initial
aggregation scheme has high computational overhead.

4.6 Numerical experiments
We benchmark the various aggregation schemes on two applied problems. In
both cases, we have the ability to sample scenarios, and hence, can create
sample average approximation (SAA) [20, 49] instances, on the form (4.1), of
varying sizes. Most of the proposed aggregation schemes have a set of tunable
parameters, and the optimal parameter set is not known for a given prob-
lem instance. Therefore, we employ a simple tuning procedure based on the
empirical complexity measures introduced in Section 4.4.2. For each prob-
lem and aggregation scheme, we generate relatively small SAA instances and
solve them for varying parameters. The idea is to identify efficient aggrega-
tion schemes and hypothesize that they will stay efficient when the number of
scenarios increases. Next, we benchmark the schemes on large-scale instances
of the problems. We measure both the empirical convergence and the parallel
performance in a distributed environment. In every experiment, the problem
instance is solved to a relative tolerance of 10−5.

The tuning procedure itself is also performed in parallel. Each SAA in-
stance is distributed over 16 workers and each worker employs the considered
aggregation scheme independent of the others. Therefore, we take the number
of workers into consideration when scaling up the optimal parameters for larger
number of scenarios. To reduce random errors, we perform each optimization
5 times and record the medians of the empirical complexities.

4.6.1 SSN
The first problem is the telecommunications problem SSN, first introduced
in [50]. In brief, the aim is to provision bandwidth in a network before the
precise point-to-point demands are known. We implement SSN in our stochas-
tic programming framework StochasticPrograms.jl [13] (SPjl). A discrete
distribution is available for every demand. We sample from these distribu-
tions to generate scenarios and then create SAA instances of the SSN model.
SSN has 89 decision variables in the first stage, and 706 variables and 175
constraints in the second stage. n = 10 000 scenarios yield a relativevly tight
confidence interval around the optimum [49]. An SAA instance of this size
will be used for large-scale experiments.
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Figure 4.1: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios as a
function of T , when using the SelectUniform decision rule during dynamic
aggregation. The best trade-off is achieved for T = 6.

Parameter tuning

We generate SAA instances of n = 1000 scenarios to tune aggregation param-
eters for the SSN problem. First, we vary the size of T in the SelectUniform
rule between 1 and n/16. The results are shown in Figure 4.1. There is an
apparent trade-off between iteration complexity and cut complexity as γ is var-
ied, where the end points effectively yield multi-cut and single-cut L-shaped.
This is supported by the worst-case bound (4.12) as iteration complexity is
expected to increase with coarser aggregation. Next, we vary γ in the Se-
lectDecaying between 0 and 1. The results are shown in Figure 4.2. These
results are more promising because we achieve large reductions in empirical
cut complexity without significantly increasing the empirical iteration com-
plexity. The aggregation procedures on this efficient frontier are expected to
perform better than multi-cut on large-scale problems.

We now test the distance based aggregation schemes. We vary the rele-
vant distance tolerance parameter τ and repeat the tests for all the distance
measures introduced in 4.A. The results from running the dynamic aggrega-
tors are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 and the cluster aggregators are
shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Here, we also identify efficient frontiers
for the smaller values of τ . The angular distance introduced in 4.A.2 appears
to be the most efficient distance measure in all of the considered selection-
and cluster rules. We identify and collect the distance tolerances τ that yield
the lowest complexity for all aggregation schemes using the angular distance
measure. For K-medoids clustering, we note that k = 27 gives the lowest
empirical complexity.

For every aggregation scheme and selection rule, we select parameter con-
figurations that result in low iteration and low cut complexity (see Table 4.1).

In Figure 4.7, we present the empirical complexities and wall-clock time to
solution for these parameters together with the corresponding complexities of
multi-cut and single-cut L-shaped. We note that most distance-based aggre-
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Figure 4.2: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios as a
function of decay parameter γ, when using the SelectDecaying decision rule
during dynamic aggregation. T0 = n and T = 1 in all experiments. The best
trade-off is achieved for γ = 0.7.
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Figure 4.3: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios as a
function of distance tolerance τ , when using the SelectClosest decision rule
during dynamic aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all distanced
measures in 4.A. The best trade-off is achieved for τ = 0.22 with the angular
distance measure.
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Figure 4.4: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios as a
function of distance tolerance τ , when using the SelectClosestToReference
decision rule during dynamic aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all
distanced measures in 4.A. The best trade-off is achieved for τ = 0.37 with
the angular distance measure.
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Figure 4.5: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios
as a function of distance tolerance τ , when using the ClusterByReference
decision rule during cluster aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all
distanced measures in 4.A. The best trade-off is achieved for τ = 0.29 with
the angular distance measure.
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Figure 4.6: Empirical complexity for P = SSN with n = 1000 scenarios
as a function of number of clusters k, when using K-medoids based cluster
aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all distanced measures in 4.A.
The best trade-off is achieved for k = 27 with the angular distance measure.

Aggregation scheme Parameter Distance measure
SelectUniform T = 6 N/A
SelectDecaying γ = 0.7 N/A
SelectClosest τ = 0.22 with Angular Distance

SelectClosestToReference τ = 0.37 with Angular Distance
ClusterByReference τ = 0.29 with Angular Distance

K-medoids k = 27 with Angular Distance
Table 4.1: Empirically optimal parameter configuration when solving P =
SSN with n = 1000 scenarios, for various aggregation schemes.
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gation schemes appear on the efficient line with iteration complexity close to
that of multi-cut L-shaped, but with fewer cuts. K-medoids appears slightly
less efficient than the other schemes. SelectUniform seems to also fall on
the efficient frontier, but with fewer cuts and more iterations. In terms of
wall-clock time to solution, there is a clear performance increase for most
aggregation schemes. These results are consistent with our theory that aggre-
gation schemes with low empirical complexity will outperform multi-cut and
single-cut in a distributed setting. The K-medoids scheme is not as perfor-
mant. This could be attributed to the overhead from the k-medoids cluster
computation. In the following, we repeat the experiments on a larger instance
of SSN to observe if the performance gains from aggregation are scalable.
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Figure 4.7: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P = SSN
with n = 1000 scenarios for multi-cut L-shaped, single-cut L-shaped, and the
aggregation schemes SelectUniform, SelectDecaying, SelectClosest, Se-
lectClosestToReference, ClusterByReference, and K-medoids, using
the best parameters found so far.

Aggregation evaluation

Now, we solve a large-scale instance of SSN with n = 10 000 scenarios, using
the best parameter configuration found from the small-scale experiments. We
conjecture that the best parameters of the distance based schemes should be
invariant over scenario count because we normalize for number of scenarios in
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all distance measures. We also assume that the best value for SelectDecaying
should stay the same when n increases. The parameters for SelectUniform
is scaled up by 10 to match the new amount of scenarios. To improve con-
vergence when solving this large-scale problem, we utilize trust-region regu-
larization. This was first suggested for L-shaped algorithms by the authors
of [31], and we have observed it to be effective in our setting in [14, 13]. The
results are shown in Figure 4.8. We can still observe that most aggregation
schemes end up on a frontier of empirical complexity. However, many rules
yield relatively higher cut complexity than that in the small-scale setting.
Therefore, we cannot conclude that these parameter configurations still yield
the lowest empirical complexity when the problem is scaled up. We can clearly
observe that low empirical complexity does not necessarily yield better run-
time performance. Some aggregation schemes are outperformed by single-cut
L-shaped, and SelectClosest is even outperformed by multi-cut L-shaped.
We observed that the master iterations were considerably prolonged when
employing SelectClosest for this problem size. The aggregation schemes
SelectUniform, SelectDecaying and K-medoids are all more performant
than single-cut L-shaped, with SelectUniform being the most performant of
all.

We attempt to improve the performance by employing the fixing strat-
egy suggested by Corollary 4.4.4. We expect improvements to the distance
based aggregation schemes because they offer little control of the combina-
torial amount of partitioning schemes possible. The strategy is not used for
SelectUniform and SelectDecaying because they naturally limit the com-
binatorial options. Using the same parameter configurations as before, we lock
the partitioning scheme after 5 iterations. For clarity, we prefix the aggregation
schemes that employ the fixing strategy withHybrid. The empirical complex-
ity results are shown in Figure 4.9. We can observe improvements in empirical
complexity for both HybridSelectClosest and Hybrid K-medoids. More-
oever, their runtime performance is also improved significantly. In contrast,
the reference-based schemes are no longer on the efficient frontier when us-
ing the fixing strategy. HybridSelectClosestToReference even performed
worse in terms of wall-clock time.

4.6.2 Day-ahead planning
Next, we apply the aggregated L-shaped algorithms to a large-scale energy
problem. Specifically, we seek to determine optimal order strategies on the
Nordic day-ahead market from the perspective of a price-taking hydropower
producer. The specific day-ahead model we formulate and solve has been
thoroughly introduced in [16], and we have already benchmarked various dis-
tributed L-shaped algorithms in [14, 13]. The implementation in SPjl is given
in [16], so we refrain from repeating it here. The day-ahead problem, hence-
forth abbreviated by DA, has 1457 decision variables in the first stage, and
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Figure 4.8: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P = SSN
with n = 10 000 scenarios for multi-cut L-shaped, single-cut L-shaped, and the
aggregation schemes SelectUniform, SelectDecaying, SelectClosest, Se-
lectClosestToReference, ClusterByReference, and K-medoids, using
the best parameters found so far scaled acccording to n. Trust-region regular-
ization is used in all experiments.

2765 variables and 1909 constraints in the second stage. n = 1000 scenarios
yields a relatively tight confidence interval around the optimal solution [13],
and we again use an SAA instance of this size for the large-scale experiment.
In contrast to SSN, the large problem size stems froms the size of the second
stage instead of the number of scenarios.

Parameter tuning

We generate SAA instances of n = 100 scenarios to tune aggregation parame-
ters for the DA problem. Next, we follow the same methodology as that in the
SSN problem, varying the parameters in the selected aggregation schemes until
low empirical complexity is achieved. The experiments for the SelectUniform
rule is shown in Figure 4.10. We get similar results to when P = SSN for
SelectUniform, with the exception that the empirical complexity does not
increase monotonically with T . The results for SelectDecaying are shown
in Figure 4.11. Most smaller values of γ yield empirical complexity close to
that of multi-cut L-shaped. Both of these observations can be attributed to
the fact that the number of scenarios n is smaller in this tuning procedure
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Figure 4.9: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P =
SSN with n = 10 000 scenarios for multi-cut L-shaped, single-cut L-shaped,
and the aggregation schemes SelectUniform, SelectDecaying, HybridSe-
lectClosest, HybridSelectClosestToReference, HybridClusterByRef-
erence, and Hybrid K-medoids, using the best parameters found so far.
The partitioning scheme is fixed after 5 iterations for all schemes prefixed
with Hybrid. Trust-region regularization is used in all experiments.

than it was for P = SSN . Hence, small values of γ in SelectUniform yield
similar values of T , and small values of γ in SelectUniform rapidly recover
multi-cut L-shaped. The results from running the dynamic aggregators are
shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure4.13 and the cluster aggregators are shown
in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. In general, the absolute distance measure ap-
pears to not be effective when solving the day-ahead problem. We also note
that the complexity frontiers are not as pronounced as they were when solv-
ing P = SSN for most distance-based schemes. The only exception is the
K-medoids scheme, which has a more visible frontier.

As before, we identify the parameter configurations that yield low iteration
complexity and cut complexity. These parameters are presented in Table 4.2.

In Figure 4.16, we present the empirical complexities and wall-clock time
to solution for these parameters together with the the corresponding results
for multi-cut and single-cut L-shaped. In terms of empirical complexity, Se-
lectClosest and K-medoids appear the most effective. Again, we see per-
formance improvements from using aggregation schemes, with SelectClosest
being the most performant scheme.
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Figure 4.10: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as
a function of γ = T

n , when using the SelectUniform decision rule during
dynamic aggregation.
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Figure 4.11: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as a
function of decay parameter γ, when using the SelectDecaying decision rule
during dynamic aggregation. T0 = n and T = 1 in all experiments.
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Figure 4.12: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as a
function of distance tolerance τ , when using the SelectClosest decision rule
during dynamic aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all distanced
measures in 4.A.
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Figure 4.13: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as a
function of distance tolerance τ , when using the SelectClosestToReference
decision rule during dynamic aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all
distanced measures in 4.A.
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Figure 4.14: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as a
function of distance tolerance τ , when using the ClusterByReference de-
cision rule during cluster aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all
distanced measures in 4.A.
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Figure 4.15: Empirical complexity for P = DA with n = 100 scenarios as
a function of number of clusters k, when using K-medoids based cluster
aggregation. The experiment is repeated for all distanced measures in 4.A.
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Aggregation scheme Parameter Distance measure
SelectUniform T = 2 N/A
SelectDecaying γ = 0.8 N/A
SelectClosest τ = 0.17 with Angular Distance

SelectClosestToReference τ = 0.43 with Spatioangular Distance
ClusterByReference τ = 0.31 with Spatioangular Distance

K-medoids k = 60 with Angular Distance
Table 4.2: Empirically optimal parameter configuration when solving P = DA
with n = 100 scenarios, for various aggregation schemes. Note that, the
optimal parameters are not the same for P = SSN and P = DA
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Figure 4.16: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P = DA
with n = 100 scenarios for the aggregation schemes SelectUniform, Select-
Decaying, SelectClosest, SelectClosestToReference, ClusterByRefer-
ence, and K-medoids, using the best parameters found so far.
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Aggregation evaluation

Now, we solve a large-scale instance of DA with n = 1000 scenarios, using
the best parameter configuration from the small-scale experiments. Again,
we employ trust-region regularization in each algorithm to improve conver-
gence. The results are shown in Figure 4.17. Here, the most effective schemes
are still SelectClosest and K-medoids. Again, single-cut L-shaped outper-
forms many of the aggregation schemes. Multi-cut L-shaped is in this case,
worse than any of the tested schemes. The best performance is achieved with
SelectUniform. Again, we observe that K-medoids is not as performant as
one would expect from its empirical complexity.

As before, we employ the fixing strategy suggested by Corollary 4.4.4. The
results are shown in Figure 4.18. Now, we observe significant improvements in
both empirical complexity and run-time performance for all considered hybrid
schemes. HybridSelectClosest and Hybrid K-medoids now outperform
SelectUniform, with HybridSelectClosest being the most performant.
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Figure 4.17: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P = DA
with n = 1000 scenarios for the aggregation schemes SelectUniform, Select-
Decaying, SelectClosest, SelectClosestToReference, ClusterByRefer-
ence, and K-medoids, using the best parameters found so far. Trust-region
regularization is used in all experiments.
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Figure 4.18: Empirical complexity and wall-clock time to solution for P =
DA with n = 1000 scenarios for the aggregation schemes SelectUniform,
SelectDecaying, HybridSelectClosest, HybridSelectClosestToRefer-
ence, HybridClusterByReference, and Hybrid K-medoids, using the
best parameters found so far. The partitioning scheme is fixed after 5 iter-
ations for all schemes prefixed with Hybrid. Trust-region regularization is
used in all experiments.

4.7 Discussion and conclusion
4.7.1 Discussion
There is no single strategy that outperforms the other in the two solved prob-
lems. The optimal parameter configurations are also not the same. This
implies that the best aggregation scheme is problem-dependent. However, we
can propose some rules-of-thumb based on these experiments. First, amongst
the proposed distance measures in 4.A, the angular distance appears to be
most suited for distance-based aggregation scheme. We find that reference-
based aggregation, in general, has slightly less cut complexity than that of
multi-cut L-shaped and just slightly larger iteration complexity. These ag-
gregation schemes behave like multi-cut L-shaped most iterations and aggre-
gate almost every cut at some iterations. In brief, these schemes adequately
identify non-informative iterations where most cuts are parallel and close in
distance, and saves time and memory accordingly. The cluster based version is
slightly more effective than the dynamic one in this regard, at the cost of larger
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overhead. Thus, for problems where the multi-cut L-shaped algorithm is per-
formant, we expect performance improvements from employing the schemes
based on reference comparison. Further, there may exist a reference cut that is
more suitable than the full aggregate of the previous/current iteration, which
could yield better performance. In general, employing advanced aggregation
strategies like K-medoids clustering can improve performance, but tuning is
required. In almost all experiments, we observed performance improvements
from the hybrid fixing strategy.

Even though single-cut L-shaped has much worse iteration complexity than
all other variants, the gain from having the lowest cut complexity in a dis-
tributed environment often makes it more performant than many of the ag-
gregation schemes. Moreover, our approach requires separate second-stage ob-
jective variables θs in the master problem for each of the n subproblems. This
impacts the memory requirement in the master problem as the scenario count n
grows, while single-cut L-shaped has less memory impact thanks to both fewer
variables and constraints. We also observe numerical instability in the master
problem when the number of scenarios n is large. In particular, this can be
observed when solving SSN with n = 10 000 using the SelectClosest scheme.
In brief, similar to the conclusions drawn by the authors of [30], we conclude
that the performance increase from aggregation diminishes when the number
of scenarios grows very large. For instances when n� p, it could be beneficial
to determine an initial aggregation scheme S and fix the master variables to
θa, a = 1, . . . , A(S) according to this scheme throughout the procedure. In
other words, we apply a dynamic aggregation procedure as suggested in Sec-
tion 4.4, but with fewer master variables. An immediate drawback is that
subproblems which turn out to be undesirable to aggregate are grouped to-
gether in the initial partitioning. However, our static worst-case bound (4.12)
and our experimental results from using the SelectUniform scheme and the
fixing strategy indicate that this may be neglible as the L-shaped procedure
progresses. We leave this suggestion as a future work.

In all experiments, we observe large performance improvements from
SelectUniform and from using the fixing strategy in dynamic schemes. After
tuning, we see large performance gains at low overhead cost. We can relate
this observation to our worst-case results. Because the partitioning scheme is
the same at each iteration when using SelectUniform, it satisfies all assump-
tions required for the static worst-case bound in Theorem 4.2.2. Moreover, the
similar worst-case bound in Corollary 4.4.4 holds when using the fixing strat-
egy. Therefore, although the dynamic aggregation schemes we propose could
theoretically aggregate cuts in a more clever way, they could also theoretically
identify more facets than static schemes before converging. This is supprted
by our worst-case bound on the dynamic aggregation (4.16) which in general
is expected to be larger because of the combinatorial terms. Based on our
experimental observations, and our worst-case bound, we suggest designing
aggregation schemes that limits the possible combinations of aggregates.
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Our derived worst-case bounds grow astronomically large quickly, but they
do not give accurate estimates of average-time complexity. Instead, they
allow us to reason about aggregation schemes and suggest rules of thumb.
From practical experience, we would not expect the dynamical worst-case
bound (4.16) to be attained by anything but diabolically constructed prob-
lems. An identified facet in some aggregate generally corresponds to many
other facets in coarser aggregates. The worst case would therefore occur only
if all facets are identified in a very specific order, which is unlikely in the av-
erage case. Hence, the combinatorial explosion suggested by the worst-case
bound is rarely observed in practice. Future work could involve further theo-
retical development around the average-time complexity of these algorithms.

4.7.2 Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a novel framework for dynamic cut aggregation
in the L-shaped algorithm. With our approach, the optimality cuts generated
at each iteration can be aggregated into arbitrary partitions which are allowed
to vary at each iteration. We have given a worst-case bound for aggregated L-
shaped in Theorem 4.2.2 that holds for any static partition scheme S. We have
also extended this worst-case result to dynamic aggregation in Theorem 4.4.2
and given a convergence proof for L-shaped with dynamic cut aggregation in
Theorem 4.4.1. We have proposed three aggregation types, dynamic aggrega-
tion, cluster aggregation, and hybrid aggregation, and also introduced various
decision rules that lead to a large set of aggregation schemes. We have also
proposed a fixing strategy for dynamic schemes that improves the dynamic
worst-case bound. The improved bound is given in Corollary 4.4.4.

The proposed aggregation schemes have been evaluated by solving two
large-scale stochastic programs, which are both distributed over 16 worker
nodes. Although the best aggregation scheme and parameter configuration
are unknown for a given problem, we have shown that large performance gains
are attainable through a tuning procedure. In short, the aggregation parame-
ters are determined by solving small-scale instances. Most of our aggregation
schemes converge after roughly as many iterations as that of the multi-cut
L-shaped algorithm, but with fewer optimality cuts in the master problem. In
most cases, this leads to performance improvements in a distributed setting.
An enhanced software implementation could potentially improve the perfor-
mance of aggregation schemes that yield low empirical complexity but no
speed-ups in practice. It is definitely worthwhile to tune the SelectUniform
scheme, or employ our fixing strategy, as this can yield large performance
improvements at low cost. Our set of proposed aggregation schemes do not
emcompass every possible partitioning scheme and we aim to explore more
strategies in the future.



Appendix

4.A Distance measures
Many of the devised heuristics for selecting which cuts to aggregate require
a measure of distance between two given optimality cuts. Let cs denote a
generated optimality cut on the form

∂Qsx+ θs ≥ qs (4.19)

and let d(ci, cj) denote some distance measure between two optimality cuts
of the form (4.19). We do not devise measures that fulfill all conditions of
a metric, but we at least require that d(ci, cj) ≥ 0 and that d(ci, cj) = 0
whenever ci = cj . Ideally, we want a measure so that ci and cj give similar
information about the feasible region in the master problem when d(ci, cj) is
small. To this end, we borrow ideas from the following survey paper about
aggregation techniques in optimization [51] when exploring measures. We
stipulate and utilize the following three measures.

4.A.1 Absolute distance
First, we introduce the absolute distance between two optimality cuts as:

d(ci, cj) = ‖c̃i − c̃j‖
max (‖c̃i‖, ‖c̃j‖)

(4.20)

where
c̃s =

[
∂Qs
qs

]

The absolute distance has the property that d(ci, cj) = 0 precisely when ci =
cj . However, it will often place a heavy weight on qs, since qs directly relates
to the second-stage objective and it often holds that |qs| � ‖∂Qs‖. In many
of the introduced selection rules, a cut candidate cs is often compared to an
existing aggregate cSa of cuts:

∑

s∈Sa
∂Qsx+

∑

s∈Sa
θs ≥

∑

s∈Sa
qs. (4.21)
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Due to the summation, the distance between an aggregated cut and a single
cut will generally be larger than that between two single cuts. Therefore, we
normalize by the number of cuts when calculating the distance, so that

c̃Sa = 1
|Sa|

[∑
s∈Sa ∂Qs∑
s∈Sa qs

]
.

4.A.2 Angular distance
Next, we introduce the angular distance between two cuts as

1− |∂Qi · ∂Qj |‖∂Qi‖‖∂Qj‖
. (4.22)

This distance is invariant over aggregation; so, there is no need to rescale. The
maximum distance is acquired for perpendicular cuts, which are probably un-
desired to aggregate. The main drawback is that the distance betwen parallel
cuts is zero.

4.A.3 Spatioangular distance
Finally, we introduce the spatioangular distance between two cuts as

1− |∂Qi · ∂Qj |‖∂Qi‖‖∂Qj‖
+ |qi − qj |

max (|qi|, |qj |)
.

This formulation alleviates the drawback of the angular distance by also mea-
suring the distance between the bias terms qi and qj . However, it is not as
straightforward to decide at what relative tolerance the two cuts should be
considered close enough for aggregation. As with the absolute distance, we
again keep track of the amount of cuts included in an aggregate and rescale
qs accordingly.



Chapter 5

Optimal order strategies in a day-ahead
market

In this chapter, we present the large-scale day-ahead problem in detail. This
problem has been used to benchmark our structure-exploiting solvers in the
previous chapters. We cover the complete procedure of how we gather data,
generate forecasts, formulate the day-ahead problem, and finally solve the
day-ahead problem.

We propose a noise-driven recurrent neural network structure for forecast-
ing electricity prices and local inflow to water reservoirs. The resulting fore-
casters are able to generate predictions with seasonal variation without relying
on long input sequences. We employ this forecasting method in a stochastic
program formulation of the day-ahead problem. This results in optimal order
strategies for a price-taking hydropower producer participating in the Nordic
day-ahead market. Using our software framework SPjl, we implement and
distribute the model in memory. The model is then solved in parallel using a
sampling-based algorithm. We provide tight confidence intervals around the
stochastic solution and show that the gain from adopting a stochastic ap-
proach is statistically significant. We present the resulting order strategies
and analyze the seasonal variations over a year.

5.1 Introduction
Electricity trading in the Nordic energy market is primarily based on day-
ahead auctions. Producers and consumers submit orders of price and elec-
tricity volumes to convey their desired market participation for the upcoming
day. The market operator then settles a market price based on supply and
demand in the submitted orders. Since prices and demands are unknown when
submitting orders, imbalances can occur. These can then be mitigated in var-
ious short-term markets, such as the intraday market or through real-time
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balancing. Hydropower producers participating in these markets have the op-
portunity to store energy in the reservoirs, which leads to high flexibility. Due
to the high uncertainty associated with day-ahead market participation, pre-
cise forecasts and planning procedures are required to devise optimal order
strategies.

We present a complete process where we forecast, model, and solve, in order
to determine optimal order strategies on the Nordic day-ahead market for a
hydropower producer. We derive a stochastic programming formulation for
the day-ahead planning problem and implement it in our software framework
for stochastic programming [13]. Our framework is implemented with parallel
capabilities, which allows us to efficiently distribute stochastic programs in
memory. We use these features to instantiate large-scale day-ahead models.
Powerful tools and algorithms are then used to analyze and solve the day-
ahead models in parallel. We use historical data to construct powerful sampler
objects, that generate scenarios in our stochastic program. The samplers are
based on our proposed noise-driven recurrent neural network (RNN) structure,
which is used to forecast day-ahead prices and local inflows to water reservoirs.
A key feature of these forecasters is that they can generate forecasts without
relying on long input sequences. Also, they have the capability to account
for seasonal variations in the forecasts through exogenous input parameters.
Moreover, in order to generate stochastic solutions of the formulated day-ahead
model with tight confidence intervals, we apply a sequential sampled average
approximation (SAA) algorithm. This allows us to verify that the value of the
stochastic solution (VSS) to our model is statistically significant in relation to
our model and forecasts. We employ our implemented family of distributed L-
shaped algorithms [14] to efficiently solve emerging SAA instances in parallel
on a compute cluster. We make use of acceleration techniques to improve the
convergence of the algorithm.

The application of stochastic programming for day-ahead planning has
been actively studied. Some notable papers are [52, 2, 53]. In addition, an
informative survey is provided by the authors of [54]. A common shortcoming
in these contributions is that the resulting VSS is relatively low. In addition,
it is common that low VSS numbers are presented without acknowledging that
they might be within the error bounds of the stochastic solution. Despite low
VSS, authors often argue that the stochastic solution is still useful since the
resulting profits accumulate daily. We will also utilize this argument, but we
will also carefully ensure that the presented VSS is statistically significant in
relation to the model we solve.

The use of RNNs in forecasting is also not new. RNN type approaches have
been successfully applied to both price forecasting [55, 56] and inflow forecast-
ing [57, 58]. A common characteristic in these implementations is that the
forecasts rely on a lagged input sequence of historical values. Consequently,
the network training involves long input sequences and performance can be
impacted negatively if another historical sequence is given as input after train-
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ing. This reduces the generality of the forecasts. This also holds for ARIMA
and ARMAX type models [59]. The noise-driven RNN forecaster we propose
does not have this characteristic. The networks are trained on historical data,
but forecasts are generated from Gaussian inputs.

5.2 The day-ahead problem
A day-ahead planning problem involves specifying optimal order volumes in a
deregulated electricity market. We give a brief introduction to this problem
here, as well as narrow down the scope of the problem solved and presented
in this contribution. The bulk of this summary holds for general day-ahead
markets, but the focus lies on the Nordic day-ahead market.

5.2.1 The day-ahead market
In a deregulated day-ahead electricity market, producers and consumers place
orders that specify the electricity volumes they wish to sell and buy the next
day. The next-day market price is determined by the equilibrium price of these
orders. After market price settlement, all volume orders that have a price equal
to or lower than then market price are accepted. All market participants then
become balance responsible for their accepted orders. Any imbalances can
be continuously adjusted by submitting orders to an intraday market after
the market price settlement, or by trading in real-time balancing markets.
In general, imbalance settlement will involve a less favorable price than the
day-ahead price. In the Nordic market, participants are actively discouraged
from ending up with imbalances through regulation and price penalties. Since
the next-day market price is unknown, and the cost of imbalances can be
high, careful planning is required in order to submit strategic orders to the
day-ahead market.

5.2.2 Order types
The Nordic day-ahead market offers four order variants for trading electricity
volumes, hourly orders, block orders, exclusive groups, and flexible orders. We
give a brief introduction to hourly orders and regular block orders.

Hourly orders can be placed in two ways. A price independent hourly order
specifies an electricity volume that is to be purchased or sold at market price
during a certain hour, independent of the market price. A price dependent
order specifies electricity volumes at given price points. If the settled market
price ends up between specified price steps a linear interpolation is performed
between the adjacent volume orders to determine the order volume. A settled
hourly order is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Single hourly order example, showing volume interpolation after
market price settlement. The price independent order is always accepted at
market price.

Block orders span over an interval of consecutive hours. A regular block
order is accepted in its entirety if the mean market price in the specified
interval is higher or equal to the order price. The participants then become
balance responsible for the order volume every hour of the specified interval, at
the mean market price in the interval. Block orders where the price is higher
than the mean market price in the given interval are rejected. Other block
order variants exist, such as linked block orders and curtailable block orders.
These all include conditional elements, and determining optimal orders would
involve combinatorial optimization. This is also true for the remaining order
types: exclusive group and flexible orders. We do not give further details into
the conditional order types as only hourly orders and regular block orders will
be used subsequently.

5.2.3 Problem setting
In this work, we formulate a day-ahead planning problem from the perspective
of a fictional hydropower producer that owns all 15 power stations in the
Swedish river Skellefteälven. The reservoirs in Skellefteälven are of varying
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size, ranging from smaller reservoirs by the sea outlet to complete lakes at
the basin of the river. This enables flexible production schedules but involves
careful planning. The producer is assumed to be price-taking. Therefore,
submitted orders are assumed to not influence the market price. The day-
ahead model is limited to include only hourly orders and regular block orders.
This choice is made to ensure computational tractability and also limit the
scope of the technical discussion in order to keep this work self-contained.
When the market price has been realized, the producer optimizes the power
production with respect to the price and the opportunity cost of discharging
water from the reservoirs. Any imbalances are settled in a fictional balancing
market at a penalized prize. We assume that there are no fixed contracts to
adhere to. In other words, all electricity production is sold for profit in the
market. All submitted orders must adhere to the trade regulations specified
by the Nordpool market. A general description of the day-ahead problem is
given in (5.1).

maximize Profit + Water value− Imbalance penalty

subject to Order strategy
Physical limitations
Economic/legal limitations

(5.1)

Because next-day market prices are unknown when placing orders, we for-
mulate a two-stage stochastic program to generate optimal orders. The first-
stage decisions are the orders submitted to the day-ahead market. A general
description of the first-stage problem is given in (5.2).

maximize
Order strategy

E[Revenue(Order strategy,Price, Inflow)]

subject to Trade regulations
(5.2)

In each second-stage scenario, uncertain parameters are realized and the
electricity production is optimized with respect to profits and water value
while satisfying the settled order commitments. A general description of the
second stage is given in (5.3)

maximize
Production schedule

Profit(Price) + Water value− Imbalance penalty

subject to Commitments(Order strategy,Price)
Hydrological balance(Inflow)
Electricity production
Load balance(Commitments)

(5.3)

In addition, the producer can take recourse decisions by trading surplus
or shortage in a simple balancing market. Both market prices and local wa-
ter inflows to the reservoirs are considered uncertain. Apart from short-term
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randomness, both parameters are subjected to large seasonal variations. Elec-
tricity prices in the Nordic region are generally higher in the winter period
and the local inflows vary considerably over the year due to snow melt.

5.2.4 Problem parameters
We now list the set of parameters required to define the day-ahead problem.
We introduce deterministic parameters and uncertain parameters separately.

The deterministic parameters constitute physical hydro plant parameters
and trade regulations. Physical parameters for the power stations in Skelleft-
eälven is available in [36]. These include river topology, reservoir capacities,
discharge limits, and water travel time between adjacent stations. Trade reg-
ularizations, including for example trading fees and order limits, are available
at NordPool [37].

The uncertain parameters consist of market prices and local inflows to the
reservoirs. Historial data is available for both quantities and can be used to
create statistical models for the random parameters. Historical price data be-
tween 2013 and 2018 is available on NordPool [38]. Historical local inflow data
in Skellefteälven between 1999 and 2018 was acquired from the Swedish Mete-
orological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), using the S-HYPE model [60].
The model provides daily hydro flow measurement readings at every river lo-
cation by a nearby observation node. Inflow at other locations are calculated
using statistical methods. Consequently, the inflow data can not really be
considered as raw data, but will be regarded as such in the following.

5.3 Implementation
In this section, we go through the implementation details of this work. The
noise-driven RNN forecaster is introduced in its entirety. Next, we describe
and provide code excerpts for the implementation of the day-ahead model.
Finally, we provide details about the relevant algorithmic aspects associated
with solving the formulated day-ahead problem.

5.3.1 Noise-driven RNN forecasting
We give a general overview of the noise-driven RNN design used to create
the price and inflow forecasters. As is common in deep learning applications,
hyperparameter tuning involves a lot of trial and error. Therefore, we only
present the final network architectures and the relevant hyperparameter val-
ues. All networks are implemented and trained using Flux.jl [61], a machine
learning framework in Julia.
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Figure 5.2: Noise-driven RNN forecaster architecture.

Network structure

The price forecaster and the inflow forecaster share a similar structure. The
main aim of this proposed structure is to enable forecasting of sequential data
with seasonal variation, without having to rely on long input sequences. Fur-
thermore, it should have the ability to generate a set of possible forecasts to
be used in a stochastic programming formulation. The general structure of
the forecaster is shown in Figure 5.2.

The proposed network structure consists of two key components. First,
an initializer network is used to compute the initial state of the forecasted
sequence. The inputs to the initializer network are a set of seasonal indicators
and a Gaussian noise signal. The initializer has a deep structure with a set of
dense layers, all having the standard form

y = σ(Wx+ b).

Some layers use rectified linear units as their activation functions to introduce
nonlinearity to the network.

Next, the computed initial state is passed to a sequence generator, which
is a network that includes a recurrent layer. A general recurrent layer is given
by

ht = f(xt, ht−1)
yt = g(ht)

Here, xt is the input, ht is a hidden persistent state, and yt is the output.
The memory state ht enables sequence learning. The activation functions f
and g can be chosen in different ways. Here, we construct the recurrent layer
using Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), first introduced in [62]. A gated unit
includes an update state that decides what parts of the memory to keep, and
a forget state that decides what parts of the memory to drop. The use of GRU
based networks has proven useful in similar applications [55]. The inputs to
the sequence generator are given by the previous sequence value and seasonal
indicators. Here, the seasonal indicators also include the current timestep
of the sequence. This is used to increase the chance of learning sequential
patterns in the data. Similar to the initializer, the sequence generator also
includes a set of dense layers. In both the initializer network and the sequence
generator, a dropout mechanism is added between layers. In other words,
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Figure 5.3: Initializer in the price forecaster. Activation functions and dropout
values between layers are given above the neuron links.

some neural links are randomly dropped as data flows through the network.
This is done to prevent overfitting. Consequently, randomness is present in the
network through both the Gaussian input to the initializer and the random
removal of neural links. This makes training more difficult, but increases the
generality of the resulting network.

In brief, a forecasted sequence of length T is created in two steps. The
initial value x0 is computed by the initializer network. Afterwards, the re-
maining T − 1 values are computed by letting data flow recursively through
the sequence generator T − 1 times, starting with x0. This is the basis for
both the price forecaster and the inflow forecaster.

Network architectures

Now, we give the exact architectures of the price and inflow forecasters. Both
forecasters are assumed to base their forecasts on a given date. As stated,
we do not provide the full hyperparameter tuning procedure. The presented
architectures are the result of testing numerous variants and evaluating per-
formance.

The price forecaster should output a 24-hour price sequence for the upcom-
ing day. The initializer architecture is shown in Figure 5.3. It is a four-layer
network, with 128 neurons in each hidden layer. A dropout mechanism of
value 0.5 is applied between each layer. The output layer combines the values
of the neurons in the final hidden layer into a proposed initial value. Apart
from the one-dimensional gaussian input, the initializer is also supplied with
the current month.

The sequence generator is a three-layered network, as shown in Fig 5.4.
The first layer is a GRU based layer with 64 hidden neurons. It is followed by
a dense layer of 64 hidden neurons and ReLU activation functions. A dropout
mechanism of value 0.4 is applied between the recurrent layer and the dense
layer. The output layer combines the neuron values of the dense layer into
the next sequence value, which is also fed back into the network until the full
sequence has been computed. Apart from the previous sequence value, the
sequence generator is also supplied with the current month and the current
hour. A code excerpt exemplifying how the components of the price forecaster
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Figure 5.4: Sequence generation network for the price forecaster. The output
is fed back into the system until the full sequence is generated. The seasonal
parameters are given by the current month and hour.
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Figure 5.5: Initialization network architecture for the inflow forecaster. Acti-
vation functions and dropout values between layers are given above the neuron
links. The seasonal parameter is given by the current week.

is created in Flux.jl is given in Listing 5.1.

Listing 5.1: Definition of the price forecaster components in Flux.jl� �
initializer = Chain(Dense(2,128),

Dropout(0.5),
Dense(128,128,relu),
Dropout(0.5),
Dense(128,128,relu),
Dropout(0.5),
Dense(128, 1))

sequence_generator = Chain(GRU(3, 64),
Dropout(0.4),
Dense(64,64,relu),
Dense(64, 1))� �

The inflow forecaster is slightly more involved. The reason for this is
that we wish to forecast inflows to all 15 power stations simultaneously. In
addition, inflows between adjacent stations in the river are obviously positively
correlated. The time increment is days as opposed to hours, and the forecast
horizon is set to one week. The initializer architecture is shown in Figure 5.5.
It has the same structure as the price network, but uses the current week as
the seasonal input parameter.

The sequence generator is a three-layered network with larger hidden layers
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Figure 5.6: Sequence generation network for the inflow forecaster. The output
is fed back into the system until the full sequence is generated. The seasonal
parameters are given by the current week and day.

than the price forecaster. The first layer is a GRU based layer with 128
hidden neurons. It is followed by a dense layer of 128 hidden neurons and
ReLU activation functions. A dropout layer of value 0.4 is applied between
the recurrent layer and the dense layer. The output layer combines the neuron
values of the dense layer into the next sequence value, which now has length
15. Again, the computed flow vector is fed back into the network until inflows
for the full week has been computed. Apart from the previous sequence value,
the sequence generator is also supplied with the current week and the current
day. The sequence generator architecture for the flow forecaster is presented
in Figure 5.6.

Training

Now, we describe how we train the forecaster networks on the historical data.
The training procedure involves standard methods from the field of deep learn-
ing. We outline these methods for completeness. The training data is sorted
into appropriate chunks. The price data is sorted into daily curves, and the in-
flow data is sorted into weekly curves. The historical market prices are sorted
into daily curves and the historical inflow data is sorted into weekly curves.
Appropriate seasonal parameters are added to each chunk. Next, about 10 %
of each dataset is removed and used as validation sets. The training procedure
operates in epochs. Each epoch, a backpropagation algorithm is used to im-
prove the network weights, processing through all chunks in the training set.
For each chunk, the network generates the desired output using the given in-
put data in the chunk. Next, the result is compared to the output data in the
chunk using a mean-square cost function. The derivatives of the cost function
are then propagated backwards through the network using the chain rule, and
are then used to update the network weights using a gradient-based method.
In this work, we use the ADAM [63] optimizer, which is known to be effective
when training networks on sequential data. After all weights have been up-
dated, we reset the internal memory of the recurrent layers. This is done to
ensure that the performance of the network does not rely on the order it visits
the datasets, through memory persisting between chunks. To this end, we also
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Figure 5.7: Training and validation performance as a function of epochs when
training the sequence generator for the price forecaster.

randomize the order of the chunks each epoch. The input data is normalized
using min-max scaling. Every fifth epoch, the performance is evaluated on the
validation set, which has not been used to train the weights. If the validation
error is increasing, while the training performance still decreases, we stop the
training procedure. This is a standard approach to reduce overfitting, which
improves the generalization quality of the network. Most techniques required
for implementing this training procedure are available as tools in Flux.jl.

In practice, the components of the forecaster networks are trained inde-
pendently in sequence. Our experience is that this approach reduces training
time compared to having the network generate a full output sequence from just
noise input. The initializer network is trained first. For each data chunk, a
randomly generated Gaussian input and seasonal indicators are given as input,
and the desired output is the first value of the sequence in the chunk. In brief,
the training of the initializer network can be seen as trying to learn typical
starting values for a given season. After, the sequence generator is trained.
For each data chunk, the network progresses through the sequence, using each
data value along with seasonal indicators as input, and tries to generate the
next value of the sequence. Backpropagation is run after the full sequence has
been processed. We show the progress of training the sequence generator for
the price forecaster in Figure 5.7.
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5.3.2 Day-ahead model
The day-ahead model used in this work is similar to the model introduced
in [2]. We repeat the general structure and also highlight the key details of
our model. Further, we sketch how the model is implemented in our software
framework.

General structure

In the first stage, we model the day-ahead orders to be submitted to the
market. Let T = {t1, . . . , t24} denote indices for the 24-hour horizon of the
upcoming day. The set B = {b1, . . . , bB} make up blocks of consecutive hours
in the 24-hour period. In order to avoid non-linear relations in the model, we
fix a set of hourly price levels Pt = {p1,t, . . . , pP,t} to bid at beforehand. We
explain how these prices are chosen in a following subsection. The block order
prices are determined by calculating averages of the available prices levels over
the given blocks. We introduce xIt , xDp,t, and xBp,b to represent price independent
orders, price dependent orders, and block orders respectively. As per NordPool
regulations, the volumes in a price dependent sell order have to be constant
or increasing with increasing prices. We enforce this using constraints. In
addition, we constrain the total volume offered to the market to not exceed
200% of the production capacity. Consequently, we allow imbalances in the
order commitments, but limit the maximum imbalance already in the first
stage.

In the second stage, we model the order commitments after price realization
as well as the production schedule after inflow realization. We introduce the
random variables ρωt , that describe the hourly market price. Let yHt and yBb
represent the committed hourly volumes and the committed block volumes
respectively. Every hour t, the dispatched hourly volumes are determined
through linear interpolation:

yHt = xIt + ρωt − pi,t
pi+1,t − pi,t

xDi+1,t + pi+1,t − ρωt
pi+1,t − pi,t

xDi,t pi,t ≤ ρωt ≤ pi+1,t.

The dispatched block volumes are given by

yBb =
∑

p:p̄(p,b)≤ρ̄ωb

xBp,b

where
p̄(i, b) = 1

|b|
∑

t∈b
pi,t

and
ρ̄ωb = 1

|b|
∑

t∈b
ρωt .
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Next, we model the production. Let H = {h1, . . . , h15} index the 15 hydro-
electric power stations in Skellefteälven. For each plant and hour, let Qh,s,t
and Sh,t denote the water discharged and spilled, respectively. Further, let Pt
denote the total volume of electricity produced each hour. We employ a piece-
wise linear approximation of the generation curve of each station. In other
words,

Pt =
∑

s∈S
µh,sQh,s,t,

where µh,s is the marginal production equivalent of station h and segment s.
The load balance is given by

yH +
∑

t∈b,b∈B
yBb − Pt = y+

t − y−t .

In each hour, any imbalance between committed volumes and produced vol-
umes is equal to the difference between the imbalance variables y+

t and y−t .
Any shortage y+

t is bought from the balancing market, and any surplus y−t is
sold to the balancing market. Finally, let Rh,t denote the reservoir contents
in plant h during hour t. Flow conservation each hour is given by

Mh,t = Mh,t−1

+
∑

i∈Qu(h)

∑

s∈S
Qi,s,t−τih +

∑

i∈Su(h)

Si,t−τih + V ωh

−
∑

s∈S
Qh,s,t − Sh,t

Here, V ωh are random variables describing the local inflow to each plant. The
sets Qu(h) and Su(h) contain upstream plants where discharge and/or spillage
can reach plant h through connecting waterways. Note that the water travel
times τih between power stations are included in the incoming flow to each
plant. Internally, this is modeled by introducing auxiliary variables and con-
straints. Variable limits and the introduced parameters are all included in
the deterministic data sets for Skellefteälven. The revenue from a production
schedule satisfying the above relations is given by
∑

t∈T
ρωt y

H
t +

∑

b∈B
|b|ρ̄ωb yBb +

∑

t∈T
αtρ

ω
t y
−
t − βtρωt y+

t +W (M1,24, . . . ,M15,24).

Note that, for any committed block order yBb , the order volume is dispatched
every hour in the block at average market price. Hence, |b|ρ̄ωb yBb is earned.
The imbalance volumes are traded at penalized prices, using penalty factors
αt and βt, for discouragement. It is hard to accurately model this penalty.
Here, we use a 15% penalty during peak hours, and 10% otherwise. These
values are based on observations of historic values, but can not be considered
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accurate. The final term in the revenue is the expected future value of water,
which is a function of the water volumes that remain in the reservoirs after
the period. In the following section, we introduce a polyhedral approximation
of this function that can be modelled with linear terms. For now, we simply
denote the water value by W . In summary, stochastic program modeling the
day-ahead problem is in essence given by

maximize
xIt ,x

D
i,h
,xB
i,b

Eξ

[∑

t∈T
ρωt y

H
t +

∑

b∈B
|b|ρ̄ωb yBb +

∑

t∈T
αtρ

ω
t y
−
t − βtρωt y+

t +W

]

s.t. yHt = xIt + ρωt − pi,t
pi+1,t − pi,t

xDi+1,t + pi+1,t − ρωt
pi+1,t − pi,t

xDi,t

yBb =
∑

p:p̄(p,b)≤ρ̄ω
b

xBp,b

Pt =
∑

s∈S
µh,sQh,s,t

yH +
∑

t∈b,b∈B
yBb − Pt = y+

t − y−t

Mh,t = Mh,t−1

+
∑

i∈Qu(h)

∑

s∈S
Qi,s,t−τih +

∑

i∈Su(h)

Si,t−τih + V ωh

−
∑

s∈S
Qh,s,t − Sh,t

0 ≤ Qh,s,t ≤ Q̄h,s
0 ≤Mh,t ≤ M̄h

yHt ≥ 0, yBb ≥ 0, y+
t ≥ 0, y−t ≥ 0

Pt ≥ 0, Sh,t ≥ 0.

(5.4)

Water evaluation

The expected value of saving water has a large impact on the second-stage
production schedule. If the water value is large, then it could be optimal to
not produce, settle committed orders in the balancing market, and save water.
Likewise, if the water value is small, it could be optimal to overproduce and
sell the excess in the balancing market. Consequently, the water value will
evidently also impact the optimal order strategy because the order commit-
ments are instrumental in both scenarios. Thus, the accuracy of the water
evaluation is critical for hydropower producers participating in the day-ahead
market. A naive approach is to assume that all excess water can be used to
produce electricity sold at some expected future price. This leads to coarse
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order strategies as the optimal strategy is governed by price variations around
the expected future price. We adopt a slightly more involved approach.

Consider a dummy stochastic program, where the first-stage decision is to
decide the reservoir contents of every power station before the upcoming week.
Next, we realize a weekly sequence of inflows and daily price curves, using the
noise-driven RNN forecasters, and optimize the weekly production of energy
sold to the market. This simplified week-ahead problem is given by

maximize
Mh,0

Eξ


∑

t∈T̃
ρωt Pt




s.t. Pt =
∑

s∈S
µh,sQh,s,t

Mh,t = Mh,t−1

+
∑

i∈Qu(h)

∑

s∈S
Qi,s,t−τih +

∑

i∈Su(h)

Si,t−τih + V ωh

−
∑

s∈S
Qh,s,t − Sh,t

0 ≤ Qh,s,t ≤ Q̄h,s
0 ≤Mh,t ≤ M̄h

Pt ≥ 0, Sh,t ≥ 0,

(5.5)

where the time-horizon T̃ = {t1, . . . , t168} is now a week. The objective func-
tion W = Eξ[Wω(M1,0, . . . ,M15,0)] of this problem will be used as a water
value function. The problem (5.5) is trivial since the optimal decision will be
to fill the reservoirs with enough water to be able to run at maximum capacity
in the worst-case scenario. However, information about the water value can
be extracted by solving (5.5) with an L-shaped type method. The L-shaped
method generates cutting planes of the form

∑

h∈H
∂Wc,hMh,0 +W ≥ wc. (5.6)

This form supports for the concave objective function W , which is a function
of reservoir content in the system. Hence, after the algorithm has converged
we have access to a polyhedral approximation of W in the form of a collection
of such cuts as (5.6). We can use these cuts to put an approximate value of the
remaining volumes of water present in the reservoirs after meeting order com-
mitments. The water value approximation enters the day-ahead problem (5.4)
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in the following way:

maximize · · ·+W

s.t.
...
∑

h∈H
∂Wc,hMh,24 +W ≥ wc c ∈ C.

In practice, we use a multiple-cut formulation

W =
N∑

i=1
Wi

as the L-shaped method solves the week-ahead problem with a large number
of scenarios N more efficiently in this way. The end result is still a collection of
cuts that approximate a polyhedral water value function of the final reservoir
volumes.

Price levels

The price-dependent hourly orders and the block orders are specified at pre-
chosen price levels. For flexibility, we allow these levels to vary with time. The
set of price levels Pt for each hour is determined using the price forecaster.
We sample a large number of scenarios and compute the hourly mean price
and the hourly standard deviation of the resulting price curves. Next, in each
hour t, we define four price levels around the mean price using multiples of
the standard deviation for that hour over all the sampled curves. We also
include the mean price as an available price level. A set of hourly price levels
generated using this method is shown in Figure 5.8. The aim of this price
level generation method is to allow for flexibility in order placement during
hours of large historical price variation. For each block b ∈ B, we define five
possible block order prices {pi,b}5i=1 by computing mean price levels over the
hours t ∈ b for each of the five pre-computed price levels to reflect the market
settlement of block orders.

Model definition

The day-ahead model is formulated in StochasticPrograms.jl [13] (SPjjl),
our general purpose software framework for stochastic programming imple-
mented in the Julia programming language. Optimization models in SPjl are
defined using the algebraic modeling language JuMP [25]. To increase read-
ability, we present an abridged version of the day-ahead model implementation
in SPjl, by obfuscating parts of the code and making slight syntax changes.
The full unabridged model is available at Github 1.

1https://github.com/martinbiel/HydroModels.jl
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Figure 5.8: Expected daily electricity price out of 1000 samples from the RNN
forecaster. Two standard deviations above and below the expected price is
shown each hour.

First, we define a data structure to describe the uncertain parameters using
the @scenario command. We also create a sampler object, using the @sampler
command, which utilizes the noise-driven RNN forecasters to generate price
curves and inflows. The code is shown in Listing 5.2. Because we want to
make use of the forecasters’ seasonal capabilities, we also include a date field
in the sampler object. The forecasters use the provided date to determine
seasonal parameter inputs to the neural networks.

Listing 5.2: Day-ahead scenario definition in SPjl� �
@scenario DayAheadScenario = begin

ρ::PriceCurve{Float64}
V::Inflows{Float64}

end

@sampler RNNDayAheadSampler = begin
date::Date
price_forecaster::PriceForecaster
flow_forecaster::FlowForecaster

@sample DayAheadScenario begin
price_curve = forecast(sampler.price_forecaster, month(sampler.date))
flows = forecast(sampler.flow_forecaster, week(sampler.date))
return DayAheadScenario(PriceCurve(price_curve), Inflows(flows))

end
end� �
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The day-ahead model definition in SPjl is presented in Listing 5.3. In-
ternally, the @stochastic_model block creates model recipes for the stage
problems without actually instantiating any optimization problems. Two spe-
cial lines are highlighted in Listing 5.3. The @decision annotation tells the
system how the first and second stages are linked. Similarly, the @uncertain
annotation describes how scenario data enters the second stage. A specific
second-stage instance is only created when a DayAheadScenario is supplied.
This deferred model instantiation technique allows us to efficiently instanti-
ate subproblems on remote compute nodes, by only passing model recipes
and sampler objects with low memory footprint. Consequently, we can solve
large-scale day-ahead instances using parallel decomposition schemes.

5.3.3 Algorithm details

We discuss the algorithmic procedure used to solve the day-ahead prob-
lem (5.4). We use a sequential sampled average approximation (SAA) scheme
to solve (5.1). This is a well-established approach (See for example [20] for
a theoretical introduction and [49] for an extensive computational study).
In short, the algorithm operates by calculating provable confidence intervals
around the VRP of (5.4), proceeding until the length of the confidence inter-
val is within some relative tolerance. The confidence interval calculation is
outlined in Section 2.3.2 in the preliminaries. We repeat this calculation until
the length of the resulting confidence interval (2.7) is within some relative
tolerance. It could hold that Ûn,T < Ln,M due to the sampling error, where-
upon the procedure simply continues with a slightly larger n. Afterwards, we
calculate a confidence interval around the VSS as outlined in Section 2.4 in
the preliminaries.

The sequential SAA procedure involves solving numerous SAA instances
of increasing size. This is computationally demanding, so we employ par-
allelization strategies. We distribute every encountered SAA instance on a
32-core compute node, using the capabilities of SPjl. Further, we solve the in-
stances using a distributed L-shaped algorithm that operates in parallel. The
L-shaped algorithm can be accelerated using regularization and aggregation
techniques, resulting in a family of algorithms. A review of our computational
experience with these algorithms is given in [14] and [13]. Our results indicate
that trust-region regularization is appropriate in reducing convergence times
when solving day-ahead problem instances. Furthermore, we found that static
aggregation can significantly reduce computational times in the distributed
setting, through load balancing between master and workers as well as re-
duced communication latency.
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Listing 5.3: Day-ahead problem definition in SPjl. The code has been con-
densed for readability. The declarations of scenario data and stage-linking
variables are both highlighted.� �

@stochastic_model begin
@stage 1 begin

@parameters horizon indices data
@unpack hours, plants, bids, blockbids, blocks = indices
@unpack hydrodata, regulations = data
@variable(model, xI[t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, xD[p = bids, t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, 0 <= xB[p = blockbids, b = blocks] <= blocklimit)
# Increasing bid curve
@constraint(model, bidcurve[p = bids[1:end-1], t = hours],

xD[p,t] <= xD[p+1,t])
# Maximal bids ...

end
@stage 2 begin

@parameters horizon indices data
@unpack hours, plants, segments, blocks = indices
@unpack hydrodata, water_value, regulations, bidlevels = data
@uncertain ρ, V from ξ::DayAheadScenario
@decision xI xD xB
@variable(model, yH[t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, yB[b = blocks] >= 0)
@variable(model, y+[t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, y−[t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, 0 <= Q[h = plants,s = segments,t = hours] <= Q_max[s])
@variable(model, S[h = plants,t = hours] >= 0)
@variable(model, 0 <= M[h = plants,t = hours] <= M_max[p])
@variable(model, W[i = 1:nindices(water_value)])
@variable(model, H[t = hours] >= 0)
@expression(model, net_profit,

sum(ρ[t]*yH[t] for t in hours)
+ sum(|b|*(mean(ρ[hours_per_block[b]])*yB[b] for b in blocks))

@expression(model, intraday,
sum(penalty(ξ,t)*y+[t] - reward(ξ,t)*y−[t] for t in hours))

@expression(model, value_of_stored_water,
-sum(W[i] for i in 1:nindices(water_value)))

@objective(model, Max, net_profit - intraday + value_of_stored_water)
# Bid-dispatch links
@constraint(model, hourlybids[t = hours],

yH[t] == interpolate(ρ[t], bidlevels, xD[t]) + xI[t])
@constraint(model, bidblocks[b = blocks],

yB[b] == sum(xB[j,b] for j in accepted_blockorders(b)))
# Hydrological balance
@constraint(model, hydro_constraints[h = plants, t = hours],

M[h,t] == (t > 1 ? M[h,t-1] : M0[h])
+ sum(Q[i,s,t-τ] for i in intersect(Qu[h], plants), s in segments)
+ sum(S[i,s,t-τ] for i in intersect(Su[h], plants), s in segments)
+ V[h] - sum(Q[h,s,t] for s in segments) - S[h,t])

# Production
@constraint(model, production[t = hours],

H[t] == sum(µ[s]*Q[h,s,t] for h in plants, s in segments))
# Load balance
@constraint(model, loadbalance[t = hours],

yH[t] + sum(yB[b] for b in active(t)) - H[t] == y+[t] - y−[t])
# Water travel time ...
# Polyhedral water value
@constraint(model, water_value_approximation[c = 1:ncuts(water_value)],

sum(∂W[c,h]*M[h,T] for h in plants)
+ sum(W[i] for i in cut_indices(c)) >= w[c])

end
end� �
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5.4 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we present the results of our numerical experiments. We exem-
plify the use of the noise-driven RNN forecaster. Further, we solve day-ahead
instances and present the VSS of the solution as well as the optimal order
strategies. We analyze the seasonal variation in the solution.

5.4.1 Day-ahead forecasting
We present the price forecaster and the inflow forecaster separately. Figure 5.9
shows historical price curves from January between the years 2013 and 2016,
together with 200 price curves sampled using the RNN forecaster. The fore-
caster is set to predict curves in January. The neural network has been able
to learn the overall shape of a typical electricity price curve. Price spikes typ-
ically occur in the morning when people wake up, and in the afternoon when
people arrive home back from work. The network does not predict the extreme
outliers of the past, but does predict some daily curves with significant spikes.
Next, we consider varying the month considered by the RNN forecaster. The
result is shown in Figure 5.10. Each month, the shape of the daily price curve
is consistent. However, the forecaster predicts larger prices in general in the
winter period. This is consistent with the historical data, as electricity price
in the Nordic region is higher in winter due to the heating demand.

Historical and forecasted local inflow curves for two power stations in
Skellefteälven are shown in Figure 5.11. We show the results for one power
station located far upstream and one power station located close to the sea
outlet. This is to exemplify that the forecaster can successfully predict inflows
in all 15 power stations simultaneously. The average error is high for the flow
forecaster, but the seasonal trend and correlations of the historical inflows are
captured. It is noteworthy that all forecasted curves are generated from a
Gaussian signal.

5.4.2 Day-ahead planning
Now, we present our computational experience with the day-ahead problem.
We give an overview of the experimental setup and give results related to
the stochastic solution. We have considered computational performance of
the algorithms in depth before [14]. Therefore, we refrain from that here and
focus instead on the model output.

We solve the day-ahead problem (5.4) with respect to every month of the
year by supplying an arbitrary date for each month to the RNN forecaster.
By first solving some small sampled models, we note that the relative VSS is
typically on the order of 10−3. Therefore, we run the sequential SAA algo-
rithm until the relative length of the confidence interval around the optimum
is of order 10−4 to a significance level of 95%. Consequently, the resulting
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Figure 5.9: Historical electricity price curves in January and electricity price
curves generated using the RNN forecaster in the same period.

VSS confidence intervals have a significance level of 90%. We initialize the
algorithm at n = 16 number of samples and double the amount each iteration.

Every month, the sequential SAA algorithm terminates at n ≈ 2000. The
resulting VRP and EEV confidence intervals are presented in Figure 5.12. The
confidence intervals around the VRP values are evidently tight. For example,
the relative length of the VRP confidence interval in March is 9.73× 10−5.
A statistically significant VSS is ensured to the given confidence level as long
as the confidence intervals around VRP and EEV do not overlap. It is no
surprise that tight intervals are required here as there is an overlap in both
April and November even at the low relative tolerance in the result. In all
other months, we can calculate a statistically significant VSS value. These
seasonal VSS values are presented in more detail in Figure 5.13. Notably,
the relative VSS is small, ranging between 0.1% − 0.4%. However, the value
function includes the water evaluation, which increases the order of magnitude
significantly. With respect to only the daily market profit, the relative VSS is
about 1%. In addition, we reiterate the argument that these are daily marginal
profits. Hence, the VSS accumulates and could be considered more significant.

There are some interesting seasonal variations to note. First, the VRP is
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Figure 5.10: Daily electricity price curves predicted by the RNN forecaster in
every month of the year.

generally higher in the winter period. This is expected as the electricity price
in the Nordic region is larger in this period. What is more interesting is that
the VSS is actually higher in the off-season.

The optimal order strategy in January, when solving a 2000-scenario day-
ahead SAA instance, is shown in Figure 5.14. The stochastic solution uses a
large block order in the afternoon where a large mean price is expected. In
comparison, the deterministic strategy obtained by solving the expected value
problem is shown in Figure 5.15. The deterministic strategy mostly utilizes
price-independent orders, which is less flexible than the stochastic solution.

The day-ahead VSS was shown to be sensitive to the imbalance penalty [52].
We investigate this by letting the penalty be an increasing percentage of the
market price in each scenario. An imbalance penalty of more than 100%
is not realistic, but can be interprested as a penalty formulation of a zero
imbalance constraint. This models the case where no imbalance in the market
commitments is desired, which could be beneficial to some producers. For
larger penalty values, a statistically significant VSS can be achieved with fewer
scenarios. Here, 1000 scenarios are used to calculate the VSS values presented
in Figure 5.16.

It should be noted that the stochastic program is more complicated and
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Figure 5.11: Historical local inflow in Skellefteälven together and local inflow
generated using the RNN forecaster. Local inflow in the power station Slagnäs
located far upstream is shown to the left, and the power station Kvistforsen
closest to the sea is shown to the right.

takes about twice as long to solve with large imbalance penalties. The resulting
order strategy is shown in Figure 5.17 and the deterministic counterpart is
shown in Figure 5.18. The stochastic solution is far more conservative to
reduce the risk of imbalance. The deterministic strategy places larger orders
and still makes heavy use of price-independent orders. The risk of imbalance
is increased with this strategy, which is reflected in the VSS.

5.5 Discussion and conclusion
The results presented in this work are encouraging, in relation to the model
formulation we provide. Several assumptions limit the external validity of the
results. For example, the results are only as accurate as the water evaluation.
The approach presented here for valuing the water is more involved than just
assuming that all excess water can be sold at some conjectured future market
price. However, it is probably not an accurate indicator of the water value.
After scenario realization, the week-ahead problem we formulate assumes com-
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Figure 5.12: Seasonal variation of day-ahead VRP and EEV, including 95%
confidence intervals. Scale clarifications are shown for March and June. The
VSS is statistically significant in all months except April and November.

plete knowledge about the price curves and inflows for the upcoming week.
A more precise formulation would involve a multi-stage stochastic program
where the uncertain prices and inflows are learnt sequentially. The resulting
optimization problem may not be tractable, and there are still possibly even
more accurate ways of valuing the excess water regardless. Another factor is
the assumption that all power stations in the river are owned by the same
fictitious hydropower producer. Skellefteälven is in reality operated by three
separate companies. Hence, the production schedules generated in the sec-
ond stages are not realistic due to the required level of coordination between
the companies. Game theoretic approaches are required for optimal planning.
Finally, the RNN forecasters are trained on historical price and inflow data
independently. In the Nordic region, hydropower constitutes more than half
of the total electricity production. Consequently, the water value has a large
impact on the electricy price. Thus, one should arguably consider training
one single RNN forecaster on both datasets simultaneously, as electricity price
and local inflow are most probably correlated. The results of training the
RNN forecaster for inflows indicate that this is a viable approach for finding
correlations in historical data.
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Figure 5.13: Seasonal variation of day-ahead VSS, including 90% confidence
intervals. Note that the VSS is not statistically significant in April and Novem-
ber, because the lower bounds of the confidence intervals in those months are
negative.

In summary, we have presented a novel forecasting technique based on
noise-driven RNN. A key feature is that accurate forecasts can be generated
without using lagged input sequences from historical data. We employ this
forecasting technique to generate samples of day-ahead electricity price and
local reservoir inflows. We then formulate and solve a stochastic program for
determining optimal day-ahead order strategies in the Nordic market, using
the RNN forecasters for scenario generation. We show how the RNN forecast-
ers predict accurate seasonal trends from historical data with only Gaussian
signals and season indicators as input. Our sequential SAA algorithm ap-
proach leads to tight confidence intervals around the stochastic solution. This
allows us to derive statistically significant VSS of the stochastic order strate-
gies for most months of the year. Finally, we show the merit of the stochastic
programming approach by solving a variant of the day-ahead problem where
order imbalance is undesired.
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Figure 5.14: Optimal order strategy when solving a 2000-scenario day-ahead
SAA instance in January.
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Figure 5.15: Optimal order strategy when solving the day-ahead expected
value problem in January.
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Figure 5.17: Optimal order strategy when solving a 1000-scenario day-ahead
SAA instance, with 1000% imbalance penalty, in January.
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Figure 5.18: Optimal order strategy when solving the day-ahead expected
value problem, with 1000% imbalance penalty, in January.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have explored efficient implementations of distributed
stochastic programming methods. In particular, we have presented a software
framework for modeling, analyzing, and solving stochastic programs. The
main motivation has been to enable construction and solution of large-scale
stochastic programs that can provide decision support in industrial applica-
tions. This is achieved through parallelization techniques, where stochastic
program instances are distributed in memory on compute nodes. We have
also explored various algorithmic innovations in order to improve our imple-
mentation. Finally, we have shown the effectivenes of the framework by posing
and solving a real-world decision problem related to hydropower operations.

Next, we give a brief summary of our contributions and provide an outlook
on future work.

6.1 Summary
First, in Chapter 3, we have presented our software framework SPjl in de-
tail. We have showcased a large variety of stochastic programming methods
through illustrative examples. We have also presented implementations of the
L-shaped and progressive-hedging algorithms, and investigated improvements
to both algorithms. The implementation introduces several flexible high-level
abstractions that result in a modular design and simplify the development of
algorithm variants. SPjl is based upon two software patterns, deferred model
instantiation and data injection. These innovations allow us to efficiently in-
stantiate stochastic programs, while preserving an expressive modeling syntax
for the end user. Further, we have demonstrated how we utilize the abstrac-
tions available in the Julia module for distributed computing to simplify the
implementation of the parallel algorithms. In our numerical experiments, we
have observed the effectiveness of SPjl and that the implemented methods
scale well in distributed environments. We have also observed an improve-
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ment in distributed performance of the L-shaped algorithm through the use
of static cut aggregation.

Then, in Chapter 4, we have built upon the observations in Chapter 3
and developed a theoretical framework for cut aggregation in L-shaped al-
gorithms. We have established a worst-case complexity bound for L-shaped
algorithms with static cut aggregation and have then extended the result to
dynamic cut aggregation. Existing bounds for the single-cut and multi-cut
L-shaped algorithms are recovered by identifying them as the extremes of all
possible aggregation schemes. In addition, we have shown that the L-shaped
algorithm still converges in finitely many iterations when using dynamic cut
aggregation. We have then proposed a set of dynamic aggregation strategies
and explained how the worst-case bounds can be improved. The dynamic
aggregators have been evaluated on two large-scale stochastic programs that
model applied problems from the fields of telecommunications and energy.
The numerical results indictate that dynamic aggregation techniques can fur-
ther improve the performance of the distributed L-shaped algorithm. Our
framework also provides context to previous contributions on the topic of cut
aggregation. For example, our worst-case analysis complements earlier com-
putational studies and supports the hypothesis that static cut aggregation can
improve the performance of L-shaped algorithms. The theoretical framework
can simplify further research endeavors into the use of cut aggregation. In
brief, we have shown that static and dynamic cut aggregation can yield major
performance improvements to L-shaped algorithms in distributed settings.

In Chapter 5, we have formulated and solved a day-ahead planning prob-
lem in SPjl. The problem is formulated from the perspective of a hydropower
producer participating in a day-ahead market. Both the electricity price and
local water inflows are uncertain. We have proposed a noise-driven recurrent
neural network for forecasting electricity prices and local inflow to water reser-
voirs. The resulting forecasters are able to generate predictions with seasonal
variation without relying on long input sequences. We have outlined the archi-
tecture of the forecaster networks and shown how we train them on historical
datasets. We have then provided a detailed model formulation of the day-
ahead problem and shown how to implement the model in SPjl. By varying
seasonal parameters, it becomes possible to generate optimal order strategies
that vary in each month of the year. We have used a sequential SAA algorithm
in order to compute tight confidence intervals around the optimal solution of
the day-ahead problems. This approach becomes tractable through the par-
allel capabilities of SPjl. The tight confidence intervals allow us to conclude
that the gain from solving the stochastic program is statistically significant.
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6.2 Future research directions
We suggest different directions for future research based on the work presented
in the thesis.

Multi-stage stochastic programming A natural continuation is to con-
sider multi-stage stochastic programming. First, many problems related to hy-
dropower operations are suitable to pose as a multi-stage stochastic programs.
For instance, we suggested in Chapter 5 that the week-ahead problem would be
more accurately posed as a multi-stage problem. Second, multi-stage stochas-
tic programs also enjoy a structure that can be exploited in a distributed
environment. It would be interesting to explore efficient implementations akin
to the methods presented for two-stage programs in this thesis. As mentioned
in Chapter 3, we have already introduced an infrastructure for multi-stage
programs to the framework that levarages the two-stage design. Finally, we
could investigate how well the algorithmic improvements we have explored in
the thesis can be extended to the multi-stage setting.

Sample-based algorithms Throughout the thesis, when the sample
space is infinite we have solved stochastic programs using a sequential SAA
algorithm. This approach involves solving multiple SAA instances, where each
such instance is efficiently solved using structure-exploiting algorithms. Other
sample-based approaches perform the sampling during a structure-exploiting
algorithm (cf. L-shaped with importance sampling [64] or stochastic decompo-
sition [65]). Another interesting direction could be to explore efficient imple-
mentations of these approaches. In particular, it would be interesting to see if
the performance of these algorithms could be improved by the cut aggregation
techniques presented in this thesis.

Gradient-based algorithms The software framework POLO [17, 18],
for first-order parallel optimization algorithms, have been developed and pre-
sented in contributions not covered in this thesis. Future work could involve
utilize this framework and explore gradient-based methods for solving stochas-
tic programs.

Advanced cut aggregation Another direction is to build upon the con-
tributions presented in Chapter 4. Specifically, we wish to explore more cut
aggregation techniques. An intersting suggestion could be to explore methods
based on the analytic center of a polyhedron. Computing the analytic center
enables the construction of inscribed ellipsoids that can be used identify re-
dundant constraints. The idea is to use similar techniques to select cuts that
would be useful to aggregate.

Applied problems Finally, we aim to explore more decision problems for
hydropower operations that can be modeled using stochastic programming.
Examples include maintenance scheduling, optimizing reservoir levels before
the spring flood, capacity expansion, coordinating with random windpower
generation, and unit commitment problems.
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